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Are You Certified?

Radio on the Web

SBE Certification is atool for the
employer as well as the engineer.

Alan Haber reports on the new
generation of Streaming Media
Players. See GM Journal
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by Leslie Stimson

NEWS
V FMnet Promotes Subcarrier Use
for Auto Navigation.
Sea Page 7
V Carl Smith, a
leading developer
of AM directional
antennas, dies at
age 91

WASHINGTON Apparently, nobody
is wishy-washy about low-power radio.
You're either for it or against it.
Strong emotions are apparent in comments filed with the FCC in response to
three petitions calling for the creation of a
new class of low-power service. The dead-

line was extended to July 24 at the request
of the National Lawyers Guild, so that
those not familiar with the commission
process could participate in the discussion.
The topic has generated heated debate,
which is likely to continue well beyond
this summer as FCC employees decide
whether the petitions merit official action
leading to arule making or whether still
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more questions must be answered.
The three proposals:
Nicholas Leggett calls for the creation
of aservice that would allow low-power
AM and FM stations, with amaximum of
one watt and antenna height 50 feet above
the ground or supporting building structure, to serve an area of one to several
square miles. Leggett asks the commission
See LPFM, page 6
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GM JOURNAL
V Big consolidation in radio
slowed dramatically in the first
half of the year. Lynn Meadows
See Page
reports.

Justus: DAB
Is Radio's
Best Hope
As the radio broadcasting industry
looks to a digital future, so too does
the radio receiver industry. Car
receiver manufacturers, who will be
among the first who must implement
digital radio technology in the United
States, are watching and working with
proponents of both in-band, on-channel and satellite delivery systems.

36

V The state of the
industry is good,
and the outlook
bullish, according
to BIA Research.
A radio assessment.
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V Sound Ideas
brings back
Bullwinkle on
three CDs.
Sie Page
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Check out RW Online at

www.rwonline.corn

Harris DRC 2000
Digital Radio Console
Harris is proud to introduce the next
generation Digital Radio Console, the
DRC 2000. Features include anew low
profile design that emulates familiar

Harris Corporation
Broadcast Division
Ralph

analog consoles, minimizing operator

1-800-622-0022

training and on- site installation costs.
The DRC 2000 is the world's most

FAX: 765-966-0623

advanced digital radio on- air console.
Yet, it provides the simplicity of the
analog console operation. Best of all,

www.broadcast.harris.com
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it's ready to ship!
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Justus

The
Consumer
Electronics
Manufacturers Association represents
about 500 companies that manufacture a variety of consumer electronic
products including radios, TVs, accessories, home automation systems and
See CEMA. page 8 I>
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NEWS WATC H
Philadelphia's
Radio Mutiny
Shut Down
PHILADELPHIA The FCC and U.S.
Marshals have shut down unlicensed
Philadelphia operator "Radio Mutiny."
An equipment seizure followed several
attempts by the commission to have the
station operator voluntarily discontinue
transmission on 91.3 MHz. FCC
Compliance and Information Bureau
Chief Richard Lee accompanied the
June 22 raid.
This past spring, Lee spoke to mem-

bers of Radio Mutiny and others who
claimed to be unlicensed operators at a
convention in Philadelphia.
Also, afederal court ordered an unlicensed operator in North Dakota to stop
broadcasting in late June.

Dunifer
Appeals
Injunction
BERKELEY, Calif. Attorneys for longtime radio pirate Stephen Dunifer are

July 22, 1998

Actor Smits
Asks For
appealing the government's recent
injunction forcing him off the air.
Attorney Louis Hiken told RW that
Dunifer's team filed amotion for reconsideration to get their client's case
"decided on the merits."
In a court case that began in 1994,
Dunifer never denied he was operating an
unlicensed station — " Free Radio
Berkeley." Dunifer claimed he was taking
a stand against FCC rules that make it
tough for any but the rich to own stations.
The judge who granted the injunction said that Dunifer has never
applied for a license, and rejected his
arguments that his First Amendment
rights were violated.

Take aLOOK nt TWS•

Minority Hires
WASHINGTON
Actor Jimmy
Smits, co-founder of the National
Hispanic Foundation for the Arts, has
invited FCC Chairman Bill Kennard to
join him in sponsoring a CEO forum
on how to promote opportunities for
racial and ethnic minorities in entertainment industries.
Kennard accepted and said he hoped
that the Sept. 22 forum in Washington,
D.C., would address the issue of
minority access to capital as well as
help minorities, including Hispanics
and women, secure entry-level and
management jobs.
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Then look at our competition.

F COURSE many stations are cost-conscious
these days— just remember why you wanted a new
console in the first place: to UPGRADE.
The R-60 has what's needed, with all the right features:
our SIMPLE PHONE ® module for easy error- free talk segments;
twin six bank preselectors, so you won't run out of input
capacity; onboard machine control panel, clock, timer, awelldesigned cue system, and a truly effective control room and
studio monitor interface. And because it's totally modular,
service is easy— even while you're on- the-air! Documentation:
this can determine whether you have an installation day or
an installation week. We've done it right to guide you through.
And PERFORMANCE? Of course we've handled that; simply
compare our specs.
DON'T MISS your opportunity to upgrade. Choose
the R-60 radio console from AUDIOARTS.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Line (10Hz-20KHz) ±1/10dB
Mic (
20Hz-20KHz) ±1/10dB
THD+N ( 20Hz-20KHz)
Line, +4dBu
.
005%
Mic & Line, +16dBu .
005%
IMD ( SMPTE)
Mic & Line. +4dBu . 004%
DIM
Mic & Line. +16dBu . 005%
DYNAMIC RANGE
Line
114dB
Mic
98dB
HEADROOM
ref +4dBu
24dB
OFF & ASSIGN ISOLATION
1 KHz
- 110dB
20 KHz
-105dB
BUS CROSSTALK
1 KHz
-100dB
20 KHz
-75dB
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DRE Ready for an Early Test
KSAN(FM), San Mateo, Becomes Test Site for
Digital Radio Express' FM IBOC System
by Leslie Stimson
SAN FRANCISCO Digital Radio
Express, one of three proponents of an inband, on-channel digital audio broadcasting system, has installed equipment in
San Francisco area station KSAN(FM) in
preparation for field testing its FM IBOC
system.
DRE has an experimental license from
the FCC to conduct the tests, which were
expected to begin in July.
DRE Vice President, Engineering,
Derek Kumar said when the tests begin,
DRE would be "putting our digital signal
on the air. The station will continue to
broadcast in astandard (analog) format."
DRE would combine its digital signal

DIGITRL naelD BROADCAST

with the host station's analog signal.
Kumar said the tests would be sporadic at
first, to make sure the DRE signal does
not interfere with the signal of its host
station or others.
Kumar said this first field test would
be for DRE's own use, and the results
would not be submitted to the DAB

Public Radio Debates
The Promise of Digital
by Fred Krock
SAN FRANCISCO Not everyone
believes digital is the future of radio.
Tomlinson Miles Holman, president
of TMH, which produces audio for
video, downplayed the importance of
the digital future to engineers attending
the Public Radio Conference.
Holman said a new medium must
produce a ten-times improvement in
quality and convenience to the public
for it to be effective. In-band on-channel DAB systems as currently planned
are "insufficiently differentiated from
analog FM broadcasting for it to succeed," said Holman.
Holman asked rhetorically, "Why
muddy up analog in favor of aduplicated service?"
Holman invented and patented
many of the technologies of LucasFilm
THX. Holman figured prominently
during the development of "5.1 channel audio" for the surround sound system used in the digital TV standards
defined by the Advanced Television
Systems Committee and later adopted
by the FCC.
One engineer suggested that most
listeners would not be able to tell the
difference between analog FM and
digital in anormal listening environment if the audio processing that is
characteristic of today's super-aggressive loudness wars were turned off.
Holman agreed.
In order to succeed, aDAB system
must produce a very noticeable
improvement in sound. Holman said
that a digital multi-channel system
could produce the required improvement.
As an example, Holman showed the
perceived improvement in sound as the
number of loudspeakers increased. Not
too surprisingly, 5.1 channel audio produced the largest improvement rating
over two-channel stereo.
The 5.1 channel audio uses six loudspeakers. Three are located in front,
two surround speakers are in the rear,

and abass augmentation speaker can
be located almost anywhere in the
vicinity.
Achieving aclear, robust sound in
an automobile is a problem. Sound
engineers complained that loudspeakers are placed where automobile
designers decide rather than where the
best sound would be produced. The
"sweet spot" between two stereo loudspeakers is rather small. Usually no
one sits in the "sweet spot" in acar.
Holman said 5.1 channel audio solves
the poor audio problem by producing
greatly improved sound almost everywhere inside an automobile.

Why muddy
up analog in favor
of a duplicated
service?
— Tom Holman

For studios, Holman said the real revolution is in non-linear continuous
media storage and retrieval. The DAT
recorder is not really satisfactory
because of reliability problems, tape
interchange problems, and the impossibility of random access of recorded
material. Several engineers who attended the session cheered at this.
DAT recorders
As an example, Holman told the
group about the loss of awhole day's
audio recording during shooting of the
motion picture "Independence Day."
The sound engineer neglected to back
up a DAT recording with an analog
Nagra recorder.
Officials for one of the three proponents of an IBOC DAB system, Digital
See PRC, page 12

Subcommittee of the National Radio
Systems Committee. Kumar called the
tests an equipment shakedown "in addition to getting some feeling for multipath
characteristics and how our system
responds to it."
DRE planned to use the same equipment it exhibited at NAB ' 98: a Ford
receiver is the FM demodulator, which
generates the FM analog signal. The
DRE box taps into the Ford radio in order
to extract and produce the digital signal,
which is layered on each side of the
host's analog signal.
DRE will also have atest van for use
in field trials. DRE engineers would use
the same antenna mast that comes with
the van and bring the antenna feed into
the Ford radio.
DRE engineers will drive the test van
through "real-life multipath in one of the
most difficult multipath environments in
the United States," said Kumar.
The van is equipped with Global
Positioning System navigation, a forward- looking camera, real-time spectrum analysis and simultaneous recording of both the analog FM and IBOC
digital audio signals. "Together with the
video from the forward- looking camera,
the spectrum display and the audio
recordings, we will be able to precisely
determine where and why audio 'events'
(like multipath) occur," said Kumar.
When asked to comment on Lucent's
entrance into the IBOC development

fray, both Kumar and DRE President and
Chief Executive Officer Norm Miller
hoped that the addition of another proponent would not slow down the DAB subcommittee in selecting test criteria.
"We'll know shortly ... if it's not accelerating the process," said Kumar.
Miller said DRE has not altered its
business plans since Lucent's recent
announcement. The company is focused
on lab testing its FM system for the next

San Francisco
has one of the most
difficult multipath
environments in the
United States.
few weeks and hopes to have data to present to the DAB subcommittee and the
FCC this fall, said Miller.
DRE does not intend to produce
hardware, but rather license its IBOC
technology to receiver and transmitter
manufacturers as USADR also plans.
Lucent does not intend to get into
hardware manufacturing while launching IBOC, but has not ruled out the
possibility.
Six to 14 people are working on
DRE's IBOC systems at any one time at
TriTech Microelectronics headquarters
and lab facilities in Milpitas, Calif.
DRE receives funding from TriTech
and private investors.

WHAT COMES
AFTER DIGITAL?
In the beginning, there were stone axes.
Then came fire, the wheel, and the steam
engine. Then came analog audio and then
digital audio. What comes next?
Certainly the stone wheel must have looked
to the caveman to be the greatest discovery
that ever could be. And to the simple farmer of
the 1800's, the steam engine was the most
modern contrivance that his mind could
imagine. But neither was aterminal technology
Both have been replaced as time marches on.
Digital audio is also not a terminal
technology. It is simply where we are now.
Want to know what comes after digital? Call
(724) 772-2310 and ask for our white paper
"Artificial Intelligence, It's What Comes After
Digital". While . you're at it, you could also ask
for a no-obligation, 10-day demo of COBALT
BLUETM,
the world's first Neural Network
audio processor.

RK
COMMUNICATIONS
211 Commerce Park Drive,
Cranberry Township, PA 16066-6403
(724) 772-2310 Voice ( 724) 772-4770 FAX
Grcie ( 79) On Reader Service Cord
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Senior Baseball: Worth Covering?

July 22, 1998

From the Editor

My comments about baseball and
Selections from some of the most popcharacteristics of foam will spill over to
radio prompted a reply from Jerry
ular series in RW now are available on
help broadcast users. He discussed beneArnold, vice president of engineering for
our Web site at www.rwonline.com
fits of various kinds of material in the
WTHC(FM) in Terre Haute, Ind.
Click there and you can read columns
wire jacket and their effects on capaciThe local Men's Senior Baseball
from John Bisset's popular Workbench
tance. He explored why impedance
League, he writes, has enjoyed live radio
series, Steve Lampen's Wired for Sound
becomes afar more important spec when
coverage for seven years. "While not
articles, our station inspection series by
digital is involved. He reviewed various
professional, we do play a fairly good
FCC Inspector Ron Ramage, and Jeff
kinds of shielding, and gave, in all, a
brand of baseball. We broad- y11W Untrue the yrae•nel tyroure tom 11. purizhea ol Herr Would • rel.....
most interesting presentatee
cast one game a month on
tion. If you get achance to
.1 • •
ta'
WBOW(AM), and actually
hear Steve speak, do so.
Ftru
Reload
SaartG
ly•Yde
Sere.
have people calling the station
•GOdereds
The meeting was arranged
on which we broadcast to find
by John Reiser, FCC elecRW Online
RW Online
out if there will be agame that From the Publisher
tronics engineer in the interof Radio World
Reference
particular week.
national bureau, who is secRowii
frett
"Our radio coverage has •
retary of the AES chapter
affordable SL-PG350 and 450 acouple
Zurer.a,
helped our league grow, and it
and an SBE Fellow. Thanks
The Reference Room u aspectal seen. Of RW Online devoted to :elect mules from Pa, io
of years ago.
•Ineletry
World Newrprwei There. you tan find
has reintroduced the sport to
also to Neil Shade of AES,
Other items John likes:
mil I.
Neyoureen
1 The on lene version of RW's popular Workbench column
many local residents," he • Guy W. Uarluod Greer
Jan Andrews of NPR, and
•Sony's MDS-JE520 MiniDisc con2 Steve Lumen's *
Wred for Sound elder
wrote. "Terre Haute had minor
Ed Bukont, chairman of the
3 Further irstallments from Ronald Ramage's FCC !rental. Setter
sumer deck: "Stations have been buy4 Jetriohnson's mks- part
series
league professional baseball e Career Ur
SBE local and an RW coning these for different uses. It surearyousey
And there's more yet to come Feel free to pass along your comments as wet as suggest,:
from 1888 to 1955. Many
tributor himself.
prised me that some are using them for
for content you wads to see ou the ate Rope you enjoy
tar....age
spectators and listeners to our
phoners!"
dumb r
RW °oboe
games remark that they miss gym.,
***
arre./ Am.. our
•The Denon DN-M105OR professional
having 'real' baseball to see or
unit: " KSTP in Minneapolis is using
listen to. Our league is affiliated with the
Johnson's special primer on servicing
A round of calls to equipment dealers
this to delay Paul Harvey during their
National Men's Senior Baseball League,
DAT machines. More to come ...
always turns up agood tip or two.
noon news block. It replaces an Otani
and we have even broadcast games back
John Lackness at Crouse-Kimzey says
reel. With the MiniDisc, it's amatter of
to Terre Haute from the International
***
Technics now offers a single-disc CD
hitting the Stop button, and Play to get
Men's Senior World Series held each fall
player called the SL-PG480A. It has
it on the air. No more than about five
in Phoenix!
Speaking of Steve Lampen, his articles
RCA and optical digital outputs, and carseconds."
"Many radio stations, particularly AM
about audio wire, cable and connectors
ries alist price of $ 149.95.
•Beyerdynamic's MCD 101 digital constations, are desperately looking for revled to an invitation to speak to arecent
"We expect to sell alot of these. It is a denser microphone: "Always wondered
enue sources. Here is achance for them.
joint meeting of SBE Local 37 and the
CD unit that small- and medium-market
if someone would come up with someMany towns and small cities have alocal
AES District of Columbia section.
chapter of the Men's Senior Baseball
Technical Editor Al Peterson and Isat in
League. Many are well organized and
at the meeting, held at the National
even have former major and minor leaPublic Radio building.
guers playing. Isuggest that station ownIhave enjoyed reading and editing
ers or managers take a look at doing
Steve's work, but this was my first time
some of these games. It has been our
hearing him in person. He is adynamic
experience that finding sponsors is quite
speaker — more ateacher than apitch
easy, and that year after year we have a man. Although he works as technology
loyal and growing audience."
development manager for Belden Wire
Technics SL-PG480A
Thanks, Jerry. Nice pitch. Anyone
and Cable, he also pulls from experiences
willing to step up to the plate? The Men's
as auser and salesperson. His book on
folks will buy and use," John said.
thing like this. It has a24-bit A/D conSenior Baseball League has 300 local
the topic is published by McGraw-Hill.
"When they break, they become boat
verter, and the XLR plug is actually an
leagues, most of which have no broadcast
Let's face it, no one gets too worked
anchors. It has a feature called autocue,
AES/EBU output."
arrangements. The national president is
up over audio cable. It's one of those
which in the old units was called cue to
For info about these products, call
Steve Sigler. Call him in New York at
commodity items that are easy to take for
music. It cues to the first bit of audio, not
Crouse-Kimzey at ( 800) 433-2105.
(516) 753-6725.
granted. But Steve had plenty of interestthe first part of the track selected."
Next time I'll pass along gear tips
ing things to say. He told how research
John says his clients were "just livid"
from another broadcast equipment
***
by computer and data industries into the
when Technics discontinued the similarly
dealer.

Paul J. McLane
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ARC- 16: The industry standard
for multi-site transmitter remote control.
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"It's almost like
standing in front of
the transmitter!"
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Yadayadayada
Dear RW,
Iloved Peter King's "Seinoff' story,
"To Cover aShow About Nothing" (RW,

June 24). It was the best example of playby-play I've experienced in along time.
By the way, Iget to hear (Peter) every
so often on WCBS(AM) ... and Iunderstand perfectly the thrill at hearing your-

Seinfield Look-alike Winner Steve NeSmith of Orlando and Peter King

—
Raht
a
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telephone: ( 703) 998-7600
editorial fax: ( 703) 820-3245
e-mail: radioworld@imaspub.com
Web site: www.rwonline.com

self on the station of your earliest memories. When I'd be on the air at
WNEW(FM), I'd always think "This is
where Mom used to listen to Martin
Block!"
Thanks for agreat read.
Anita Bonita
New York
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It is fashionable in some circles right now to
question whether the U.S. radio industry has
made a mistake by pursuing an in-band, onchannel solution to the digital radio question.
We strongly disagree.
Our industry is prone to this kind of second
guessing. But the time to pick adirection and
stick to it is here. Indeed, it may have passed. Let's not be slowed, once
again, by hesitation and doubt.
You need only mention the words "AM stereo" in aroom full of radio
managers and engineers to hear the moans and chuckles start. That technology failed to reach its potential, not because it was poorly designed, but
because the industry failed to embrace it and to make swift, sure decisions
about its implementation.
We have no qualm with observers who debate the technical merits of
any improvements to the U.S. radio system. But the ground rules have
been established: Any successful digital radio system must provide notable
improvement to the listener, meet the needs of the existing broadcast community and recognize the realities of available spectrum. IBOC meets the
second and third conditions; we expect it will prove itself on the first point.
Industry leaders now recognize this. The NAB made some serious mistakes early in the DAB debate, but it now understands what IBOC signifies.
The Radia Board has adopted aresolution that states, "Whereas the NAB
Radio Board recognizes that IBOC DAB may lead to asignificant enhancement of the AM and FM radio broadcasting services ... (that) no new radio
spectrum will be needed, and (that) IBOC DAB will provide for a smooth
transition from analog to all-digital services ... be it resolved that the NAB
supports the rapid development of IBOC DAB technologies and furthermore
supports the efforts of the National Radio Systems Committee to evaluate
such technologies in an unbiased and fair manner."
This debate matters to anyone who holds a license or who wants to
ensure that radio is part of the digital landscape in the next century. Radio
managers should support the vigorous pursuit of an IBOC solution that
protects their interests and that of our listeners.
Like an explorer crossing the ocean, radio must check its compass, chart
its course and set sail. We do not need to reverse direction several times on
our way to this new world. Columbus got there, and so can we.
— RW

Stay the
Course

major shortwave and local station in
Liberia twice destroyed by the war.
ELWA is now managed by those we
trained over the years, is back on the
air with FM and soon plans to restore
regional shortwave. SIM also has a
religious FM license pending in
Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire, acity of about
3million.
Carry on, RW, we like you!
A. Jonathan Shea
Senior Member SBE, CSRE
Western Africa Area Director,
Society of International Ministires
Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire

Editor in Chief (International)

T. Carter Ross
ext. 137

Radio World

Share and share alike

Dear RW,
The June 10th story by James Careless
Among several things Iappreciate are
("Will Border Audience Cross Over?")
the broad, evenhanded coverage you give
was excellent. With the Canadian governto management and engineering issues,
ment increasing the Canadian content
news, history, humor and religious broadpercentages to 35 percent the first of the
casting (both the good and the bad). I year, border U.S. stations can only be the
include the advertising — it's an inforbeneficiaries.
mation treasure trove.
Our station, WBDR(FM) in Cape
I've checked www.rwonline.com too,
Vincent, N.Y., has its tower located just
and find it full of good stuff.
one mile from the Canadian border. It is
RW does well at filling us in on the
just seven miles to Kingston, Ontario, a
proliferation of acronyms, though once
city of 123,000 people. Kingston has
in a while Ican't figure one out. The
just two FM stations of its own.
May 13 issue's " Open Letter to the
WBDR, known as "The Border," proRAB" in Readers Forum left me wongrams a CHR format aimed at the
dering about CRMC, RAB and more,
Canadian marketplace. In the Spring
and overseas readers wouldn't underBBMs ( Canada's equivalent to the
stand EEO, but generally your articles
ARBs) WBDR had an incredible 67
do a nice job of sorting the alphabet
share with teens, and was number 1
soup. This is really important for those
with 18-34 year olds with a22.2 share.
entering the field, newcomers and
We can offer listeners what they want to
young recruits. Remember how hard it
hear, not what the government thinks
was to start reading computer magathey should hear.
zines when you didn't know what RAM
The Canadian marketplace has been
and ROM were?
good to us. One of our minority shareOur mission owns Radio ELWA, a holders is a Canadian and serves as

general manager of our Kingston
office.
We look forward to the increased
Canadian content and expect it will
increase listeners and revenue.
David Mance
President
WBDR(FM)
Cape Vincent, N.Y.
First format
Dear RW,
The May 13 article on KFWB(AM) was
entertaining, but inaccurate in saying that
"Channel 98" was the first top 40 format in
the country. That distinction belongs to
KOWH in Omaha, where Todd Storz and
Bill Stewart lifted the term from the
Billboard chart and applied it to their format.

As Ialso recall, an even younger Gary
Owens was one of the DJs, prior to joining KFWB.
Gordon MacLendon's KLIF(AM) in
Dallas also preceded KFWB as atop 40
station.
Don Hofmann
Monterey, Calif

Correction
In our June 24 issue, the FCC Web site
address to view the Mass Media Bureau
Fact Sheet on Unattended Operation was
incorrect. The correct Web address is
www.fcc.govimmblasd/bickelino
onehome.html
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Low-Power Proposals Draw Heat
Sacred Heart University, licensee of
WSHU(FM) Fairfield, Conn. and
WSUF(FM), Noyack, N.Y., said, "At minimum, any new LPFM, microstation, or
event broadcasting service must provide
adequate protection for FM translators
such as Sacred Heart's and other secondary
services. ... The petitions propose an inefficient use of the spectrum ... and the proposals would cause enormous interference
and short-spacing problems."

LPFM, continued from page 1

to designate one AM and one FM channel
for micro service and proposes the creation
of geographic "cells" that each contain one
station. Leggett proposes that microstations receive five-year licenses for a $50
fee and that station operators be permitted
to build and maintain their transmitters
without commission approval.
J. Rodger Skinner supports the creation
of athree-part FM service. The first type
would be special-event, limited-time licenses; the second type of station would operate
at 1to 50 W with antennas up to 150 feet
HAAT; the third would operate from 50 W
to 3 kW with amaximum HAAT of 328
feet. These stations would closely parallel
the operations of a full- power station.
Skinner also recommends eliminating second and third adjacent channel spacing
restrictions. He later changed his petition to
propose amnesty for illegal operators and
give them achance to receive anew lowpower license.
Gregory Deieso recommends an event
broadcasting service similar to that within Skinner's proposal. Without endorsing
any particular power level, Deieso proposes arange of one to 10 watts ERP as
sufficient for most events.
In reply comments, opponents laid out
a number of arguments against a new
class of low-power stations:

FM translators
Sacred Heart said if the FCC goes forward with the LPFM proposals, all classes of low-power service should be secondary, unprotected facilities that are
obligated to protect existing and proposed full-service and secondary facilities, such as FM translators.
Broadcaster ECI wrote, "Of the seven
markets served by ECI, there has been
recent pirate activity in four — Kansas
City, Sacramento, Seattle and Tampa-St.
Petersburg. In some cases, operations are
shut down only to reappear a short time
later on a different frequency and/or
broadcasting from adifferent location. As
there are certain to be many areas where
demand for micro-station licenses would
outstrip their availability (especially the
congested urban areas), it is unlikely that
regularizing some manner of microradio
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operation would eliminate the urge of
some miscreants to flout the FCC and
broadcast at their whim."
Brian Hammett, operations manager for
WPRS(AM) and WACF(FM) in Paris, Ill.,
offered asmall- market viewpoint: "Our
stations are serving the public to the best of
our ability and ... granting licenses to lowpower stations would be detrimental to
those of us who are continually striving to
serve our communities in an already overcrowded radio band."
Arthur Wilkerson, president of WLILAM-FM and WLIK(AM), Newport, Tenn.,
wrote, "Ihave been abroadcaster in small
Tennessee towns since 1950 ... Docket 8090 (allowing more stations on the FM
band) was atotal mistake ... Please don't
let us make another mistake."
Roger Bouchard, president of
WNRI(AM), Woonsocket, R.I. wrote,
"The introduction of local FMs in the early
'80s and the rise of cable TV selling advertising in local markets has driven advertisers to spend their dollar among many newer broadcast competitors. Today, only local
advertisers make up our advertiser base.
Introduce one-watt stations and they will
go after an already 'over-picked' pool of
local advertisers."
Advertising base
Minority- ow ned Radio One: "There is
no data to demonstrate that there would
be asufficient advertising base to support
such a service ... Most startling is the
absence ... of any technical data prepared
by a qualified engineer addressing the
frequencies to be allotted, confirming
there is sufficient spectrum available to
create the service or estimating the numbers of stations that would be created."
Jim Robertson, vice president, general
manager of Florida's WOGK(FM),
WNDD(FM) and WNDT(FM), argued,
"Radio broadcasting should not be
allowed to shrink to part-time people
(pirates) who can turn theirs on any time
they feel like playing."
Supporters were as passionate in their
reply comments:
The Leggetts: "We understand that it is
in the established industry's perceived
short-term best interest to maintain the sta-
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tus quo. We also understand that they see
no need to upgrade either their technology
or their position since they are doing quite
well financially as they are. ... We question their hostile attitude towards amicra
station service that could easily provide
them with a valuable resource of both
trained personnel and aproving ground for
experimental programming."
Self-proclaimed pirates
The National Lawyers Guild submitted
comments for approximately 40 petition
supporters, both "concerned individuals and
groups" and self-proclaimed pirates such as
Radio Mutiny, Free Radio Berkeley and the
Black Liberation Radio Network.
The group proposed anoncommercial
FM service on "any unused frequency
within the FM Broadcast band down to
87.5 MHz. A second adjacent channel
would be the closest spacing allowed,
with a maximum 50 W in urban areas
and 100 W in rural areas. The proposal
also calls for no public service requirements. (
RW previously reported this proposal, which was discussed at NAB ' 98.)
John Scavo: "The fact that the FCC
laws are written to prevent anyone from
applying for alow-power FM local station under 100 watts while allowing
licensed broadcasters to apply for lowpower translators under 100 watts is really adouble standard."
James Reese, a 40-year broadcaster
now in Sarasota, Fla., called implementation of docket 80-90 "almost totally inexcusable" and argues that LPFM is an efficient spectrum use.
"Efficiency of spectrum use is better
defined by how many diverse communities can be served by a single frequency
than by whether yet another Smashing
Pumpkins recording can be heard from
100 miles away."
Thomas Desmond called claims by
NAB and USA Digital Radio that LPFM
may interfere with IBOC DAB "speculative." He wrote, "It would only occur as a
result of the USADR system effectively
being a spectrum grab, since the digital
signal would be placed, in full, on two
adjacent FM channels. Contrary to the
claims in these comments, this is not
IBOC but rather IBAOP ( in- band, all
over the place) digital. The FCC should
mandate the IBOC DAB signal be kept
closer to the main channel."

DAB, Pirates Top NAB
Radio Board Priorities
WASHINGTON Radio's transition
to digital audio broadcasting and how
the FCC treats unlicensed operators
were tops in the minds of NAB Radio
Board members at their semi-annual
meeting here.
Board members heard progress
reports from the three proponents of inband, on-channel DAB systems. New
Radio Board Chairman Bill McElveen
said board members were encouraged
by the progress made by the proponents:
USA Digital Radio, Lucent Digital
Radio and Digital Radio Express.
The board passed areaffirmation of
an earlier resolution supporting "the
rapid development" of IBOC DAB in
the United States and supporting the
efforts of the National Radio Systems
Committee "to evaluate such technologies in an unbiased and fair manner."

The board also passed aresolution
praising FCC efforts in enforcing rules
against unlicensed operators, or pirates.
Board members were updated on a
variety of issues affecting radio. NAB
Executive Vice President, Government
Relations, Jim May said it was unlikely
that Congress will adopt laws mandating
free airtime for political candidates who
agree to certain spending limits.
McElveen was elected Radio Board
chairman after serving as vice chairman. He is president and general manager of Columbia, S.C., stations
WTCB(FM),
WOMG(FM)
and
WISW(AM).
Bill Poole, general manager of
Fredericksburg, Va., stations WFLSFM, and WYSK-AM-FM, was elected
Radio Board vice chair.
— Leslie Stimson
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A New Life For FM Subcarriers?
by Lynn Meadows
WASHINGTON It is just a dream
now, but someday, your grandchildren
will be able to step into a car, tell it
where to go and then sit back and enjoy
the ride. And radio will help navigate.
That is one of the far off and far out
goals of the Intelligent Transportation
System ( ITS) touted by the Federal
Highway Administration. A shorter-term
goal is to transmit pertinent traffic infor-

A Marriage of STIC
And IBOC DAB?
With three known companies developing in-band, on-channel digital audio
broadcasting systems, how compatible
would those systems be with STIC?
The original round of DAB testing
done by the DAB subcommittee of the
National Radio Systems Committee
between 1994 and 1996 included tests
on the interaction of IBOC signals with
subcarriers. NAB Senior Engineer
David Layer said the results indicated
that subcarriers in the lower part of the
FM band below 76 kHz were "not so
badly affected by 1130C" while those in
the upper portion seemed to be adversely affected by IBOC.
STIC is available in two versions:
one uses 67 kHz and the other uses 92
kHz in the subcarrier part of the spectrum. Systems now in place typically
use subcarriers in the 52- to 99-kHz
portion of each FM channel.
Layer said that STIC has not been
tested with IBOC. The original tests
were done using analog subcarriers.
Rick Martinson, manager of DAB
systems at USA Digital Radio, said
such results are in USADR papers
released at NAB '97.
He said subcarriers at 92 kHz have a
minimal impact on the IBOC signal and
an imperceptible impact at 67 kHz.
Lucent Digital Radio system will
also be compatible with STIC. Media
Relations Manager Christopher Pfaff
said Lucent's system will be compatible
with any signal in the main band.
Norman Miller, president of Digital
Radio Express, stated that commenting
on IBOC DAB compatibility with FM
subcarrier systems at this time would be
"speculative" because the HSSC subcommittee did not evaluate for compatibility with IBOC DAB.
Miller noted that DRE is implementing ahigh-speed subcarrier system of its
own with data throughput speeds
between 32 kilobits per second and 64
kbps depending on available subcarrier
bandwidth. The FHWA wanted an FM
subcarrier system that could provide a
user data rate of 7.5 kbps for ITS.
Said David Kelley, former co-chairman of the HSSC subcommittee, "The
issue is the delivery of the data. STIC
is atechnology like all technologies:
it's ultimately an interim technology
until there is something new."
He said when DAB offers the same
ability to slice up a section of the
overall bandwidth and send adifferent
stream of bits through it, he thinks
people will move to that.
"The job is to get data in the hip
pocket and increase your rate card."

mation about upcoming highway speeds
and crashes to drivers via FM subcarriers.
But questions stand in the way of
even the short-term goal such as who
will pay broadcasters to disseminate
ITS information.
A new trade association is forming to
help answer the tough questions about
the use of FM subcarriers within the
Intelligent Transportation System. FMnet
will promote the use of a High Speed
Subcarrier modulation method chosen by
the FHWA for use in ITS.
According to Arlan Stehney, ITS
Program Team Leader for the Society of
Automotive Engineers, the vision for
FMnet is for it to be astandalone agency

based near the SAE office outside of
Pittsburgh. Organizers hope to finalize
the structure and not-for-profit status of
FMnet by summer's end.
The idea for FMnet sprang from members of the now- suspended High-speed
FM Subcarrier Subcommittee of the
National Radio Systems Committee. The
NRSC, acommittee co-sponsored by the
Electronic Industries Association and the
National Association of Broadcasters,
formed the HSSC to select a single
HSSC modulation standard.
The subcommittee could not agree on
one industry standard and suspended its
activities this spring (RW, April 29).
The subcommittee tested three HSSC

systems.
The
Federal
Highway
Administration took astrong interest in the
proceedings because it wanted an HSSC
industry standard that could be used within
its Intelligent Transportation System.
After reviewing the subcommittee test
results, the FHWA chose the Subcarrier
Traffic Information Channel ( STIC)
waveform developed by the MITRE
Corp. as the United States standard for
mobile traffic applications.
With a single standard, FMnet will
give its members aforum to discuss the
need for interoperable messages and other standards required for asuccessful ITS
system.
Said Kelley, "The purpose of FMnet is
to get ATIS ( Advanced Traveler
Information Services) information into
the hands of our end customers so the
See FMNET, page 15
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Justus of CEMA
CEMA, continued from page 1

computers.
CEMA
Director
of
Engineering Ralph Justus works on
issues such as electromagnetic compatibility, radio and TV interference, digital
radio systems, HDTV and consumer electronics/cable TV compatibility. His experience includes stints as a staff engineer
in both the AM and FM branches of the
FCC and director of engineering, regulatory and international affairs for the
NAB. Justus also represents CEMA interests on the DAB Subcommittee of the
National Radio Systems Subcommittee,
whose members are setting test criteria
for the proponents of in-band, on-channel digital audio broadcasting.
Justus talked with RW News
Editor/Washington Bureau Chief Leslie
Stimson.
RW: What do your studies show about
how consumers use radio?
Justus: At home, it is becoming less. We
did some studies last year of Direct
Satellite System owners and we found
that in a survey of over 1,000 users of
DSS systems ... that 69 percent of those
DSS owners are listening to their audio
programs on the DSS systems.
They have 30-plus channels of CDquality commercial- free audio and 69
percent of them are listening on an average of about 10-1/2 hours a week. Our
previous results showed that radio listening for pleasure, at home, was about 11.8
hours per week. Which means that unless
radio listening is dramatically increased
over the study period, then the huge portion of listening hours spent at home is
going to be DSS audio offerings.
RW: We have radios, CD players, DAT
players ... What is the next entertainment
medium that will compete with radio in
our homes and in our cars?
Justus: Ithink the biggest thing is going
to be Digital Versatile Disc audio, with
CD or better quality sound, but more than

that, digital multichannel sound, in the
home, in the car, anywhere that you have
more than two speakers. It can deliver to
amono or stereo setup or amultichannel
set up ... Maybe in afew years, CD quality won't be good enough, but digital multichannel will.
RW: What has been the most important
technical development in radio over the
past decade?
Justus: The promise of digital audio
broadcasting, Iwould think, has the best

Ralph Justus
hope for the future of radio listening. We
know the whole world of consumer electronics, including radio, is going digital.
Your cell phones are digital. TV is going
digital. The only one left out of that mix
to date has been AM and FM broadcasting and whether or not they have an
opportunity to join that digital revolution.
Will IBOC work?
RW: is it possible for in-band, on-channel
DAB to work? Will the consumer really be
able to hear the difference in the sound?
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Justus: The in-band, on-channel systems
we have studied so far have a lower
audio quality than CD and their digital
robustness wasn't what we believe listeners would expect with mobile reception.
Not when they have alternative audio
program media available to them. If
you're driving around acity listening to
DAB, you have a half dozen or so
dropouts because the system gets
impaired either through interference or
multipath or ablockage of the signal. We
don't think listeners will tolerate that to
the extent that they might tolerate
dropout of acell phone conversation.
RW: E1A released aDAB report that said
out of several systems tested, the terrestrial Eureka- 147 DAB system was the
best. But that system would be on Lband. Most observers in the United
States don't think L-Band will ever be
available for commercial broadcast use.
Are you convinced Eureka is the answer
for DAB in this country?
Justus: If we could have been on the Lband, with spectrum being available, I
would say definitely, yes. But it's not
available, so it's amoot point. The final
report of the DAR subcommittee was
• quite factual. It went through all the tech:2 nical findings of the tests that were done,
• and concluded that the Eureka- 147 was
• the best performing of all the systems
• examined ... The design of the Eureka
-ràs system, with its OFDM ( Orthagonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing) modugl• lation, was designed from the get-go to
overcome multipath and other interference.
RW: Some people think DAB will never
happen here. We tried to reach an AM
stereo standard and it failed. Will there
be an IBOC standard?
Justus: It's unknown. The past tests
showed some very significant flaws in
the IBOC designs at the time. Now we
see new proposals by Digital Radio
Express and USA Digital Radio and
Lucent Digital Radio, and we don't
know enough about those systems to be
able to draw conclusions. Have they
overcome their problems of audio quality and compatibility with the host station, interference to existing stations
and digital coverage due to adverse
propagation and multipath or interference from existing occupied usage of
the band? That's unknown. But, we're
hopeful.
RW: So audio coding is key...
Justus: That's one of the elements. It's
the whole nature of design; it's the audio
coding technology, modulation, frequency band of use and the total RF bandwidth available to insert digital signals,
and there are tradeoffs between every one
of those aspects.
For example, in the IBOC systems
there's the host analog station, and the
designs we have seen so far put digital
energy in the first adjacent channel.
Well, you get more robust coverage the
stronger you make those digital signals, but the stronger you make those
digital signals, the more adverse
impact there is on the host analog station. And the more adverse impact
there is a first adjacent analog station
in another community. The lower you
decrease those digital signals, the
greater the compatibility is afforded to
the host station, but you affect your
coverage ... the robustness of the signal to the receiver.
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RW: Does the NRSC have to pick astandard for IBOC DAB?
Justus: It would be nice if the committee could decide up front what it wants
to do with that information after it
receives these evaluations of the technologies. But to date, the committee
members said let's get over the first
hump first and see what they have to
offer technically. Then, we'll decide
where we go. Say you have three excellent performing systems. It's unclear
how we would narrow that down to a
single acceptable system in the eyes of
the FCC, and in the eyes of receiver
manufacturers and to the broadcasters
for implementation
RW: How open are the different proponents to working with the NRSC?
Justus: Since we invested all the time
and resources and had very little to
show for it (before), as far as an IBOC
implementation, the subcommittee
elected to say let's do some common
test procedures, common elements that
we'd like to see tested in this way, give
that to system proponents. Proponent,
you then run your evaluations, and to
the extent that you can incorporate
these guidelines, we'd like to see information that addresses each one of these
subject areas and come back to the subcommittee with your test results. At
which time the subcommittee would
evaluate them and determine whether
they meet athreshold of acceptability.
RW: What do you think of the current
NRSC process? Is it hard when new proponents keep popping up every few
months? Does that set you back at all?
Justus: IBOC has a lot of problems to
overcome, and to the extent one technology development center is addressing those, and another in acompetitive
environment, Ithink that's healthy for
the technology. We would dearly like to
see the IBOC system succeed because
there are few other alternatives in the
U.S. ... We have the satellite DARS
licensees implementing their systems at
S-band frequencies. They seem confident that they can provide an economically attractive service both to their
license holders and to listeners, but it
remains to be seen if the listener will
accept the kind of outages that we
expect at S-band.
Remember, ( when) anything interrupts the line of sight to the satellite,
whether it's trees or street signs or
buildings or terrain, there's an outage.
Even if they supplement their signals in
every major urban area in the U.S. with
anetwork of terrestrial repeaters or gap
fillers, there's, practically, a limit on
how many gap fillers can be employed
in acommunity.
RW: In their IBOC DAB systems, Lucent
and USADR are talking about having analog fill in at the edge of asignal coverage
area where the digital drops off Do you
have any idea how that would sound?
Justus: Say Iam listening to something near-CD quality and Iget into an
area where the digital signal is
impaired and it blends to audio, you
would think the listener would notice
that, because you are going from 20
kHz frequency response down to
something much less. Since Ihaven't
heard it, and Idon't know alot of other people that have, it remains to be
seen how effective that is an approach
to implement aDAB service.
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Zephyr Is Everywhere
Look anund. Everyday, there are more signs that Zephyr is everywhere. So, if you've ever thought about remote
broadcasts or linking up with other studios, there's never been abetter time -oact than now. Zephyr has quickly become
te stardard, with many thousamds already in use.
Zephyr is number one among radio stations and studim. It is the best sounding, lowest cost way to send high-quality oudio
over ISDN. Once programmed, anyone can Auto Dial ISDN calls. Not sure what to do next? Press the help buttol for
simple ils -ructions.
L-ep4r :sfull-duplex for two-wc4, transmission. And you don't have to worry about what codec is on the other side — with
Layer 3, Layer 2, and G.722, Zephyr can adapt to any place you want to send your audio. With Zephyr, the whole
coumtry—even the world—is your studio. Just look fo- the signs...
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ad hoc networks, recording sessions, voiceovers,
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with sample rate conversion.
•Clean, uncluttered front panel for simple operation.
Full metering, call duration timer, headphone jack,
and mic/line inputs.
te Built-in input protection limiter. When your talent
screams, your audio doesn't distort.
•Zephyr has an integrated ISDN terminal adapter
designed for the non-technical operator. You can
even place astandard voice-grade call to aPlain
Old Telephone Service ( POfFS) telephone.
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AM Directional Antenna Pioneer Dies
by Randy Stine
BRECKSVILLE, Ohio Deemed by
many industry observers as the leading
developer of AM directional antennas,
Carl Smith will be remembered by thousands in the field as the ultimate teacher.
Smith, founder of the Cleveland
Institute of Electronics Inc., died May 2
of heart failure. He was 91.
"Those were really his first two loves,
designing AM antenna systems and teach-

Training and writing were not Smith's
only work for the military. In 1957 he built
the Navy's low-frequency, 2-million-watt
radio station in Cutler, Maine. The station
was used to communicate with submerged
submarines in the North Atlantic. His work
included building many antenna systems
for the Voice of America.
With 16 students in his first class,
Smith founded the Cleveland Institute of
Electronics Inc. (CIE) in 1934. "Outside
all of the patents and inventions, Carl's

My wife is fond of saying that
Carl and the family never took a vacation that
didn't have an antenna at the end of it.
— Jim Pollock
ing," said Jim Pollock, Smith's son-inlaw, owner and president of Carl Smith
Electronics in Brecksville. "He would try
anything to improve an AM signal,
redesigning the patterns and configurations, until it was the best it could be."
Smith earned his B.S. in Electrical
Engineering from Iowa State University
in Ames, Iowa in 1930. Two years later
he graduated with aM.S.E.E. from ISU.
He then attended Ohio State University
and earned a professional degree in
Electrical Engineering in 1936.
In acareer that saw him open his own
consulting firm, work for the United
States Department of Defense, and write
more than 50 publications, Smith was a
self- avowed workaholic. " He worked
every Saturday," said Pollock. "My wife
is fond of saying that Carl and the family
never took avacation that didn't have an
antenna at the end of it."
After graduating from Ohio State,
Smith joined WHK(AM) in Cleveland.
He worked for the then- United
Broadcasting Company outlet for more
than 25 years. He joined as an engineer
and later became vice president in charge
of engineering.
While on a break from WHK in the
1940s, Smith was invited to work at the
Defense Department in Washington,
D.C., during World War II. He joined the
Operational Research Group, where he
supervised training and the writing of
radar and antenna training manuals.

Smith's research was extended after he
received a contract from the National
Bureau of Standards to determine tropospheric propagation characteristics of circularly polarized waves.
Other Smith patents included the
Spiral Slot Antenna, the Three- Slot
Cylindrical Antenna, the Low- Loss
Antenna System, and the Elliptical
Polarization Electromagnetic Energy
Radiation System.
Smith founded his own engineering
consulting firm in 1935 while still at
WHK. He left the station in 1953 to
devote himself full time to his company.
He built a clientele of radio stations
around the world before selling the firm
in 1981 that still bears his name.
Along the way, he also founded Carl E.
Smith Electronics, which today specializes
in magnetic interference testing on computer products and garage door openers.

His work with VOA was recognized
widely. He engineered VOA's largest
antenna system in Munich, Germany and
a 1 MW transmitter that effectively
jammed Radio Moscow in the 1960s.
Smith's determination to tackle all obstacles in his work is shown by aquote borrowed from Winston Churchill that Smith
wrote in his personal notes. "The best thing
Ican advise you of is to never give up, never give up, never give up," he said.
Carl Smith is survived by six children, 17 grandchildren and 15 greatgrandchildren.
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Carl Smith

Comprehensive analog audio analyzer
True digital domain analyzer with -140 dB residual
Independent analog & digital audio generators and analyzers
Generate and measure interface jitter
Digital interface analyzer
View AES/EBU status bits
Loudspeaker monitor for
Audio Precision
PO Box 2209
digital & analog signals
Beaverton Oregon 97075-2209

• Internal save and recall of 30 test setups

Tel: ( 503) 627-0832; Fax: ( 503) 641-8906; US Toll Free: 1-800-231-7350
Email: techsupport@audioprecision.com; Web: www.audioprecision.com
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Winds of 107 MPH Topple Tower
by Bob Rusk
MILWAUKEE
Raging rivers in
California, twisters in the Plains, torrential rains in Massachusetts. This year
nearly every corner of the country has
been hit by severe weather. Radio stations provide a vital community link
when disaster strikes. But when stations
become a victim of the weather and get
knocked off the air, they are rendered
unable to relay crucial news and information.
For example, Clear Channel-owned
WOKY(AM), Milwaukee, was silenced
in late spring when astorm packing 107
mph winds whipped through Wisconsin.

The gusts toppled one of the WOKY
towers. Two other towers were "so badly
damaged" that they had to be brought
down, said Director of Engineering Phil
Klingler. The station went back on the air
after about 10 minutes, operating with
just one of its remaining towers at a
reduced power of 1kW. As of late June,
replacement towers had not been ordered
because the insurance settlement was not
finalized.
The tower that was toppled by the
wind also held the STL dish for sister station WMIL(FM), which was off the air
for several hours. WM1L resumed operations when aspare dish was placed on a
See TOWER, page 16

WOKY(AM) Tower
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DRE on Its
IBOC DAB
Systems
PRC, continued from page 3
Radio Express, updated attendees on
the DRE system.
DRE President and Chief
Executive Officer Norm Miller said
DRE has completed lab testing its
prototype FM system and was
installing equipment in preparation
for field testing at one station outside San Francisco (for more, see
story, page 3). San Francisco was
chosen for field testing because of
its severe multipath environment.
In an interview with RW in June,
Miller said DRE plans to begin lab
testing its prototype AM IBOC system within the next six to eight
weeks.
Like the other two IBOC DAB
proponents, Lucent and USA Digital
radio, DRE is developing "transition" IBOC AM and FM systems of
both an analog and digital signals,
and pure digital AM and FM systems.
No matter what IBOC system is
ultimately used, getting stations to
make the transition to digital will
take time. Costs will be determined
by the type and age of the station's
current equipment and whether a
station is AM or FM.
Also in June, DRE Vice
President of Engineering Derek
Kumar said for AM IBOC, an existing AM transmitter plant which is
able to pass aC-QUAM stereo signal with abandwidth of about +/- 15
kHz will be sufficient for IBOC and
will only require a new exciter.
Since exciters are significantly less
expensive than transmitters, this is
an attractive situation.
Kumar said, " However, for
IBOC FM, class C amplifiers will
not pass an IBOC signal. We are
working with transmitter manufacturers and coupler manufacturers to find the most efficient solution — whether it is a new
amplifier which can pass both the
IBOC signal and the FM signal,
or simply a hybrid combiner with
separate IBOC and analog FM
signal amplifiers."
For the new single- amplifier
approach, which is likely to be the
most expensive option, there would
be a new exciter which generates
both an IBOC and analog FM signal; in other words, a composite
IBOC signal, said Kumar.
However, Kumar said, for the
"combined" approaches, which
either use ahybrid coupler or separate antennas, the IBOC exciter
is independent of the analog FM
exciter. The station owner would
be able to continue to use the
existing analog FM exciters, provided that the exciter does not
generate too much spurious spectrum.
— RW's Leslie Stimson contributed
to this story.
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CLEARLY THE BEST THING TO HAPPEN
TO AM RADIO SINCE ORIVETIME.
INTRODUCING THE FIRST 100% DIGITAL FULLY PROGRAMMABLE,
FM- LIKE SOUND FOF. AM. Reaching alarger aulence with bright,
clear, punchy mum just got noticeably simple-. Because the new
OPTIMOD 9200 offers adramatic improvement in both voice and
music quality, while giving you the ability to program AM sound exactly
to your audience. Just push abutton or program remotely via PC.
Whether its music, sp[rts or news/talk, Orban's powerful
digital technology provides an ideal balance between optimum
loudness and hip quality sound. So pumping, grittiness and
midrange "squash' that muddle AM sound ara gone.
Instead, announcer and telephone voices have true presence
and impact. Music fias real bass, with punch and warmth, not boom.
Highs have FM- Ike clarity. All af which means you'll attract a
bigger share of that lucrative drivetime audience, and keep it.

orb.«
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A Harman International Company

1997 Orban. Inc. Urban and OPTIM00 am registered trademarks. 1525 Alvarado St.. San Leandro, CA 94577 USA

Phone 1.5104543500 Fax 1.510.351.0500 E-mail: custseneorban_com Website: www.orban.com
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Now you can get digital technology and PME reliability in the same console. Integrity "
It's the first digital on-air board that also speaks fluent analog. All 16 inputs can handle analog
signals. Ten can also accept digital inputs at any sample rate. So you can deal with the hodgepodge of equipment in real-world studios. A unique architecture also guarantees alevel of reliability other digital consoles can't match. So you can rest assured your signal will stay on the air.
What's more, you get on-board DSP voice processing, remote or local configuration controls,
and channel-specific remote control connections. And you can set, save and recall each board
configuration at the touch of abutton for seamless transitions from show to show.
For abrochure. call us at 760-438-3911. visit www.pre.com or e-mail sales@pre.c,om

The LCD displays audio levels. time-of-day
clocks, session status and etent timers with a
Windous* interface to pouerfiil configuration
management and session-basedfeatures.

Integrity's difference is more than just digital.
It also offers four special-purpose buses to
provide automated mix-minus for telephone
and remote feeds, each with IFB.

P ACIFIC

RESEARCH

Integre uses an array of state-of-the-art
floating-point digital signal processors to perform its miring, routing and otherfunctions.
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Each fader has a 10-character alphanumeric
display. The display changes when another
audio source is assigned, which can happen
either manually or at apreassigned time.
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FMnet Trade Group
FMNE'T, continued from page 7
broadcaster profits, so they profit, so we
can sell equipment that has those features. To that respect, FMnet is not even
pro-STIC, it's pro- business, but STIC
having been chosen is an open standard
and allows all kinds of different companies to freely participate."
Kelley said he would like to see other
applications
developed for the
Subcarrier Traffic Information Channel
such as paging and song titling, but
added that FMnet will probably concentrate on ITS work first.
There is much work to be done. Many
pieces of ITS are unresolved. Take traffic
messaging. Some ITS proponents want to
use a text message like " Overturned
truck: expect delay" so the user can read
the problem.
STIC bandwidth
Others prefer a more automated
method that provides travel time for
every segment of road between every
intersection of interest. Computer mapin- the-car type products would read that
data and direct the driver to an alternate
route when speeds on his or her current
route dropped severely.
But not all the vision is centered on indash products. Some want hip- pocket
products that might include news feeds,
stock quotes and song titles in addition to
traffic information.
Kelley said, " The goal here is to
make this thing robust and versatile, but
still common so that the population of
subcarrier receivers becomes commonplace rather than very specialized as it
is now. If that takes place, then the
broadcasters have suddenly got an
opportunity to deliver to those
receivers."
While FMnet will focus on Advanced
Traveler Information Services, Kelley
noted that being able to slice up the STIC
bandwidth and sell it in chunks would
eventually mean more money in broadcasters' pockets.
Another debate is how traffic information will be disseminated. The FHWA
wanted asystem that required use of only
one subcarrier per market from a station
with good coverage.
And the reactions are divided according to Kelley. On one hand, there are
broadcasters who would like to put it on
every station as away to attract people to
the main channel. On the other are those
who think the federal government is trying to foist ATIS on broadcasters and
should have to pay for it.
Stehney said that radio plays abig part
in getting information from the infrastructure to the roadside. The hook for
broadcasters is how to make money and
who is going to pay for it.
Said Stehney, "The model has not really been developed or tested yet."
Pay to play?
Who will pay? Kelley said the decision varies from state to state. Some
states feel it is in their best interest to pay
a broadcaster or network to disseminate
the traffic information for free. At the
other extreme are states that want to give
it to for-profit entities that can rebroadcast it and charge a subscription fee,
probably about $50 per year.
Kelley said the lack of auniform business model "is a great deal of the prob-

lem that is holding up deployment of
subcarrier data" in the United States.
"That's one of the things that FMnet
may be able to lend some help on. Not
that it would pick who the suppliers
along the various food- chain pieces
are, but that it would provide a way
for those different parties to interact in
a generally alike fashion across the
country."
At press time, according to Jim
Chadwick, chief engineer for the
Center for Advanced Aviation System
Development
at
the
MITRE
Corporation, MITRE had signed royalty- free license agreements with six
companies and was in discussions with

15

FHWA Operational Requirements
For ITS Subcarrier System
•Not interfere with FM station entertainment channels
•Provide user data rate of at least 7.5 kilobits per second
•Be able to handle large blocks of information to reduce the latency of traffic data
•Be compatible with analog subcarriers at either 67 kHz or 92 kHz
•Be compatible with Radio Broadcast Data System (RBDS)
•Provide low-error- rate data to moving vehicles in variety of environments
•Be capable of providing coverage to typical cities in U.S. from asingle FM station

three others. One of those companies
is interested in mass-producing an
application Specific Integrated Chip
— a STIC chip — to be put into
radios. That could bring STIC chip
prices down to the four- to- six dollar
range.

Said Chadwick, "When you consider the comparison of that price to the
price of the prototypes which was several hundred dollars because we were
just using off- the- shelf stuff and general purpose components, it makes q
practical.

You've read the newspaper articles,
seen the TV reports. Your web searches
for Y2K return so many sites, it's scary.

It's Time To
Get Certified.

You know it's going to be a problem
and a challenge for your station.
Do your software vendors know that?
Or are they still " working on it"?
Rest easy with your CBSI system.
Instead of waiting till the last minute,
we Millennium Certified every CBSI
station management package a
long time ago. CBSI's Year 2000
compatibility has been
exhaustively tested and
verified. Proven. Not
just "coming soon."
You don't have to
pay for that peace of
mind with acostly,
complicated upgrade,
either. As aCBSI client,
you continually receive
the latest enhancements—
twice ayear, sometimes
more often. And, it's all
backed by the knowledgeable,
24- hour tech support you've
consistently rated among the
industry's best.
The new millennium is only 18 months
away. Make sure your traffic system
is one thing you don't have to worry
about. Call, fax or visit CBSI online
today.
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Custom Business Systems, bic.

Software is only part of the story. Have

P.O. Box 67 • Reedsport, Oregon 97467

you tested your hardware for Year 2000

Telephone 541 271-3681 • FAX 541 271-5721

compatibility? You'll find stand-alone and

E-mail: info@cbsi.org • www.cbsi.org

networked PC testing instructions on the
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Millennium Certified page at www.cbsi.org.
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Retrofit Towers to
Avoid Collapse

July 22, 1998

On X-braced towers, larger support
pieces can be added, " but this is a
potentially major problem because of
the high stress levels," said Batt. "There
have been a number of tower failures

be retrofitted to withstand winds in
excess of 100 mph.
"When we do an analysis to find out
where the critical elements are, we generally find that the legs are overstressed," said Batt, president of
Seattle- based Tower Engineering
Consultants. "Certain areas of the leg
structure may need to be upgraded, but
the complete leg system of the tower
won't necessarily have to be changed."
(Batt was commenting on his general
experiences, not on the Milwaukee incident in particular.)

TOWER, continued from page 12

100-foot auxiliary tower.
According to professional engineer
Madison Batt, no amount of maintenance can guarantee that a tower will
stay up during every conceivable natural disaster — however, the chances of a
tower toppling can be greatly reduced.
One of the most important steps
radio engineers or technicians can take
is to reinforce atower, making it able to
withstand stronger wind gusts. For
example, a tower that was originally
designed to survive an 80 mph gust can

due to improper replacement technique."
Old guy wires can also contribute to
tower failure, Batt said. Improperly-sized
wires pose aserious problem, as well.

WOKY(AM) tower number five on the ground.

"I Won the Marconi with Scott"
"I do like to give credit where credit is due and acknowledge Scott Studios as
amajor player in my daily broadcasting battle. The time Inow have to
devote to preparation, and the ease of operation of the Scott System, has
helped me increase show professionalism."

Bill O'Brian - KRKT, Albany, Oregon
Marconi Small Market Personality of the Year - 1997

"We Won the Marconi with Scott"
The 1996 winner of the Marconi Major Market Air Personality of the Year
Award also uses Scott Studios' touchscreen digital audio system! Still another
Scott Studios user won the Country Music Association " Station of the Year"
award in 1997! The Scott System can help your stations sound better!

"The spring stiffness relationship
from guy level to guy level should be
about equal," he said. "When you see a
deflected shape of the tower in an
analysis and it is moving too much, it
means a guy wire is probably not the
right size. This is something that can be
noted in an evaluation of the structure
and changes can be recommended."
Wind speed data has been supplied
by tower manufacturers industry- wide
since 1987, when the standard,
"TIA/EIA Revision D, Structural
Standards for Steel Antenna Towers and
Antenna Support Structures" was published by the Telecommunications

Old guy
wires ... and
improperly sized
wires can contribute

Mac Hudson & Iry Harrigan - KILT FM, Houston, Texas

to tower failure.

Marconi Major Market Personality of the Year - 1996

"Scott has Improved our Product"
"We were very eager to ' go digital' last Fall, and compared different
systems. Our decision to go with the Scott System was one we all felt
good about. I'm confident knowing the comfort level of our different
departments who use the system is high. Our Scott System has
improved our efficiency and the quality of our product."

Michelle Mercer, PD

KPWR FM, Los Angeles

Tom Koza. Chief Engineer. top rated afternoon personalities The Baka Boys' .
surround Program Director Michelle Mercer
1,750

More Stations got Scott Systems in the past 12 months
than bought most other systems in the past 4 years!
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Most managers, air personalities, program directors and engineers prefer
the Scott System. That's why more radio stations get Scott Studios' than any
other digital audio system!
It's afact: over 1,700 radio stations
have 3,800 Scott digital workstations, including major groups like
CBS, Chancellor, Disney/ABC, Clear
Channel, Emmis, Citadel and many
more.
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Industry Association, an arm of the
Electronic Industries Alliance.
Prior to that, said Batt, the reference
was the wind loading ( in pounds per
square foot) that a tower was designed
to handle. For older towers, wind speed
data may be available directly from the
manufacturer.
Even more damaging to towers than
the wind is ice load. "Ice is the biggest
killer of towers," said Batt. "It can buckle
aleg or put ahuge stress on bolts that are
not designed to handle that kind of tension. You might prevent this with better
maintenance. Over the years, ice has
found the weaker structures."
Towers are designed to withstand an
accumulation of one or two inches of
ice, said Batt. "But the problem is freak
storms have occurred in the last few
years" and a six-inch accumulation of
ice has not been uncommon, he said. "It
wouldn't be cost-effective to design
every structure to take six inches of ice
loading. The towers would require bigger face widths, larger members, and
bigger guy wires."
Overloading
Also, some towers are becoming
overloaded with antennas, which could
lead to a collapse. " Some people are
adding antennas as a way to generate
revenue," said Batt. "Towers should be
evaluated to determine if they need to
be upgraded to handle the load," said
Batt.

MAYBE

YOU

REMEMBER

ME?

I'm Mrs. Braverman,— you know, Daniel's mother.
Daniel is my son in radio who makes these gorgeous consoles.
They do everything and sound wonderful!
Three years ago Imade everyone SUCH A DEAL with my son's consoles.
That was my first advertisement for Radio Systems.
Back then, we sold plenty.
But of course what everyone really wanted to know—
"Am Ireally Daniel's mom?"

I'm back •

Such aquestion!

th abeautiful new console •
So now they're bringing me back—
to show you their new fancy Millenium model.
But Isay, millenium schmillenium.
We should all live to be one hundred and twenty.
Me, Ilove the new soft bright buttons.
And the mahogany wooden sides.
And guess what?
This new console is AN EVEN BETTER DEAL!
It's more than $ umo dollars less than the old one.
Better and cheaper.
So what are you waiting for already?
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601 Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014
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DOS based, designed to interface with
the company's Phantom automation
system. " We will introduce our new
Windows-based System 32 in late summer," White said.
While there will be some new features to the System 32, the key selling
point, according to White, is how easy
it is to use. "Windows 95 and NT are
where you have to be anymore to compete," he said.
At Columbine JDS Systems, the
Paradigm Windows 95 32-bit application is new. David Netz is senior marketing manager for the company. "The
Paradigm is for major radio groups who

Traffic and Billing in 2000, Beyond
Randy Stine
What are the biggest trends in radio
traffic and billing as the new millennium
approaches? " Here a WAN, there a
WAN, everywhere aWAN, WAN," said
Debbie Hamby, vice president and sales
manager for Datacount. "Wide area networks and Internet reporting are where
things are going," she said.
Traffic and billing in this era of radio
consolidation has changed dramatically.
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The business practices of five years ago
are obsolete for most ownership groups.
The days of a single traffic director per
station are long gone. Now, you are more
likely to see several traffic managers, a
couple of general ledger accountants, and
maybe two continuity directors working
from one office for ahalf-dozen stations.
Today, according to Datacount, the new
reality is low-bandwidth connectors and
users with dial- up connections. Hamby
said the communication aspect of the
industry has grown even more important.
"With so many vice presidents to report to,
stations need very highly detailed revenue
and inventory reporting, accounts receivable, and general ledgers available on the
fly for people who may be across the country," she said.
Radio World continues its Special
Focus series this issue with our Focus
on Traffic and Billing Management.
Frequent RW author Randy Stine covers the present traffic and billing landscape of the radio industry and takes a
look ahead at the expected direction of
the systems and processes.
An in-depth look at the trends in
traffic and billing will serve as a useful guide when considering your
options. Stine also reports on what to
look for when purchasing your traffic
and billing system.
Take a look at what those in the
business are saying, with remarks,
opinions and recommendations from
several radio professionals included
in the pages of this special section.
As always, we welcome you comments and suggestions. Send your
thoughts to radioworld@imas
pub.com

WANs allow for one centralized location to handle traffic and billing for any
number of radio stations scattered across
the country. Steve Kenagy, vice president
of marketing for Custom Business
Systems Inc., said, "The move is definitely toward multiples of stations using
acentral traffic and accounts receivable
system," he said. CBSI serves over 2,600
stations worldwide.
Kenagy said the traffic directors' job,
with more than one radio station to schedule for, has changed greatly. "Speed, accuracy, and ease of use is vital. With maybe
30 commercial logs coming out of one
location, you need something that is standardized across the board." CBSI offers
three traffic systems, with the Premier system the top of the line. Operating with the
new DeltaFlex traffic engine, athird-generation Windows system, it offers capacity
for 64 simultaneous users and what the
company promises is " potentially an
unlimited number of radio stations interfaced from acentral facility."

interface with each other, whether it's
Windows or DOS, is the most important."
BSI offers software interface and turn-key
systems for use with NaturalMusic
automation systems to small- and mediummarket radio stations.
The move away from DOS to
Windows 95/NT is just about complete
in traffic and billing circles. " DOS
applications were all we offered," said
Art White, sales manager for Register
Data Systems. RDS makes Traffic
Master 2 and Traffic Master 6, both

See TRENDS, page 20

In the Field: Traffic and
Billing Management
Randy Stine

through it, both accounts receivable and
payable," she said.
Like many Americans, Chandler is
doing more work from home. "With a
modem at home, Ican work on the log
or my reports Sunday night and have
the printed copies waiting for me on
Monday morning," she said. It's that

What do radio traffic and billing professionals say about the latest trends and
software? Here is arandom sampling.
Linda Chandler is corporate manager
of traffic for WAMO-AM-FM and the
American Urban Radio Network in
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The move toward more automation
and live-assist situations has led traffic
system suppliers to solve the problem of
merging the commercial log. The
Datacount Account Receivable and
Traffic System (DARTS) is a PC-based
system and, according to the company,
was one of the first to offer automatic log
reconciliation to automation vendors for
them to package with their systems.
"Stations are to be able to download the
log from traffic to the automation, and
then back to DARTS for reconciliation,"
said Hamby. Datacount, based in
Opelika, Ala., has introduced its new 32bit traffic and billing system called D32*
with aWindows 95/NT platform.
Ron Burley, president of Broadcast
Software International, said if aradio station is searching for traffic software to run
automation and live assist, he recommends
buying the systems from the same company. "For traffic and music together, you
don't want to worry about how the two
will work together. Buying your systems to
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Sales Analysis Plus From Coumbine JDS Systems
Pittsburgh, Pa. Chandler has worked in
traffic and billing for 20 years. She sees
her job as being the very heart of the
business side of radio. In her current
position she uses Radio Computing
Service's RCS Traffic on aUNIX operating system. "It does agreat job handling all traffic and management
reports. We run all of our billing

kind of versatility that makes Chandler
a fan of RCS Traffic. She wishes for
only one thing: "A way to pull up sales
reports by demographics." she said.
Kristen Larson serves as traffic director for KIIF(FM)/KXTA(AM) in
Burbank, Calif.
See FIELD, page 20
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ware. "You're buying the years of experience and knowledge of a company,"
Schad said.

Let's Go Shopping for Systems
Register Data Systems said if you're
buying DOS, you're really missing the
boat. "Most software companies have
rewritten their programs for Windows.
The versatility of Windows 95/NT
along with the user friendliness quality
is what most traffic directors are looking for," he said.
White said everyone wants one-step

Randy Stine
What was once the laborious task of
order entry and scheduling commercials
has become a task that has, thanks to
better computer software programs,
become much less time consuming.
Speed, accuracy, dependability, and
good technical support are all qualities
you should look for when
shopping for anew traffic
and billing system. There
is no shortage of options
for both single-station and
Qobons Leit
group applications.
Escape Help
:i!pt!
Where to start? Most
software vendors in the
field advise station owners
and general managers to
discuss long-range needs
and desires with traffic
and billing personnel. Buy
program software that you
will be able to upgrade as
new technology comes
along and look for integrated systems that have
traffic, billing, music, and
general business functions
built-in.
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Interfacing
As the radio industry
continues to consolidate, spreading now
even into small markets, the need for
the ability to interface with amain computer network will someday become a
necessity for many stations. Centralized
traffic and billing is the way business
will be conducted for many radio
groups. This is the time to explore wide

tY

CBSIS Traffic and Billing Solution
interfacing between all departments.
"How can Ido everything Iwant without getting out of my chair? That's what
traffic directors should ask themselves."
Wish list
When preparing a wish list of functions you want, make sure to prepare a

The versatility ... along with

smner9i

Elroaticant Systems
system with software written in a way
that an experienced software person should be able
to handle it without costly
training," he said. He said
out that it is the goal of his
and other companies to,
"teach the system, not the
job. System simplicity is
important when it comes
time to hire a replacement
when your traffic or billing
people leave," Burley said.
Tech help
Even if asystem is easy to
use, that doesn't mean you
won't need some technical
support now and then.
Jan Schad, owner of
SMARTS
Broadcast
Systems, thinks that good
support is a must. " Look
for a vendor with a long
track record of good customer service. Get references if you
can," she said. Remember, you're buying more than just software and hard-

SMARTS constantly asks for feedback from its customers. Schad said that
most of the feedback is in regards to
order entry. "It boils down to the nuts
and bolts of the system. You want the

BSIA"*%ed

aroadcast Software International
system operator to be able to sit down
and be as efficient as possible," she
said. "The everyday mundane functioning of your traffic and billing departments is just as important as all of the
bells and whistles like WAN and fancy
reporting features."
Once you have decided on anew system or software, make sure take your
time with the start up. "Whether you
purchase aturn-key system or new software, give yourself more than just a
weekend to get it up and running," said
BSI's Burly. Most system makers provide on- site training of some sort. Then
interface away. "If you're looking for
one-stop traffic and billing, it's definitely available," he said.

Great traffic and billing systems...
...now better than ever!

the user friendliness quality is what most

DARTS

traffic directors are looking for.

encompasses all aspects of logging, traffic, co-op

— Art White
Register Data Systems

area networks ( WAN) and Internet
capabilities. Both will play amajor role
in the coming years.

Datacount 32
Ihe Future of Broadcast Management Software

Eileen Tuuri is communications
director for CBSI. "First, make sure you
deal with good software on agood platform, and not vapor-ware. That's software that's mocked up to look like
Windows, but really isn't," she said.
Tuuri said that while vapor- ware is
cheap, it turns out to be expensive in
the long haul. "And make sure you get a
demo from the vendor. Give it a good
shake down and make sure the enhancement package is what you're looking
for," she said.
The shift in traffic and billing systems has been away from DOS and
toward aWindows multitasking environment. Art White, sales manager for

well-thought-out list of questions. And
asking a question like "Will your system do X" is not enough, according to
Debbie Hamby, general manager and
vice president of sales for Datacount.
"They will of course answer ' yes it
can," she said. "Many shoppers have
been bitten by ' will it' questions instead
of asking ' how it' questions. Ask how it
works and you'll learn more."
And plan ahead. "If your goal is have
all of your sales reps entering orders
from the field on laptops, shop for a

For every
market size,

Datacount Accounts Receivable and Traffic System

Datacount has

billing, accounts receivable, and saIes and manage-

the traffic and

ment reporting.

billing system

• Single and multi-user versions.

for you.

II Extensive Management reporting featuring
BusinessTrackni.
• Corporate Consolidation Features
and Reporting.
• Multi-Station/Duopoly Driven.
Ill Flexible Traffic Scheduler.
• Multi-Tasking Operations.
• Windows®95 Compatible.
• Remote Communications.
• Automation interfaces to major automation/
digital suppliers.
• Exports to popular spreadsheet applications.

• Systems
• Support
• Training
• Service
...for the future
of broadcasting.

DATACOUNT
Since 1976

• New DARTS utilities make duoploy
and consolidation easier.

Custom Business Systems, Inc.
system with the greatest growth possibility," said Hamby. Having some foresight is very important. "Ask yourself
what it is you want the system to do
today, tomorrow, and three years from
now," she said.
Keep in mind that all software is not
created equal. Ron Burley is president
of BSI. "You should be able to find a

• DARTS EL (Entry Level) packed with features
every station needs.

Call or Write Today for
more Information:

DATACOUNT
P.O. Box 3078

Super

LogTM

is designed to provide small to medium

market stations with an affordable traffic system
with the features they need.
&de ( 159) Ow Reeder Service Card

Opelika, M. 36803-3078
Phone: ( 334) 749-5641
FAX: ( 334) 749-5666
e-mail: sales@datacount.com
hup://www.datacount.com
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DARTS
Diana Cirino works as the accounts
receivables
coordinator
at
WZAK(FM)/WZJM(FM)/WJMO(AM)
in Cleveland, Ohio.
Cirino has worked with CBSI's
INTERACCT accounting system at the
stations over four years. "CBSI has
many built-in safeguards to catch any
errors that come up before they become
major hassles," she said.
Co-op and agency billing is simple,
thanks to the flexibility of INTERACCT. "We pre- store all of our formula
percentages and we let the system take
care of the rest. It gives us very detailed
invoices that are easy to read and which

look good," Cirino said. She also said
that CBSI technical support is first rate.
Linda Karl is traffic coordinator at
WFMK(FM)/WMMQ(FM)/WJIM-AMFM/WITL-FM/WVFN(AM)
in
Lansing, Mich.
For traffic and billing practices the
stations employ CSBI's Elite system
with Delta-Flex. "This system is so
complete," Karl said. "Everything from
catching duplicate cart numbers to the
ability to copy over logs from one station to another are important when dealing with so many stations," she said.
Karl has found that you need to find
"major step savers" whenever you can.
"The improvements in programs I've
seen over the eight years I've been in
traffic have been fantastic," she said.
Nothing is foolproof when it comes to
preventing mistakes, though. "Like anything, human error enters into the equation. But, with the CBSI safeguards
backing us up, we do get close to being
mistake-free," Karl said.
Jackie Cowden is traffic director at
WYSF(FM)/WZRR(FM)/WAPI(AM) in
Birmingham, Ala.
Cowden works with Datacount's
DARTS system of traffic and billing.
"DARTS ranks right up there with the
best in my book," she said. "When we
do our flights, we use the same numbers
for all three stations. And you only have
to put the order in once, where with
some systems you can't transfer them
over."
The people with the best ideas on
how to improve traffic and billing practices are the ones who use the systems
everyday. "Datacount knows that we are
the best research staff you can have.
They've always been very receptive to
our input," Cowden said.

TRENDS, continued from page 18

want to be able to pull everything
together and integrate ... all of their
radio stations' traffic scheduling, billing
and sales departments reports," he said.
Columbine offers several interface
systems for use on IBM AS/400 midrange computers.
For billing and general financial
reporting, CBSI offers its interactive
accounting software, called InterAcct.
Kenagy said the system will handle
general ledger and accounts receivable
tasks. "It can handle up to 100 different
subsidiaries on a single system, along
with reporting features for GMs, GSMs,
and salespeople."
SMARTS Broadcast Systems owner
Jan Schad said her company will introduce aWindows 95/NT-based traffic and
billing system for the first time this fall.
"It's called SMARTS/The Second
Generation. It's abig change for us, we
are moving away from DOS and embracing Windows," she said. She said that
traffic and billing are very closely related
on their system. "As you enter atraffic
order you put in the unit rate and the bill
is completed as you do the scheduling.
We also allow for you to level bill if necessary."
Centralized billing is fast becoming
reality as it is for traffic. "Radio groups

•

now want to bill for 10, 20, or even 30
stations from corporate center," Schad
said. Radio stations on the old SMARTS
DOS program will receive tech support
from SMARTS. "After that we would
hope to have all of the stations working
with Windows," she said.
The year 2000 problem is fast
approaching, and like many types of
businesses that rely on computers, many
radio stations are tackling the problem.
"This is a very serious situation," said
Kenagy. "We are working with stations
to ensure a smooth transition through
the period. It's still not too late to do
something." The problem stems from
what most computers will read in their
date clock: It will read 00, thinking it's
1900 instead of the year 2000. "Can you
imagine what the discrep sheets could
look like if, say, a major group with
multiple stations across the country goes
down," said Kenagy. "GMs everywhere
are already getting nervous."
As radio continues its process of
consolidation, now trickling down
through even the ranks of small markets, traffic and billing will also continue to evolve. Next, we will probably
see radio sales managers being able to
enter traffic orders right from the field
on their laptops. Oh, wait — that's
already being done.
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Management in the
New Millennium

Systems and Solutions
Are Good for Business
Larson uses the Columbine JDS 1000
with the U.S./3.1 upgrade package on an
IMB AS/400 computer. "Iknow this is an
over simplification, but it's avery logical
system," she said. "Reconciliation cuts to
the nitty gritty very quickly with only a
few keystrokes.
Larson works with two traffic directors, several accountants, and two continuity directors on the Columbine system.
Management can also access the system.
"One of the better things it can do
includes all of the report functions. If we
want to see what an advertiser spent with
us on every odd numbered Thursday during every even month, between 4 p.m.
and 5p.m. in the afternoon over the past
two years, we can pull it up and print it in
asnap," Larson said.
Having previously worked with
Marketron and CBSI, Larson said the
Columbine JDS 1000 stacks up well.
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Rane's Rugged Distribution Amp
loose, "barrel-style" low- voltage power
connector. Powering professional equipment with the barrel style is inadequate,

Jeff Johnson and
Jay Crawford
A distribution amplifier ( DA) is an
almost invisible component of a broadcast plant, but plays acrucial role in the
sound quality and reliability of the entire
operation.
The DA performs asimple but central
function in abroadcast or audio plant. It
accepts a single- or dual-channel input
and produces multiple, isolated outputs.
If, for example, the air studio program
signal must be sent to numerous destinations, it is bad practice to merely parallel
the connections. Hum or noise originating at one of the destinations will end up
everywhere. A short circuit in an obscure
corner of the station will take you off the
air. This is where aDA is necessary, such
as the Rane DA 216.

All front panel controls are recessed to
minimize fiddling. The shafts have no
marking, nor does the surrounding front

Rane DA 216
The Ri -11 plug is not marked as a
power plug. Care should be taken to
avoid inserting it into atelco or data jack.
We believe all manufacturers should
include aterminal strip for screw connection of the power input, or supply much
better quality connectors.

Take a look
Reliability being paramount, let us
begin with aphysical inspection of the
unit. It consists of a full- width, 1RU
enclosed steel case. The input and output
connections are on terminal barrier strip.
Ground screws are located adjacent to
each channel.
The ground screws attach to the chassis with press- inserts, a feature that
assures reliable grounding. All chassis
assembly screws have lock washer heads
for conductive integrity of the chassis.
The barrier terminals solder directly to
the circuit board and float through a
cutout in the chassis. We have experienced solder joint failures with other
devices using this method. However,
with this unit, each strip has 18 connections, so mechanical stresses should be
distributed adequately to minimize any
problem.
The DA is powered by a wall- wart
with an AC line cord that allows it to be
located away from the power receptacle.
An improved feature of this Rane unit is
the low- voltage, six- conductor Ri -11
plug connection to the chassis unit. This
type of telephone-style connector is more
reliable than the ubiquitous. commonly

WIRED FOR

panel legend have reference numbers.
The shafts have a "D" notch, but close
inspection is necessary. It will be difficult
to mark or note correct settings.
The DA 216 is accompanied by awellwritten and illustrated manual. A block
diagram and schematics are included.

21

Too many manufacturers skimp in the
area of "the book." Rane should be particularly commended for including a
"Sound System Installation Tutorial,"
which goes well beyond the explanations
necessary for this piece of equipment
only. System grounding is covered thoroughly and explains apertinent feature of
the Rane DA 216.
The rear panel grounding screws
mount on the chassis frame rather than
being integrated into the terminal strips,
thus eliminating the possibility of a "onepoint star" grounding scheme within the
unit. Signal ground is chassis ground.
The " Sound System Installation
Tutorial" included with the instruction
manual explains the desirability of this
for balanced systems. Should apartially
unbalanced system be necessary, the
Rane tutorial explains alternative solutions. The manual is avaluable reference
and should be included on your "tech
See RANE, page 24
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Choosing Microphone Cable: Part 2
Steve Lampen
The first part of this series can be
accessed at www.rwonline.com
Continuing our discussion on microphone cables, constructions and performance, we start with balanced lines.
Balanced lines
To understand balanced lines, you
must understand what those words mean.
What they mean, in simplest terms, is
that the two wires in the pair are the
same. They are the same material (cop-

per), the same size and the same length.
Very few understand how important
these "samenesses" are, but they are critical to reducing noise pickup. Both the
source and destination of this balanced
pair must be balanced too. This used to
be (and often still is) done by using transformers on the source and destination.
More commonly, it is accomplished by
using adifferential active circuit, often
part of an IC.
The secret behind balanced lines is
that the signal on the twisted pair is
always equal but opposite polarity on
the two wires, as shown in Figure 1.

When electromagnetic noise hits the
two wires, it induces avoltage flowing
in the same direction on both wires.
When that noise gets to either end of

Figure 2: Noise Cancels Out

Figure 1: Equal but opposite voltages on a balanced line.

ABG

the circuit at the same time, it will cancel itself out. Thus, the noise is cancelled, but the signal passes through.
See Figure 2.
This effect was not lost on the phone
company which has used twisted pairs
See MICS, page 34
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More Measurements for the FCC
W.C. Alexander
This continues a multipart series of
articles about constructing an AM
expanded-band station. The previous part
appeared in RW July 8.
In the last part of this series, we discussed some of the post-construction
steps necessary to obtain program test
authority and get the new station on the
air. This time we will continue looking at
some of the other measurements the FCC
may require and the data that must be
submitted.
Resistance measurements
If your new station is in close proximity to, or is diplexed with another AM station, there will probably be arequirement
on your construction permit to submit a
"direct-measurement application" for the
other station showing the base or common point resistance and reactance following construction.
Building atower close by an operating
AM station has the potential to alter the
self-impedance of the other station's tower(s) and thus change the resistance and
reactance at the base or common point. If
the resistance changes, the amount of
current necessary to produce the proper
amount of power also will change, thus
the requirement to measure and submit
the data.
If the other station is co-owned with
the new one, you will have access and
can make the antenna or common point
impedance measurements yourself. If the
station belongs to someone else, you will
have to enlist the cooperation of that station's owner and engineer to get the measurements made.
For the most part, station engineers are
cooperative and will want to help. After
all, it is in their best interest to get the
impedance measured and filed, and to
ensure that their station is operating at

the proper power level. If the other station refuses to cooperate or drags its
heels, however, you have the recourse of
asking the FCC to intervene. Again, this
should be the last resort.
For many years, the FCC required a
sweep of the base or common point, and

form for them but the licensee will have
to sign it. There is no filing fee for a
direct-measurement application, so that
should not be afactor. The name of the
game is cooperation, and you should do
everything you can to enlist the cooperation of the other station's licensee and
engineer in order to get the
impedance measurements made
and the direct measure applicaAM 540 • 650 • 800 • 1000 • 1300 • 1605 • 1705
tion filed.
Suppose the other station
FM/AM CLOCK RADIO
licensee will not cooperate.
, t
I•
What can you do then? Will the
required aplot and tabulation of the meaother licensee's lack of cooperation hold
surements to be filed. No more. Now, all
up your own paperwork at the FCC? If
that is required are the on-carrier resisthe other licensee refuses to cooperate,
tance and reactance values. That makes it
your communications counsel can help
simple for us by making it possible to
by filing — along with your license
measure the impedance with an operating
application and request for program test
impedance bridge or common- point
authority — a statement describing the
bridge. It still is worthwhile, however, to
situation, listing the steps you have taken
in an attempt to secure the other
licensee's cooperation, and requesting
that the Commission grant your application notwithstanding the other licensee's
stonewalling. In all likelihood, the FCC
best interest of
will proceed with the processing of your
application without asignificant delay.
station engineers to

get the impedance

eb

P
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such as the Potomac Instruments FIM-41.
A spectrum analyzer can be used, but this
is usually much more difficult. Traps typically must be used to notch out the fundamental frequencies because of susceptibility to overload and dynamic range
limitations. The characteristics of the
traps on each of the measurement frequencies must then be figured into the
measurement. There are also the problems of power and antenna. The HM is
battery-operated and has abuilt-in shielded loop antenna.
With the HM in hand, go to your preselected measurement point and first measure and note the field strength of both
stations. Be sure to note the orientation of
the antenna — is it pointed toward the
station or at some angle away? If the
antenna is not pointed toward the station,
you should look for anew point.
Next, measure and note the field
strength at each of the preselected second- and third-order frequencies as well

It is in the

Spurious and harmonic
measurements
measured and filed.
In the event that your new station is
either diplexed with another station or
located in proximity to one or more existing stations, the FCC may require you to
know what the load looks like at the side- make spurious and harmonic measureband frequencies, so Iwould encourage
ments to demonstrate that there is no
you to take the extra time if you have it
interaction between stations. To properly
to take apeek on the other frequencies.
make these measurements, you must first
locate an accessible point at arelatively
Who signs?
close distance to the site(s) for the meaIf the other station is yours, you can
surement. There is no cut-and-dried forfill out and submit the FCC license applimula for selecting a measurement point,
cation for that station with the new resisbut here are some of the criteria:
tance and reactance measurements
•Close enough that the ratio of the meashown. If the other station is not co- sured stations' carriers to other station's
owned with yours, you can fill out the
signals is relatively large
•The bearing to local stations on secondand third-order frequencies is perpendicular to the bearing to the measured stations
More of this, L.'iess
I
of that.
•Clear of overhead wires
•Free of local noise sources
The New Bext FS Line of FM Broadcast Amplifiers
•In the main lobe, if one of the stations is
directional.
If you can find apoint within athousand feet or so of the site(s) that meets all
111.11111111111111111.111.11111i
these criteria, you have done well.
NIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111
The next thing you must do is make a
11111111111111111111111111111111111111
list of frequencies to be measured.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111
These frequencies will include all the
11111111•1111111111111111111M11
possible second-, third- and fifth-order
1111111111»111111111111
intermod frequencies, plus the second
and third harmonic frequencies of your
new station. Here's an example: Let's
(1000 W pictured - only 7" of rack space required)
assume your station operates on 1650
kHz ( frequency "A") and is diplexed
with an existing station on 1000 kHz
Mro:11,»
ower Condurnpiion
Liens
eLcie.y
(frequency "B"). The second-, third- and
fifth-order frequencies are as follows:
,clundancy
WEQZ_e)
LIque —14eai çeneration

1Virillte;
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Call for your BEXT catalog with FM Antennas, Excite ,
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Transmitters, Translators, Boosters, STL's, or view it on-line!

The Low Power Lea_der
619-2n-8462 • FAX: 619-2398474
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650 kHz (A-B)
2650 kHz (A+B)
2300 kHz (2A-B)
350 kHz (2B-A)
2950 kHz (3A-2B)
3300 kHz (2A)
4950 kHz (3A)
For your measurements, the easiest
thing to do is use afield intensity meter,

Delta Electronics 01B-1
as your second and third harmonic frequencies. On or adjacent to some of the
frequencies you measure, there may well
be other authorized AM stations operating in the local area. These frequencies
are particularly important to measure, as
they are where the greatest potential for
real interference lies.
Be sure to measure these and all
frequencies with the antenna oriented
toward the stations. If the measurement location you selected was chosen
properly, the bearing to any other stations on the same or adjacent frequencies as you are measuring will be perpendicular to the bearing to the
stations you are measuring and the
null of the loop antenna will reject the
other station's signal.
As you make each measurement, calculate the ratio in dB to the carriers of
both stations you are measuring. The
ratio should be better than 80 dB. If it is
less than 80 dB, make anote of the circumstances ( i.e., antenna orientation, other local stations operating on that or an
adjacent frequency, what was present in
the demodulated audio on that frequency)
and go on with the rest of your measurements. Later, if you have one or two
measured frequencies where the ratio
was less than 80 dB, you may need to
select another location and repeat the
measurements.
In the next installment, we will conclude our look at the proper method of
making spurious and harmonic measurements, and wrap up with the FCCrequired paperwork.
IN
Cris Alexander is director of engineering
for Crawford Broadcasting in Dallas.
Contact him at (972) 445-1713 or via email at cbceng@compuserve.com
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Windows 98: The Hope, the Hype
Barry Mishkind
If you haven't heard about the release
of Microsoft Windows 98, it can only be
because you don't have acomputer, don't
listen to the news and have been on
assignment for the past six months in the
jungles of the Amazon.
Rarely has any release of software
been the object of more publicity, both
within its industry and from the U.S.
Government, as has Windows 98. Based
largely upon the integration of an Internet
browser into the Win98 operating system,
the U.S. Department of Justice and some
states have brought monopoly charges
against the Microsoft Corporation.
The " hype" abounds. Is there a
Microsoft plot against Netscape, the other major browser competition? Is Bill
Gates on his way to owning the world?
Some say yes.

Is Internet
Explorer the better
browser? There are
pluses and minuses.

Microsoft has made more than a few
enemies while growing to be one of the
major software companies in the world.
On the other hand, a recent New York
Times/CBS poll shows amajority of people hold positive opinions of Microsoft.
It would have cost Microsoft hundreds
of millions of dollars to buy this much
publicity for their product.
Let's leave the legal-beagle stuff behind,
and figure out if an upgrade to Windows
98 is worth your time and money.

Major or minor
One of the major complaints against
Windows 98 is that it is not an upgrade
so much as a few fixes and additions to
Windows 95. And, while there are fewer
differences on the surface with Win95,
compared with the " step up" from
Windows 3.1, there are some important
reasons to consider purchasing Win98.
In fact, 15 of the top PC makers, with
over 60 percent of the market, have
decided there are enough new features in
the product that they will ship their new
PCs with Win98.
Among the improvements: a much
improved version of Plug and Play,
which integrates the new USB ( Universal
Serial Bus) device standards, and support
for more peripherals than Win95. The
setup program contains approximately
1,200 new drivers, making setup for most
people abreeze.
Microsoft tells us it has worked overtime to prevent most installation hassles,
including the embarrassing moment in
April when Windows 98 crashed at the
spring COMDEX show in Chicago, right
in front of Bill Gates himself.
Windows 98 also comes with troubleshooting "Wizards" that ask you questions so you can diagnose and repair
problems quickly. And, with an Internet
connection, Win98 will update itself
whenever you want it to, incorporating
any enhancements and bug fixes since

the release of the program.
Other important updates include
enhanced utilities and an improved file
system.
The
enhanced
ScanDisk
and
Defragmenter, along with anew CleanUp
feature, make it possible to easily "tune
up" your computer on a regular basis,
solving problems. This will make your
computer faster and more efficient.
Meanwhile, Win98 uses a newer file
system: FAT32. This permits a reduction
of the allocation unit to 4 kB, and releases a lot of space, potentially 25 percent.
Microsoft claims many users will save
enough disk space, not having to pur-

chase alarger hard drive, that it will pay
for Win98 all by itself.

Browser hoopla
Now let's talk about that browser, MS
Internet Explorer ( IE), subject of much
legal hoopla.
As both Win95 and the Internet
matured, MS realized the benefits of
using the browser both for the Web and
the local computer. This permitted more
flexibility for the user, who now would
use one browser in place of two.
Additionally, MS added the ability to
make the browser act as a desktop, and
automatically to pull in preselected sites.

This also has aroused the attention of
regulators, since the initial list of sites all
have arelationship with Microsoft.
Is Internet Explorer the better browser? There are pluses and minuses. Some
features are better than Netscape, for
example, where others are not. 1E4 will
use the new " scroll wheels" on some
mice, so that you can read through apage
more easily. On the other hand, IE has a
tendency to "scramble" the video from
time to time, requiring you to shut it
down and reload.
Another difference is in the way
bookmarks are handled. Netscape uses
afile with all the bookmarks in it. 1E4
stores each bookmark in a separate
"link" file, which uses lots more disk
space ( even with FAT32, it is a minimum of 4 kB for each bookmark) and
See WINDOWS, page 25
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Digital Audio Delivery systems are now
recognized as a must for every broadcast
facility. But few systems provide the
features, flexibility or reliability
required to maintain profitability
in this demanding and fault
critical application, nor
the support mechanism to
maintain them.
The ENCO DADpR032
Digital Audio Delivery System
is simply the most powerful
On-Air & Production system available.
Based on the already widely accepted and
mature DADpRo product, but now optimized
for the Windows NTe operating system,
DADpRo32 is unique in its uncomplicated user
interfaces and adaptability to any
format, yet harnesses the power and
reliability of proven technology.
• Intuitive On-Screen User Interfaces
that are immediately familiar to
operators. Optional Touchscreen makes
Live Assist operation quick and easy.
• Complete On-Air flexibility for Live
Assist, Automated, or Satellite
Programmed operations, with
transparent transitions between modes.
Seamless Segues and Voice Tracking
provide acontinuously "Live" image.
• Powerful Production and Call
Processing capabilities, including
Graphic Cut & Paste Assembly
Editing. Automatic Recording features are
included for catching network feeds.
• Interfaces to all Music and Traffic
Scheduling and Billing systems.

23

• Features full 32-Bit Processing and True
Multitasking capabilities. Many third party
programs, such as
Multitrack Editors,
Wire Capture systems
and Word Processors may
be directly embedded into
DAD, or operated on the
same Workstation.
•

Inherent support of Global
Wide Area Networking, for
sharing of data between
multiple facilities. Ancillary products are
available for Store Forward operations
and remote management of unmanned
downlink sites.
• Operates on commonly available "off-theshelf' computer hardware and network
architecture, utilizing any of awide variety
of redundancy configurations.
• DAD is an outright purchase, and there
are no monthly licensing fees. Free
software upgrades are provided for the first
year. ENCO technical support is legendary
as the best in the business.

\Di igram

Call Your DAD Dealer or ENCO For
Complete Information or Demo
Check Out The ENffligh leg
www.enco.com

ENC o

SYSTEMS, INC.

24555 Hallwood Court, Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
Tel: 800-362-6797 or 248-476-5711
Fax: 248-476-5712 • www.enco.com

Gd. (82) Oa Realer Service Cwd
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Rane DA 216 Distribution Amp
RANE, continued from page 21

bible" shelf.
There are two balanced inputs, left and
right stereo channels, and eight balanced
outputs per channel. One input can feed
all 16 outputs in mono mode. The Rane
DA 216 is capable of amplifying mic level to line level. Thus it could be used
close to mic locations in abroadcast or
sound reinforcement system to eliminate
long low-level cabling.

important if you plan to use the DA on
the receiving end of abroadcast phone
line; you may encounter telephone company battery voltage if alineman crosses
up your wiring. Lightning protection also
will be afforded by this arrangement.
Inputs have clipping LEDs that appear
to light about 5dB before actual clipping
is observed on an oscilloscope.
Each output also has level controls. As
with any DA having both input and out-

Rane should be particularly
commended for including a 'Sound System
Installation Tutorial' with the unit.

Inputs have two types of gain adjustments to allow input levels of -70 dB to
be brought up to 0 dBm output level
(with no pad, input and output gains at
maximum). There is a40 dB input pad
plus a20 dB input amp gain adjustment.
One warning: labels of these adjustments
are somewhat confusing. The label says
"Input, Pad - DB - Gain," or -40 and 60
or 40. This does not mean alevel of -40
dB but rather 40 dB of padding from
maximum gain.
Mono mode
Input stages can be switched to mono.
This drops overall in/out gain about 5.5
dB. If you plan to run in mono (assuming
you have one mono channel coming into
the DA), do your entire setup in this
mode.
From the schematic, the DA appears to
have overvoltage protection on its inputs
(Zener diodes back to back from the +
and - inputs to ground). This ought to be

put controls, use care in setup. Turning
the outputs low and overdriving the
inputs to get enough level will run the
risk of distortion in the input stage. This
is not adesign problem but asetup problem. If you want to use a microphone
requiring power, the DA has the capability of supplying 15 VDC phantom power
to its inputs. This is not available with
the 40 dB pad in the circuit. (Because the
DA would not have the gain to bring a
mic level signal up to ausable level with
40 dB of pad, the box assumes you do
not want phantom power at that setting.)
Noise floor
The noise floor of the DA is -85 dB in
line input mode and - 128 dB in mic
mode, according to the specifications.
These published noise figures appear to
be quite accurate. Note that the mic mode
noise floor is below line level reference.
Frequency response from the unit's
specifications appears flat from

approximately 15 Hz to 100 KHz. We
found the unit to measure better than
the published specs by asmall margin.
One thing this DA will not do is drive
abroadcast circuit directly. The output
impedance is 200 ohms, designed low to
avoid high-frequency loss due to cable
capacitance on long local wiring. If you
need to drive a broadcast line, use two
200-ohm resistors, one in series with
each output lead to build out to a true
600-ohm value. Since the DA's clipping
point is +24 dBu, it has enough drive to
enable the use of these resistors.
Thanks to Bradley Broadcast Sales for
arranging this trial unit.
Jay Crawford is chief engineer and
Jeff Johnson is network engineer at
WVXU(FM) in Cincinnati. Send e-mail to
Jeff.Johnson@goodnews.net

Product Capsule.
Rane DA216
Distribution Amplifier

•••••

=

Thumbs Up
,/ Microphone amplification
available
Rugged, all-metal construction
Versatile input and output gain
adjustment controls
./ Good noise and frequency
response specifications
Excellent manual and tutorial

Thumbs Down
/Front panel not marked

well
Back panel settings are
confusing
Power connector into device
could be better.

For more information contact Rane Corp.
in Washington state at
j425) 355-6000; fax ( 425) 347-7757
or circle Reader Service 125,

emembeir Ibis
Depression-era
radios resembled
this model, the
165 from Atwater Kent, manufactured
in 1933.
Things were tough all over; this
radio came complete with the National
Recovery Act sticker. Both AM and
shortwave broadcasts could be picked
up on this 5-tube unit.
How much did radios cost in the early
'30s? The Atwood Kent 165 was priced
at $29.90. Atwood Kent also offered a7tube model for $45. Jumping up to an 8tube radio from the same company
would have set you back $59.90.
This is one in a series of photographs in RW featuring classic and
less well-known radios. The pictures
and descriptions are by collector Bill
Overbeck, president of the Delaware

Valley Historic Radio Club, who has
made every effort to ensure accuracy.
Contact him via e-mail at
billoradio@aol.com or through RW.

www.broadcast-richmond.com
HOME
ABOUT US
E-MAIL

BROADCAST
RICHMOND

SUPPLIERS
WIRED RACKS
USED EQUIP

Welcome to Broadcast Richmond!
1821 W. Main Street, P.O. Box 1423

Richmond, Indiana 47375 USA

Telephone 765-966-6468
Facsimile 765-966-5505
E-mail broadcasteinfocom.com

Instantly link to 125 manufacturers in 350 types of equipment!
Visit the # 1broadcast website: www.broadcast-richmond.com
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Should You Upgrade to Windows 98?

111111%...

WINDOWS, continued from page 23

RADIO
CHRONICLE

Not many people realize it, but
radio was instrumental in the naming, if not the actual design, of one
of the most effective anti-tank
weapons of World War H.
The story begins with comedian
Bob Burns, a.k.a. -The Arkansas
Traveler," aspinner of country tales
who got his break in radio in 1935
thanks to Rudy Vallee, one of the
original crooners. Burns spent many
years on "The Kraft Music Hall"
with Bing Crosby before getting his
own show in 1941.
Part of Burns' act consisted of
murdering afamiliar tune on amusical device of his own invention

is abit harder to manipulate.
A more important reason many prefer
Netscape is its ability to read Usenet
newsgroups (aseries of message boards).
IE does not do newsgroups, leaving that
for Microsoft Exchange/Outlook, neither
of which have become favorites on my
computer. ( For those who are interested, I
use Netscape for newsgroups. Iprefer
Eudora for mail.)
Barry Mishkind is probably loading
Win98 even as you read this. Unless his
system crashed, you can reach him at
barry@broadcast.net His home page is at
http://www.broadcast.net/-barry/

FAT32 Explained
In order to keep track of the data
stored, hard drives contain a directory and aFAT ( file allocation table).
In order to keep these files at a
manageable level, a minimum size
for each file is set. However, with
hard drives literally exploding in size
over the past few years, it is common
for many users to have multi- gigabyte capacities. Unfortunately, the
penalty is that the minimum file size
gets pushed to 32 kB.
This means that the smallest file,
even a 25- byte note in a text file,

would take 32,000 bytes of disk space.
Calculations indicate the average
user of a multi- gigabyte hard drive
currently wastes about 25 percent of
its capacity. FAT32 is Microsoft's
way to recover that capacity. Your
mileage may vary.
One of the features of Win98 is
that it takes the old FAT16 system
from Win95 and converts it over to
FAT32, so you do not have to delete
everything and restart in order to
benefit from FAT32.
— Barry Mishkind

Iliked the
AudioWizard"
so muchwhich he had slapped together while
rehearsing with a band inside a
plumbing shop in Arkansas. This
"instrument" consisted of two gas
pipes and awhiskey feline/.

Capstar CEO. Mr Steve Hicks

Ibought the company!
Capstar Broadcasting Partners
welcomes Prophet Systems, Inc.

Familiar
tures were
butchered wth
the 'bazooka.'

He called it a "bazooka," after the
sound it grudgingly gave out when
he played it. When the array came
up with an infantry-sized anti-tank
weapon during the war, it bore such
a striking likeness to Burns instrument that the troore quickly christened it "bazooka," the name it carries to this day.
Burns holds up the original version ( at right), while an unidentified
army officer holds up its far more
potent cousin.
This image is provided by the
Library of American Broadcasting,
which welcomes your questions,
comments, and donations. You can
contact them at ( 301) 405-9160 or
via e-mail at bp500 ,urrtad. urndedu

You know Prophet Systems as the worldwide leader in digital automation for the radio industry. We credit our
success to date to our innovative capabilities combined with our love of the industry. The support of Capstar
demonstrates aserious commitment to improving the quality of radio broadcasting. We are working on several new
products as well as enhancing our existing line, which is guaranteed to raise the standards for programming
nationwide.
Our commitment to radio stations- big, small and in-between remains the same. But the face of radio is changing.
Climb aboard for the ride.
•,111

A NOTE TO OUR COMPETITION:
Here it is in black and white.
Not only will we continue to sell to stations and
groups of all sizes, but PSI is going to be more
aggressive than ever.

Prophet Systems, Inc

Cry'AY
AudioWizard -

Fftly

Sales: ( 800) 658-4403

WAN WIDE AREA NE:

Support: ( 308) 284-8450

Sales & Support Fax: ( 308) 284-4181
*de (121) 1). Reeder Service Cud

AudioWizardr" for Windows

E-mail: sales@prophetsys.com
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Certification Proves aRadio Boon
David Carr
The Society of Broadcast Engineers'
Certification Program began in 1975. The
program was intended to help the broadcast engineers qualify themselves not
only in the eyes of their peers, but also in
the eyes of management. Without the
program, management would have adifficult time assessing the extent of an
engineer's knowledge.
Monitoring change
Technology has changed at such a
rapid pace that even an engineer can have

difficulty evaluating his peers.
Fortunately, as technology has evolved,
so has the certification program.
The certification committee constantly
monitors the various technical areas that
today's broadcast engineers must deal
with.
As soon as changes occur in these
fields, the committee discusses the possible impact on the broadcast engineer and
develops aplan to help the engineer. The
"Radio and Television Operators
Handbook" and the "DTV RF' book are
examples of the SBE's commitment to
help those in our profession.

The certification program has added
radio and television operator certification, certification for the broadcast technologist and certification for audio and
video engineers.
This growth in our program is adirect
result of the changing needs of our engineers. The " Radio and Television
Operator Handbook" often is used as a
training manual by many broadcast facilities. It serves as an excellent checklist
when training new operators.
The broadcast technologist certification provides an entry level for those
who desire to become broadcast engi-

THE FIRST AN IONLY
DIGITAL BOAR
YOU'LL EVER BUY
ANALOG FEEL WITH
A DIGITAL SOUL
NUST*11
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neers. The certification of audio and
video engineers was formed to include
those engineers who work in aproduction facility. Such engineers work in our
profession but do not deal with the transmission side. Therefore, acertification
test that excludes the transmission questions but includes additional questions in
the specific audio and video fields was
developed.
Student story
Kent State University Instructor
William Weisenger recently relayed a
story to me of a student who credits his
being hired to SBE certification.
According to the student, "when all the
applicants have a college degree, SBE
certification makes the difference."
Weisenger said, "With certification, you
can get an interview much easier. This
shows (the employer) that you at least
know the FCC rules and that you know
how to behave."
Doug Garlinger, director of engineering for LeSea Broadcasting, said LeSea
definitely believes in SBE certification.
LeSea encourages all of its master control operators to obtain the television
operator certification. All of the chief
engineers that have been recently hired

The committee
constantly monitors
technical areas
today's engineers

The very latest in digital technology

must deal with.

has arrived in a broadcast audio
board... the NuSt*r 3001 Series from
Auditronics and BE. This field-proven,

are certified. All new hires are required to
be certified within one year. Their group
relies heavily on the certification program to help them screen their applicants. Garlinger said that certification
provides extra insurance that the candidates are quality people.
Spartan Communication has found
certification so valuable that it has decided to require all master control operators
within its group to be certified by the
SBE. The company will pay for their certification handbook and one exam.
Operators hired after October 1, 1996
are required to be certified within the
first 90 days of employment. WSPATV/WASV-TV Director of Engineering
Bob Richardson said, "The SBE television operator certification program now
fills the void left by the elimination of the
FCC's licensing program by presenting a
structured certification program for operators."

digital console is the most highly,
modular board in the industry. And
because it can be configured with two
analog or digital inputs per module,
your operation can grow digitally
without added equipment expense just "hot swap" the needed modules.
NuSt*r's DSP technology provides a
clearer sound, and since it contains
no embedded PC and associated
software, its reliability and "up time" are
unmatched. Its control surface mimics
an analog board's, so your talent finds
it easy to operate and learn.
• 22 Universal module positions
• 4stereo buses - PGM, AUD,
UTL1, UTL2
• Up to 4TEL input modules /
incremental Mix-minus outputs
for each TEL module
• AES-EBU Inputs with Standard
Sample Rate Conversion
• AES-EBU Outputs with Optional
Sample Rate Conversion
• Flip-forward meter panel design
makes servicing easier

Need Solutions?
www.bdcastcom
or (
2111 224-9600

Solutions tor
Tomorrow's Radio

Fie BE estilec is aregistered tradeurs at Broadcast floctrooics lac

Benchmark
William Kozel, engineer at WEWSTV, sees certification as abenchmark. He
said, " It is a standard that you have
accomplished something. It shows others
that you are interested in your profession."
Kozel, who holds certification at several levels, added that his knowledge is
reinforced every time he prepares for a
certification test.
Certification is not limited to the
United States. Due to the increased
awareness of the certification program,
individuals from other nations are
requesting certification.
Sergey Bogush recently certified as a
See SBE, page 28
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Watch Out for Troublesome RF ' Hot Spots'
John Bisset
Rich Archut, the Chief Engineer of
WKDN(FM) in Camden, N.J. writes,
"From time to time the issue of controlling filament voltages to extend transmitter tube life surfaces. Although this is a
noteworthy goal, it is not always as easy
as it sounds."
You see, Jim maintains avintage AEL
25KG transmitter that has the ability to
control the filament voltage on the PA
tube ( a 3CX15000A) through an SCR
power controller. Such is not the case for
the IPA in this transmitter, which uses a
5CX1500B. Hoping to gain afew more

showed the pictures to their general manager or program director and got the
maintenance time they needed. We
accomplished our goal; I'm glad the pictures worked. If you have a photo to
share, send it in. Meantime, you can add
Figure 1to your collection.
Inspection of the transmitter should
include any power supply cabinets, typically found in the higher-power AM and
some FM transmitters.
In Figure 1, the bleeder resistor no
longer bleeds, which poses a potential
shock risk to servicing personnel. It is not
uncommon for these wirewound resistors
to open, given the stresses they operate

should use care not to knock or jar the
tube, the water will not harm it.
Furthermore, this method of cleaning
permits getting to all sides of the pins. It
is particularly important to clean the
screen bypass ring. This treatment makes
the contact surface very clean, but does
not destroy the silver plating.
Make sure the tube is rinsed thoroughly and completely dried before installing.
After cleaning, keep your fingers off the
contact surfaces for best results. Since
you cannot easily get to the contact fingers in the 4CX250B tube socket, inserting and removing the cleaned tube acouple of times will help to burnish these
contacts.
Larger contact surfaces may be
cleaned with a regular pencil eraser or
ink eraser if they really are oxidized.
Of course, if you use the eraser on parts
inside the transmitter, make sure avacuum is used to clean up the eraser
"fuzz."
***
Irecently met with amanager whose
AM signal was buried in noise. He
bought a new processor and got off his

Figure 1. Inspect bleeder resistors for failures.
hours from the IPA, Rich connected
wires from one side of the primary of the
filament transformer to a 5-ohm 25 W
potentiometer he mounted on the front of
the transmitter.
After applying filament voltage to the
IPA tube, Rich found that the pot gave
the necessary voltage range recommended by the tube manufacturer.
However, powering up the transmitter with this modification produced
erratic tuning, and anything over several hundred watts caused arcing in the
PA. Rich traced the problem to the path
he chose to run the new filament control
wires. He found that in some older
transmitters, like his, there are RF "hot
spots" which, if not taken into consideration, can create spurious signals such
as those introduced into the filament
circuit of the IPA.
Today, Rich's modified AEL works
great. Rich can be reached at (609) 8545300.
***
Thanks for all the calls regarding our
"seeing is believing" pictures of burned
RF components due to lack of routine
tightening and preventive maintenance
(RW, June 10). Many readers said they

under. The dead bugs and dirt do not help
the operation either.
A routine visual inspection of your transmitter will help spot these problems early.
***
This column is regularly a forum for
getting proper power output from new
transmitter tubes. William Hess,
K8SGX, in Chardon, Ohio, writes that,
although most of his experience involves
the lower- power 4CX250B used in ham
and commercial transmitters, this tube is
typically used as a driver in broadcast
rigs. There are similarities to higherpower tubes, too. Mr. Hess' suggestions
are very valid, because too often we concentrate on the tube socket connections
and forget about the anode clip and the
tube pins.
When an external anode tube is
changed, adequate care is required to
make sure all the contact surfaces of the
tube are absolutely free of dirt and oxidation. This includes the plate cap or anode
contact assembly. The tube itself also
should be clean.
One method of cleaning tubes with
small pins, like the 4CX250B, is to scrub
them under afaucet with regular kitchen
cleanser and atoothbrush. Although you

old phone lines, but still sounded anemic
on the dial. As we walked to the tower,
the answer was obvious: He had no
ground system.
As mentioned earlier with the enclosed
power supply cabinet, out of sight, out of
mind is too often the case. Just because
the wires and strap are buried underground does not mean they will last forever.
In this station's case, the copper strap
leading from the transmitter building to
the tower had been ripped up in several
places. It appears that the bushhog used
to mow the field sliced into the ground
and gave anasty tug. At the base of the
tower, there was no ground screen. There
appeared to be no ground to the ATU,
and little strap connecting the radials at
the base of the tower.
John Bisset has worked as both achief
engineer and contract engineer for nearly 30 years. He is adistrict sales manager for Harris Corporation.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission to
(703)
323-8044,
or e-mail
to
jbisset@harris.com

Certification Program
Attracts Internationals
SBE, continued from page 26

broadcast engineer in radio. He tested
at
the
State
University
of
Telecommunications of BonnchBreuvich and became the first engineer
to be certified in Russia.

David Carr
Thomas Wojciechowski is acertified
senior broadcast engineer in radio and
promotes the SBE certification program in Sri Lanka.
My belief in the certification pro-

gram is strengthened whenever Ihear
stories like the ones that Ihave just
shared with you. These comments indicate that not only are individuals
helped by certification, but teaching
institutions and broadcasting corporations are assisted as well.
Iam also pleased that certification is
attracting the youth into our profession.
Recently, SBE recognized the need for
"young blood." After all, we need to
entice and educate the future engineer.
To accomplish this, SBE formed a
youth membership grade. The SBE further encourages local chapters to provide ameeting devoted to the youth.
Each of us has aunique story about
how we entered this field. We also can
recall that special mentor who helped
us along. It is now our turn to take
someone under our wing. One of my
mentors once told me, "If you wish to
keep something, you give it away."
Ihave learned much in the 30-something years Ihave been in broadcasting.
Ido not ever wish to lose it, so Ishare
it with anyone who will listen. Are you
ready to share?
•at
David Carr is the SBE Certification
Committee Chairman.

line of the most important steps KTU has ever taken is the
Omnia.fm processor. Now, our sound lias tile best of both worlds:
I:) i:'/ and amazing H

The Omnia really brings out the

beat for astation that's called'

i]i

And Ilove to crank it up.
Frarkie Blue, Programming Director
INKTL1 103.5 FM,. New York City,, NY

Frankie dared to go where his competition isn't. Yet.
The all- digital Omnia.fm processor from
Cutting Edge delivers all the clarity and
precision of digital, with the fullness and
depth of analog. Positively no grunge. And
awesome loudness that works with
everything from Top 40 to Mozart to Rap.
Demo the Omniia in your station for 60
days*. We think everyone wal agree
that the Omnia makes your station sound
better than eve :. If not, you have a
money- back gLaranitee from Cutting
Edge. Call 216.241.3343 or your Omnia
dealer. Because this is where you want
to go. Frankie Blue is already there.
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Omnia. The p,
.
omise of
delivered.

CUTTINGEDGE
2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE
TEL: 216.241.3343

CLEVELANDL Ohl 44114
FAX: 216.2.41..4103

E-MAIL: INFO@ NOGRUNGE.COM
WVV. NOC RU NG E . 03M

*Demo nequests must be submitted as a purchase order. Terms are available from the Omnia dealer listed belo

Audio Broadcast Group

36n5 Roger B. Chaffee Blvd.

Grand Rapids, MI 49507

Tel: 616.452.1596

Fax: 616.452.1652

www: support@ahg.com

Bradley Broadcast Saks 12401 Twinbrook Parkway Rockville. MD 20852 Tel: 800.732.7665 Fax: 301.230.6526 www: info@bradleybroadcast.com
BSW Broadcast Supply 7012 27th Street West Tacoma, WA 98466 Tel: 800.426.8434 Fax: 800.231.7055 www: info@bswusa.com
Crouse-Kimzev Company

P.O. Box 155999

Fort Worth, TX 76155

Radio Communications Unlimited

Tel: 800.433.2105

5509 Barrington

Fax: 972.623.2800

Ooltewah, TN 37363

www: saleseproaudlo.com

Tel/Fax: 423.396.3743
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It's Time to Test Your
New Audio Facility
Mario Hieb
In our article in the June 24 issue, we
dealt with things to consider prior to studio construction. This part deals with
what happens after your construction is
complete. The performance of your facility depends alot on what happens next,
so dive in.
Test equipment
You should have the following test
instruments:

•Precision audio generator, frequencyagile, with calibrated attenuator and lowimpedance output
•Precision audio analyzer, includes trueRMS voltmeter, distortion analyzer,
phase meter and high-impedance input
•Oscilloscope-dual-trace with XY display or audio Phasescope
•One pair of high-quality audio transformers
By now you have chosen your facility
reference level. Ipersonally like 0 VU =
+4 dBu. Let's assume you choose it. Now

Figure I: Transformer Interface for Oscilloscope
you need to go through every piece of
equipment and calibrate each unit so that
+4 dBu in is 0 VU on the input meter,
and 0 VU on the output meter shows up
as +4dBu on the output.
Calibrate distribution amplifiers and
routers for unity gain. Calibrate all unbalanced-to-balanced conversion interfaces
so that a - 10 dBV signal in yields a +4
dBu signal out. Calibrate all balanced-tounbalanced conversion interfaces so that
a +4dBu in yields a - 10 dBV signal out.
Remember that dBV and dBu are not
the same unit; - 10 dBV equals -7.7 dBu.
Also remember to calibrate mic preamps
and turntable preamps.

MASTER Pit
CONTROL

The world's finest on-air system.
"We love it
because it does
everything!'

Testing is
easier if you include
patch panels in
your facility.

CD players can be abit tricky. If you
set up the player with a reference disc,
the output probably will be too hot when
regular CDs are played. Unless your console has aline input attenuator, your fader will not have much range of operation.
Usually Iend up setting the CD output
level so that the average level corresponds to 0VU when the fader is set to 0
db of attenuation. Calibrate the house
tone generator to +4dBu.

l* S
Take the RC
challenget
Ask any software or hardware company how much combined RADIO EXPERIENCE is on their staff. We
guarantee nobody comes close to the wide radio backgrounds of RCS people. We've been where you
are...station ownership, management, engineering, programming, production, on-air. Experience in ALL facets
of radio is curiously absent from other digital computer companies. Plus, RCS uses industry-standard
components including Digigram audio cards. Rarely do you make such an important decision...Make this the
right one. Get Master Control NT from RCS.

Want afree video?
Jot your name and address in this box
and fax to 914-723-2258. We'll rush
you your video and more info on
Master Control NT.
BIMMI\
WI WNW

FMII
UMMII

AIM=
IMfflh
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BIM IBM 'fflaIIIM MMUS,'

Sound Software

Name
Station
Address:
City:
Tel:

Radio Computing Services, Inc.
Two Overhill Road
Scarsdale, New York 10583 USA
Tel: 914-723-8567, Fax: 914-723-2258
E-mail: info@rcsworks.com
www.rcsworks.com
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State:
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THE MUSIC SCHEDULING SYSTEM

Test procedure
Testing is easier if you include patch
panels in your facility. Ilike to use halfnormalled patch bays. Plugging into the
top row taps the input signal without
affecting the output, while plugging into
the bottom row breaks the path. Plugging
into the top row lets me bridge the input
path with the audio analyzer or scope and
still feed audio to its destination.
When using an oscilloscope as aphasescope, use apair of high-quality transformers to create a balanced input
(Figure 1). The scope will be used in the
XY mode to observe relative phase.
For each audio pair in your facility
you will:
•Measure RMS signal level
•Measure phase relative to the house
tone generator
•Test for "lifted legs," "grounded legs,"
"phase flips" and other wiring errors
See AUDIO, page 31
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AUDIO, continued from page 30

For example, when testing adistribution
amplifier, feed the house tone into the
input. Measure the input to verify that it is
+4 dBu. Next, measure each output of the
DA to verify that each is set to +4 dBu.
Connect the X input of the scope to the
house tone generator via the bridging jack
on the patch panel. Connect the Y input of
the scope to each output of the DA via the
bridging jack on the patch panel.
The normal waveform is a45-degree
line indicating that both inputs are in
phase. Wiring errors can be seen as waveforms illustrated in Figure 2. If you use a
phasescope with adifferential input, the
"lifted leg" and "grounded leg" waveforms
may look different than Figure 2.
Using your Test flow diagram and ahighlighter pen, color in the lines corresponding
to each cable as it is tested. Also make note
of wiring errors on the flow. Go through the
entire facility, testing every cable. After the
errors are corrected, retest the cable.
End-to-end test
The final test is the end- to-end test,
amore thorough test for critical signal
paths. You may wish to perform more
than one end- to-end test in your facili-
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ty; it depends on your configuration.
One example is the air chain end- toend test, in which several tests are performed beginning from the input to the
on- air console, through DAs and into
audio processing. Here are several
tests you may want to perform:

Normal

•Level
•Noise floor
•Distortion
•Amplitude vs. Frequency
•Phase vs. Frequency
•Crosstalk
•Headroom

180
Degrees
Out Of
Phase

Lifted Leg/
Grounded
Leg

Lifted Leg/
Grounded
Leg

Figure 2: XY Display of Audio Channels

Keep a record of each measurement
you make.
Conclusion
Good audio facilities are designed

with the plan put down on paper. Once
constructed, the design should be thoroughly tested, with the test results also
documented. A little bit of precision goes
along way in developing ahigh-performance audio facility.

Mario Hieb, CPBE, is the chief engineer for KXRK( FM) in Salt Lake City
and consults for various clients. He holds
a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical engineering.

Broadcast Solutions
Does your station sound as good as the audio at the studio? Continental
can help you achieve that quality throughout your transmission chain.
Whether you're building a new station, upgrading your existing station or
consolidating, Continental can put it all together. From the microphone to
the antenna Continental has the expertise to build afirst class facility that
will be reliable for many years.
Transmitters Antennas
Microphones

Exciters

PAT Players

Studio Furniture

Consoles

Headphones

Amplifiersti Monitor Speakers
CD Players
EAS

Lambert Joins Otani
Radio industry veteran Mel
Lambert has been appointed to
the staff at Otani Corporation of
America. Lambert will serve in
the newly created position of
international marketing director.

e

s

Tra

Dehydrator

Remote Controls

ission Line

RPU

Modulation Monitors

Audio

s

Processors

Test Equipm4J. Telephone Interface
Buildings

Installations

Power Conditioning

SCA Equipment

Systems Integration

Put the Continental team to work for your group.
With over 50 years of broadcasting experience
Continental has built facilities throughout the world,
ranging in power from watts to megawatts.

Continental Electronics
Mel Lambert
Lambert will be responsible for
directing all aspects of marketing
activities for Otari's worldwide
subsidiaries, as well as determining new product opportunities and
direction.
Otan manufactures professional audio products for the music
recording, broadcast, post production and live- sound markets.
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A Sound Investment in Your Stations' Future...
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P.O. BOX 270879 • DALLAS, TEXAS 75227-0879 • 214-381-7161 • Fax 214-381-3250

800-733-5011
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Perfect for Live Assist: Jingle box, Phoner Editor, & much more ..
Perfect for Automation: Voice Over Recorder, Segue Editor, & more
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From the # 1manufacturer of Digital Workstations in Radio !!!
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Cart Machine Conirol

(includes Live Assist software)

$750

Jingle Box Control
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Optional Front

D14 Digital Audio Engine
$2,995 ( 24 hrs —2,000 spots) $5,295 ( 105 hrs — 2,000 songs)
The DL4 is atechnology & price breaktnrough !!! More reliable and 1/4 the price of comparable products,
the DL4 is NOT a PC computer with sound card in it.

The DL4

is

in fact a digital audio appliance

that is controlled by Arrakis LCD control panels, jingle Eoxes, and Windows 95 F'C computers.
the PC fails,. your audio library is still available ! I Expandable from 3 Plays & 1Record to up
to
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Plays & 32 Records, the PL4 fits any size stat;on
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Added Advantages to Wire Twists
MICS, continued from page 21
long before the turn of the century (and
unshielded, you might note).
Since the noise must be identical at
either end to cancel out, anything that
makes it less identical will reduce the
noise-canceling effect. This is why the
wires should be identical size and length
(Figure 3). If they are not identical, then
one of the noise signals will arrive before
or after.
This time difference means only apercentage of the noise will be cancelled out
and the rest of the noise will travel on with
the signal. If the wires are different sizes,
one noise signal will be greater intensity
and, again, they will not exactly cancel out.

Not only must the wires be the same
length, they must be in the same place. If
they are separated, then the noise will hit
them at slightly different times. This difference will show up as less noise cancellation. However, it is very easy to have
wires in almost exactly the same spot, by
twisting them together. (See Figure 4)
Not only will twisting wires put the
two conductors in almost exactly the
same spot, but it almost guarantees that
the wires will be the same length, at least
for audio frequencies.

deal on the shield of the cable to make
up for imperfections in the sending
and receiving devices.
Quad or star-quad cable
There are a number of cable designs
featuring four-conductor spiral designs
called "quad" or "star-quad." While their
effect has been known and used in laboratory cables as far back in the 1950s, it
was Canare from Japan that first put it in
acommercially available mic cable. Now
there are many manufacturers with simi-

Save Your Issues
of Radio World in

Stre

Now there's an easy way
to organize and protect your
copies of Radio World, the
industry's best read newspaper,
keeping issues readily available
for future reference.
Designed exclusively for
Radio World, these custom-made
titled cases provide the luxury
look that makes them attractive
additions to your bookshelf. Each
case is sized to hold ayear's
issues (may vary with issue
sizes), and is made of
reinforced board covered with
durable leather-like material in
blue, with the title hot-stamped
in gold. C2ses are V-notched
for easy access and free
personalization foil is included
for indexing the year
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that is flat and curved, but we can
accomplish the same effect by using
four conductors, as shown in Figure 5,
and combining them into two conductors.
To get the noise canceling effect, you
must combine the conductors across from
each other. Often these cables have colorcoded conductors ( such as two white
conductors and two blue conductors), so
you know what is supposed to combine
with what.
Some manufacturers also put astripe on
one of each of the colors, so it can be used
as afour-conductor cable for applications
that require four conductors (such as separate phantom power, MIDI, etc.).
However, the user should be aware that by
not combining the pairs in the quad configuration, all of the noise reduction afforded
by the quad design would be lost. And that

Not only must
Figure 3: Wires must be identical size and length in a twisted pair.
Twisting has one more added advantage. Since the signal traveling down
each wire (in opposite directions) creates
a magnetic field around each wire, the
only way noise can effectively enter a
wire at agiven point is to align with the
signal's magnetic field at that point. With
the wire rotating, there is only one place
per twist (one phase angle) that will align

lar designs.
It should be recognized that only a
spiral of four wires will work in this format. Using two twisted pairs, or four
bundled wires, has little or no effect. To
understand how quad works, one must
understand something called "loop area."
If you imagine a twisted pair at any
instant in time, you will see that each

Figure 4: Twisted wires " in the same place" assure
signals arrive on time. See text.
with any particular noise. This will further reduce the pairs' ability to pick up
noise.
Much work has been done on twisted
pairs in the data world. Many of those are
UTP, unshielded twisted pairs. We have
learned what was once suspected. The
majority of noise reduction comes from

twist consists of one wire with acurrent
going one way, and the other wire with a
current going the other way. In this way,
each of these twists looks like aloop.
The smaller the loop, the more identical those two signals are ( identical
but reversed, of course). The more
identical they are, the more noise they

the wires be the same
length, they must be
in the same place.

noise reduction can be dramatic.
Iremember going to aseminar where
the speaker showed the low-frequency
(60 Hz) noise immunity of various cable
constructions. The speaker took ahandheld tape demagnetizer, which, as you
can imagine, is awonderful source of 60
Hz noise.
He turned the demagnetizer on and
held a piece of cable next to it. Each
piece of cable was terminated at one end
with a 150-ohm resistor and, at the other
end, plugged into a high-gain amp and
speaker.
To say that the 60 Hz noise was apparent is ahuge understatement. When the
speaker got to aquad cable, he held the
cable up to the demagnetizer and there was
no noise. He started wrapping the cable
around the demagnetizer until he had run
out of cable. No noise!

.-

Cases
1-$8.95 3-$24.95 6-545.95
Call Toll Free
7days, 24 hours
1-800-825-6690
Charge Orders ( Minimum $ 15):
AmEx, Visa, MC, DC accepted.
Jesse Jones Industries,
Dept. 9512W
499 East Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134
Allow 4to 6weeks for delivery
ION GU
Add 51.50 per orgie

•

& handling.

Outside U.S. ( including AK & HI) 53.50 per case
(U.S. funds only).
PA residents add 7% sales tax

Figure 5: Using four conductors to create a Quad Cable, with exceptional noise reduction figures.
the fact that the pair is twisted.
Shielding was primarily to make up
for the fact that the twisted pairs were
less than perfect. So, at least for data
cables, we have "fixed" the pairs. We
will discuss UTP, and its impact on audio
cables, in afuture column.
It should be noted that many analog
audio devices, especially those of the
previous generations, are very poorly
balanced. This means that cables
attached to them are imperfect in their
ability to resist noise and also, in their
ability to resist emitting their own signals as noise. They depend a great

pick up, and the more that noise will
cancel out at the ends of the cable. So
the secret is to get the loop area as
small as possible.
There are two ways to get a small
loop area. One way is to twist the pair
very tightly. However, this uses much
more copper and reduces the flexibility of the cable. Plus, there is adiminishing return on twists, as mentioned
in the previous installment.
One other way of reducing loop
area is to spread the copper out so that
aconductor covers more circular area.
It would be hard to make a conductor

That was what convinced me of the
superior noise reduction of low loop-area
cables.
In the next installment, we will discuss
the last two microphone cable parameters: self-noise and electronic cable performance.
is
Steve Lampen is technology development manager for Belden Wire & Cable
Co. in Richmond, Ind. His book, " Wire,
Cable, and Fiber Optics for Video and
Audio Engineers" is published by
McGraw-Hill. He can be reached at
steve.lampen @ belden.com
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There Are No Two Ways About It:
When You Don't Have The Same Amount
Of 1s And Os Coming Out As Went Into
Your Digital STL, It's Compression.
It's afact: when you use perceptual
and/or statistical coding to bit reduce
your digital audio, there is something
changing it. It isn't nothing, nada, or
zilch. It's called digital compression.
Despite claims of other digital 950 MHz
STLs in the market, only CD LINKTm
truly does nothing to your 16 bit digital
audio signal from the studio. If you are
in doubt about whether adigital STL is
using compression, just ask them
"What coding algorithm are you
using?" Any answer other than NO
digital compression in any form is
used
means the STL is compressed
and your original studio audio has lost
some of its quality.
Dare to compare the performance of
CD LINK against any other digital STL.
Only aT1 line provides comparable
reliability in performance to CD LINK.
CD LINK STLs are on the air all around
the country, providing bit-for- bit transfer of your digital audio signal from
your studio to your transmitter site
without digital compression. If you
want the uncompressed performance
of T1, yet want to avoid the expense

and lack of control that comes with T1,
CD LINK is your best answer.
The CD LINK 950 MHz STL is available for off-the- shelf delivery. You
program it to your operating
frequency on- site. If you have more
than one frequency available to you,
no problem, you can just reset the
frequency as your needs change.
CD LINK is a field proven product
with many units on the air for a year
or more, while competitive companies are still promising deliveries
sometime in the future.
CD LINK has been tested, used and
praised by some of the toughest ears in
the radio broadcast industry.
Lastly, but far from least, CD LINK is
backed by Harris. With over 75 years
of service to the radio industry, Harris
has provided second-to- none support
and innovation which has raised standards and saved broadcasters money.
And if you ever need service, CD LINK
comes with afull warranty and a
service department rated as the best
in the industry, year after year.

So, if you're looking for adigital STL
that actually does absolutely nothing to
your digital audio, you need to consider
only one STL, Harris CD LINK.

Harris CD LINKTM:
uncompressed, uncompromised
quality in a950 MHz digital STL,
quick delivery available.
HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
TEL: 1-800-622-0022
FAX: 765-966-0623
http://www.broadcast.harris.com
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The wave of consolidation continued
to encounter an ebb tide in the second
quarter of 1998.
Near the mid-year mark, according to
BIA Consulting, about 736 station sales
had been announced for atotal transaction value of $2.3 billion. By contrast, in
the first six months of 1997, 1,220 station
sales had been announced for atotal dollar value of $ 10.5 billion.

Joel I. Klein
"There are a lot of relatively smaller
deals getting done, pulling together
pieces and filling out complements and
that kind of thing," said Richard
Blackburn, president of brokerage firm
Blackburn & Company.
Try to comply
In San Diego, for instance, Heftel
Broadcasting Corp. ( Nasdaq: HBCCA)
announced it would purchase two FM
stations from Jacor Communications
(Nasdaq: JCOR) for $65.15 million in
cash. The move fulfilled a goal of the
Hispanic-language group to have apresence in the top 10 largest U.S. Hispanic
markets.
Two other large groups arranged
trades with Jacor in the second quarter in

Player
Comparison
Page 38

Resource for Business, Programming & Sales

Big Groups Spun Off Stations in
Lynn Meadows

Net Audio

order to comply with ownership limits.
Capstar Broadcasting Corp. ( NYSE:
CRB) announced it will swap
WTAE(AM), Pittsburgh for Jacor-owned
station
WKNR(AM),
Cleveland.
Likewise, CBS will swap stations in
Baltimore, St. Louis and San Jose, Calif.
for Jacor stations in Minneapolis and
Columbus, Ohio.
Several of the deals that wowed everyone around the time of the fall Radio
Show closed during the second quarter of
1998. CBS ( NYSE: CBS) finished its
acquisition of American Radio Systems
(NYSE: AFM) for approximately $ 2.6
billion. The buy added more than 90
radio stations to the CBS radio group.
Capstar completed its purchase of SFX
Broadcasting for approximately $2.2 billion, adding 68 stations in 19 different
markets to its portfolio.
The second quarter was a historic
quarter for Capstar. Two days before
closing the SFX deal, the company went
public with an initial public offering of
31 million stock shares at $ 19 per share.
After an initial dip to $ 17 per share, the
stock price climbed steadily skyward.
Two
other
groups,
Citadel
Communications and Cumulus Media,
were expected to go public before the
end of the quarter.
Monopoly blocker
The Department of Justice continued
its vigilant watch over radio in the second quarter. In order to close their
respective acquisitions, Capstar must sell
off 11 stations and CBS must part with
seven.
In June,
Capstar Acquisition
Company, a sub company of Capstar
Broadcasting, agreed to terminate acontract to buy KXMX(FM) Cedar Rapids,
Iowa after noting DOJ opposition. With
KXMX(FM), Capstar would have owned
five of the 12 radio stations in the market. According to the DOJ, those five stations accounted for more than 49 percent
of the radio advertising revenues in the
market last year.
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In May, the DOJ approved the acquisition of five New Orleans Radio stations
by Baltimore-based Sinclair Broadcast
Group after Sinclair agreed to sell off
three radio stations in that market.
According to the DOJ, without the spin-

off, Sinclair would have owned nine stations in the market accounting for about
55 percent of market revenues.
"Sinclair offered to fix the competitive
problems and made a serious proposal
right off the bat. That's the kind of cooperation we welcome," stated Joel I.
Klein, assistant attorney general in
charge of the DOJ Antitrust Division.
See QUARTER, page 42

Directional AM Stations
Require Close Inspection
Ronald Ramage
FCC Inspector Ronald Ramage
offers tips about what he looks for during inspections. This is the third of three
articles. Previous installments can be
viewed at http://www.rwonline.com

Idiscussed why a station is selected
for inspection and discussed "administrative items." In part 2, Idiscussed the
outside facilities and monitoring and
control. In this third part Iam going to
look at AM directional inspections.
As agroup, directional AM stations

A Field Intensity Meter
The following is the third in aseries
of articles providing insight into some
of the items Ilook for during abroadcast inspection. In part 1of this series,

tend to have more violations than any
other type of commercial station I
inspect. This is because adirectional
See INSPECT, page 43
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Not Your Father's Radio Newscast
John hlontono
On June 1, World Radio, the public
broadcasting network located in
Georgetown, Ky., began offering public
radio stations across the country a fiveminute hourly newscast provided by
Feature
Story
Productions
of
Washington, D.C.
Simon Marks, the co-founder and editor-in-chief of Feature Story, has positioned the new product as "an alternative
to NPR" that aims to reach a younger
demographic. "We're all young people,
and we want to produce a newscast we
want to listen to," Marks said.
Marks' refusal to label his service as a
"competitor" to NPR may be driven in
part by the fact that Feature Story still
contributes reports to National Public
Broadcasting as well as the BBC and
many other international radio and television news organizations.
Marks is going after what he calls "the
second and third public radio stations in
the top 100 markets:" stations that play
classical music or jazz 24 hours a day
and don't carry "All Things Considered"
and "Morning Edition."
Filling the void
"World Radio News," the new program, is designed to fill the gap left when
Christian Science Monitor Radio went
dark. Marks recalls that development
being met with "expressions of sorrow"
by public broadcasters.
Marks is promising his affiliates "a
lively production style" reminiscent of
Monitor Radio, with stories that are
"short but provide comprehensive coverage." In aquick jab at the status quo he
added, "We are seeking to engage listeners in away public radio news has failed
to do in the past."
For example, Marks said, " When
Pakistan exploded its nuclear bomb, our
correspondent in Islamabad, Jennifer
Griffin, did apiece. She signed off and
our Washington correspondent Paul
Miller picked up saying, ' The Clinton
administration is now weighing a
response.' He signed off and our correspondent in New Delhi came on."
But Marks does not want to deter any
public stations from carrying "World
Radio News," even if stations don't have
a place for other World Radio programming. "We are thrilled if our affiliates
want to carry World Radio programming,
but there's no requirement they do that,"
Marks said.
In one important respect World Radio
News will echo NPR and other public
radio news organizations by staying true
to "the traditional public radio news
agenda," which Marks said gives top priority to major international events.
"I don't frankly care that the Louise
Woodward case was resolved today,"
said Marks of the typical choice of leadstory news material. "I'm much more
interested in President Milosevic's visit
to Moscow."
Differences
Marks quickly added that when covering international events his company's
news reports will come customized for a
North American market, striving to
explain the significance of news in faroff places to listeners in the United
States.

One thing "World Radio News" will
avoid at all costs is boredom.
Without naming names, Marks said,

"Some people in public broadcasting
think it is courageous to be boring. Icannot see the point in being boring because

it forces people to switch off and reach
for Imus."
Of his five-minute newscast Marks
said, "We want the thing to move, to give
it life because we think that carves it out
as something different within the public
broadcasting community."
Not too different, though. Marks is
careful to say he is not throwing the baby
out with the bath water. He repeatedly
pointed out that World Radio News is
sticking to the public broadcasting agenda. "The challenge to all of us in the
post-Cold War world is to frame these
international stories in away that matters
to Americans."
World Radio News anchors,
reporters and executives have a solid
public broadcasting pedigree. Morning
anchor Jessie Brandon came to Feature
See WORLD, page 45

MAKE THE SWITCH
TI HERD STATUS
SAVE TIME e MONEY WITH AudIoPOINT®
I
fyou're building new studios, or consolidating
into one location (and who isn't?), routing audio is
expensive. But you can be aHero Just by installing
an AudioPOINT DSP-based routing switch. It's the
only one that mixes analog and digital sources on
the same matrix and eliminates external AID, EVA
converters. Plus no more costly cabling, patch
bays or distribution amps. That saves money.
AudioPOINT is easy to install, maintain, and it's
more reliable than traditional routing solutions.
Even its windows-based configuration and control
software is easy to manage. So, to switch from
"overworked engineer" to "money-saving Hero,"
contact Broadcast Electronics today.
• Analog/Digital/MADI inputs & outputs
• Expandable from 32x32 to 1024x1024 channels
• Allows mixing, summing and tone generation/
signal analysis
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Need Solutions?
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New Streaming Media Players Debut
single ISDN B channel Internet connecHolmes and Watson would likely have
relished to the hilt.
tion, Iran through the same trials. The
results were similarly satisfying.
A new generation of streaming media
Sporting plain clothes, nimble fingers
players
from
Microsoft
and
and the viewpoint of a home user, I
•
RealNetworks has been thrust on the
took RealNetworks' G2 players ( the llirMYivi
fie
eniniinnelliller
pions Des.e 5àes deb
world at large, allowing more seamless
basic player and the souped- up
11> 1.1 J a C-1
is;
PlayerPlus, both in alpha) and
experiences of multimedia presentations
cip
le1998 ReaKeheadtiLbw.
0
Microsoft's Media Player ( version
on the Internet than ever before.
Chars*
4:11
5.2 in beta) for a spin.
gi Add 4
Even in their embryonic
states, they are, in my
opinion, top-drawer.
RealNetworks' G2 players
up the ante for listening to
streaming
media.
Specifically, the sound
quality of the few G2 live
radio streams now available is phenomenal, even
though stereo is not supRealNetworks" PlayerPlus
ported in the alpha releases
of the players ( it is slated to be
One of the cool features of the G2 sysincorporated into the beta 1 tem is the ability for stations to send alogo
versions).
and other visual elements that manifest
Ilistened to the live streaming
themselves on the right side of the players.
audio noted in this review
A simple mouse click on the logos for
using two systems: a Pentium
KIŒN and KDGE brought me to the sta100 with 16 MB of memory
tion's pages at http://www.broadcast.com
connected to the Internet by a (formerly AudioNet), from which Iwas
56 kbps modem, and aPentium
able to link to the stations' Web sites.
200 with 64 MB of memory
Saving favorite audio streams on the
connected to the Internet by
G2 players is a snap. Users of Internet
one ISDN B channel ( or 64
Explorer 4.0 will recognize and be right
kbps).
at home with the players' file- like tree
The Microsoft Media Player plays
Listening to alternative
system. RealNetworks has dropped the
back a wide variety of file types
KDGE(FM)
and
AAA
preset buttons scheme found on the old
KKZN(FM) — Dallas stations
RealPlayer Plus. Now you can save an
This brave new world is being shaped
already Webcasting in G2 — put a wide
infinite number of presets in an infinite
in large part by the goods the Internet has
smile on my face. Connected to the
number of user- defined categories. A
to offer. Multimedia is where it's at, and
Internet by way of my 56 kbps modem,
maximum of 40 streams, not defined by
radio stations need to realize this lest
KDGE's 40.7 kbps mono stream was
category, could be saved on the old
they yield cyber-presence and audience
strong, exhibiting great depth and resoRealPlayer Plus.
to television stations, movie companies
nance, particularly on cymbal crashes. I
Prior to the G2 alpha release, you could
and other competitive entities.
was particularly impressed by the clean
sound field exhibited during the quieter
Spinning the players
music passages.
Having spent some time with the new
KKZN came in at 48.7 kbps and
players from RealNetworks and
sounded absolutely wonderful in the
Microsoft, Iam convinced there's an
same ways that KDGE did.
enhanced game afoot, one that Sherlock
Switching to my Pentium 200 and a
Alan Haber

4

e

,4 upd..

not save presets on the basic RealAudio
player. Now you can save them on both.
So the advantage of using the Player Plus
G2 over the basic RealPlayer G2 may
come down to whether aperson wants the
use of such new features as a very cool
on- board equalizer, the handy ability to
tweak the contrast, brightness and color
level of video streams, and an on-screen
audio analyzer for use in either graph or
wave mode.
Media Player
The Microsoft Media Player is available in only one version and sports no
such extras. However, that doesn't mean
it is any less of apiece of software. It is,
in fact, a robust ( software and soundwise) creation that necessitates its residing on every radio listener's desktop.

Even in their
embryonic states,
these players are
top-drawer.

The Media Player looks nothing like
the G2 players; it is much less flashy and
sports acleaner face. It is pretty much a
get-right-down- to- business, no nonsense
player. A couple of pull- down menus
hover over the main part of the screen.
Like the G2 players, the Media Player
plays back a wide variety of file types,
including, of course, NetShow 3.0,
RealAudio and Real Video 4.0 and below,
AVI, MPEG, WAV and MIDI.
See STREAM, page 40
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1980-1995
1229 hit songs from 1954-1969
545 hit songs from the 70's
819 Kicidn' Country Hits
on CD for Only $499 each

60 day money- back
guarantee! Call Ghostwriters
at 612-522-6256 or write to:

(per set plus shipping)
For complete track listings
NOW go to web site:
http://radio-mall.com or
Email: mediamall@aol.com or
Phone or FAX Ghostwriters at
1-888-852-4747

Sound Effects
on CD - S99

*mate
to 11,3P
6 Digital

Signal Processing

• Analog Audio to
1024 x 1024 Channels
You need DSP in your matrix switchers!
With DSP, direct conversion between
analog and digital formats takes place
inside the matrix switch! Take control
of your facility with the OZ. Matrix
sizes start at 32 x 32 and includes local
and remote control capability. The OZ
is the latest addition to the " K" series
family of Lighthouse Digital Systems
matrix switchers, manufactured in
Grass Valley, Calif.

410 AES/EBU to 512 x 512
Channels
410SMPTE to 128 x 128
Channels
• +24dBm I/O
(Analog Audio)

6 >100dB

Signal to Noise
(Analog Audio)

6 Optional

Dual Processors
and Power Supplies

For more information on the OZ or

=NW
Knight's Communications Inc., 2219 West Broadway, Fort Worth, Texas 76102
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web site: littp://radio-mall.com
READER SERVICE 153

Radio Station Data Base
Only S149l
Addresses, Formats, Phone, FAX
Market Size, Ratings & More!
Also: Group mailing to
GMs, POs, SMs & CEs.

The Radio Mall
1-888-852-4747
TOLL FREE

For radio broadcast only!
READER SERVICE 113

The Mix

10 CD's of Buy-out Music,
Production & Sound Effects

Only $495
60-day money-back guarantee!
Over 1200 tracks!) CD's with hundreds of :30
& :60 music beds. 2CD's with hundreds of lasers,
stingers, whooshes, news & Feature elements; &
1CD with 300 genuine sound & cartoon effects.
For complete info NOW go to web site:
http://radio-mall.com or Email: mediamalleaol.com or

Phone or FAX

Ghostwriters at: 1-888-852-4747

READER SERVICE 167

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!

www.kci-dfw.com

817-877-3037 Fax 817-877-3039

For complete track listings, go to

READER SERVICE 152

smaller matrix sizes, call or visit us on
the web at

S51.12)e.te2ertittcoule
2412 Unity Ave N., Dept RW,
Minneapolis, MN 55422

Promote your services to Radio Worlds 18,000+ readers. Reach Radio Station
and Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message. For
information on affordable advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045,
extension 154.
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Programs and Services for Radio Stations
Mail info and photos to:

Today's Women' and
'Conan on the Radio'

RW Station Services, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Osborne are among the featured artists.
"Conan on the Radio," due later
this summer, will feature highlights
from the opening monologue taped
before a live audience in New York
City for the popular NBC late night
show, " Late Night with Conan
O'Brien."
The feature will be fed via satellite
to the United Stations affiliates for
broadcast the next morning.
Nicholas Verbitsky, president and
CEO for United Stations Radio
Networks said, "This production will
be crisp, clever and right on target for
contemporary and rock stations that
are looking to differentiate themselves in the marketplace."

United Stations brings two new
programs to the radio this summer
with " Conan on the Radio" and
"Today's Women."

Alzheimer's disease, and consumer
credit counseling are some of the
issues that have been covered on
recent shows.

Entertainment, Education
And Insight
That's what. Danielle Lin's show,
"A Word on Health" is all about.
The nationally syndicated show
puts a healthy spin on typical call-in
radio programs, as listeners are provided with insightful tips on how to
maintain amore healthful lifestyle.

For more information from Jesuit
Radio Productions contact Gary
Kolarcik at (314) 533-0320; or circle
Radio Service 89.

The two-hour program is broadcast
via satellite.
Danielle's friendly style has kept
her on the airwaves for 15 years.

Joan Osborne
Women are enjoying immense
popularity in the music industry, and
"Today's Women" features many of
these talented women performers in
acoustic performances and personal
interviews Many of these featured
artists are headliners for this year's
Lilith Fair tour.
The summer program, which
began on the July 4th weekend, is a
series of 10 weekly two-hour installments that run through Labor Day.
The series is on CD and available to
stations on amarket exclusive, barter
basis.
Sarah
McLachlan,
Melissa
Etheridge, Paula Cole and Joan

Inspirational Radio
Radio stations that are interested in
acquiring free public service programming will find just what they are looking for in "CONTACT."
This award- winning weekly program is available to radio stations on
compact disc in 5-, 15- or 30-minute
increments.
Currently airing on over 400 stations
in the United States and Canada,
"CONTACT" takes a unique approach
in dealing with real life issues. Gary

Danielle lin
A few of the many thought- provoking issues that Danielle tackles in
her show include, aging, sex and relationships, mind/body medicine and
nutrition and fitness.

For more information on The
Danielle Lin Show contact Tseth
Thomas or Dean Himrnelman in Utah
at (801)278-9669; or circle Reader
Service 50.

Sarah McLachlan
For more
information from
United Stations Radio Networks
contact Julie Harris in New York at
(212) 869-1111; or circle Reader

ters

Service 206.
Kolarcik, executive director of Jesuit
Productions, said, "We let ordinary people who usually don't have a voice in

"CONTACT
Radio Program

the media tell their own stories of overcoming adversity and obstacles in their
life."
Domestic violence, alcoholism and
drug
addiction,
living
with

gital Solid State
Every day we live up to promises we made 10 years ago...
"It's basically done everything you said it would. The transmitter is
paying for itself all of the time...we're mighty thrilled!"
"Factory seportfor any product is very important to me and I
could not have askedfir better support. They are exceptionar
"That little box outperforms my most optimistic expectations!"
"The move to the Omnitronix solid state transmitter has resulted in a
significant decrease in the cost ofpower, has produced much higher quality
broadcast signal and this has taken away many ofour worries ofstaying on the air"

RADIO REVENUE : YEAR TO DATE

Local

"IT WORKS GREAT!...We are the loudest and cleanest sounding AM radio station
in Atlantic City. Iguess you can add us to your long list of satisfied customers."

National

"There is no question, you folks go the extra mile to see that your customers are
satisfied."

Overall

...We invite you to join our Fan Club.
5

10

15

20%

01VINITRONIX

Revenue Growth Remains Healthy
Again, national revenue again set the pace in the latest year-to-date figures
from the RAB, registering a13 percent increase through May of 1998.
That figure is identical to the uptick in national revenue for the month of May
alone. Regionally, the East and Southeast both saw the strongest surge, with the
West slightly behind.
May growth in local revenue was strongest in the East, at 13 percent, followed by the Southwest at 12 percent.
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Fresh Ideas, Smart Design.

e- mail

inquiries: info @ omnitronix-inc. com
113 DICKERSCN RO, hWALES, PA 19454 ( 800)446-6648 (
215)699-240J FAX(215)699-2321
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New Net Audio Players

Inside the Microsoft
Media Player, 5.2 Beta
The Microsoft Media Player, in version 5.2 beta at this writing, will play a
wide variety of file types, including, of
course, NetShow 3.0 and RealSystem
4.0 and below.
The Media Player comes at atime
when there is an increasing push
toward offering "multimedia" content,
rather than just audio or just video, to
Web surfers. "All we're trying to do is
to communicate to people that when
you're running Windows, you play
multimedia content with something
that's called the Media Player," said
Gary Schare, lead product manager,
Windows NT Server.
"From aconsumer point of view,"
he said, "the message we would want
to get (across) is that NetShow content
is cool. NetShow content can be radio
signals. It can be video, it can be lots
of things. It gets played back by a
combination of two tools, one being
the browser and the other being the
Media Player."
How is Microsoft positioning the
Media Player? Schare said he thinks
the direction is "integrating the player
and browser into the entire client
experience with Windows, because
just like we say that the browser is an
extension of Windows, the player is an
extension of the browser.
"The reason we're doing this," he
said, " is because the increases in
bandwidth, the improvements in compression technology and the increasing processing power in people's
computers have made audio and
video areality."
Schare said he thinks that "what the
content providers seem to want to do
is provide more than just the stream.

STREAM, continued from page 38

"The stream is interesting but in and of
itself it's not that interesting. What's
more interesting is the stream plus the
HTML all around it."
There have been "drastic improvements," said Schare, in the quality of
audio and video streams between the
release of NetShow 2.0 and 3.0. For
example, NetShow 2.0 could not
stream stereo content at 28.8;
NetShow 3.0 can. Now, he said,
"Audio can go from basically 2.4 kbps
voice grade mono quality up to like 96
kbps CD-quality audio."
But what does this all mean, as far
as radio is concerned? Radio stations,
said Schare, "haven't come that far in
finding a business model" to do
Webcasting properly. "I'm not saying
there ( aren't) business models out
there. There just aren't that many
(radio stations) that have really done
the legwork to build that business
model, but there's aton of opportunities.
"So that's kind of what's held
things back a little bit, is that it's
expensive. ( Radio stations) haven't
necessarily been able to broaden their
reach. Maybe they've got better convenience for the corporate user who
likes the radio station and can't get it
at work, but that's not going to bring
in more advertisers or more advertising revenue unless they can prove a
whole lot of expanded audience and
more reach out of that. It's going to
have to be new and unique services
that they couldn't do with just an
audio broadcast over the radio
waves."
— Alan Haber

FM Subcarrier
Monitor/Demod
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Accurate measurement of SCA, RDS and the new high-speed data
subcarriers. This precision monitor/demod is the ideal companion to
any FM Mod-Monitor. Check these features:
• Dual-conversion design with
precise digital tuning. Covers
541d-lz to 99kHz in 1kHz
steps.

• Demodulates audio SCAs,
shows subcarrier deviation
and audio level. Balanced
SCA program output.

• Displays subcarrier injection
level in percent and in
kHz-of-deviation.

• Optional RDS decoder plug-in
comes with software for
complete radio-data analysis.

MODEL 540 — $ 1150

lnovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: (408) 458-0552 • FAX: (408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com
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Unlike the G2 players, the Media
Player does not come stocked with preset radio stations; you have to collect
these yourself (there are, however, seven video-oriented destinations to travel
to, including CNN Videoselect and Fox
News.) Favorite live radio streams are

Iexperienced
very little rebuffering
using both varieties
of players.

saved just as they are in the G2 players, only here they are called
"favorites" instead of "presets."
Stations played through the Media
Player sound great, but not quite as
great as stations played through the G2

players. But it's early in the game. I
experienced very little rebuffering
using both varieties of players.
For example, the 24 kbps New York
country Y-107 stream Ilistened to
through the Media Player sounded as
wonderfully robust using the 56 kbps
modem as it did using the ISDN
modem. Dallas rocker KTXQ(FM)'s
20 kbps stream also sounded great
using both modems.
In the end, it's not a question of
which player is better but rather
whether each one, in its formative
state, will lead to a final release that
will make it easier than ever to listen
to live streaming radio stations. Ithink
we are in for even better days ahead.
Download the G2 players from
RealNetworks at http://www.real.com/
g2/index.html
Download the Microsoft Media
Player at http://www.microsoft.com/
ntserver/netshow/download.htm
GM Journal Internet writer Alan
Haber is afrequent contributor to RW.

RealNetworks' G2 Players
The new RealPlayer G2 and
RealPlayer Plus G2 streaming media
players ( in alpha at this writing) are
components of RealSystem G2, anew
generation streaming media delivery
system
from
Seattle- based
RealNetworks. Since RealAudio was
first released in 1995, the company
has grown to incorporate video and
multimedia into its products, necessitating a corporate name change last
year.
According to Matt Hulett, group
product manager of Consumer
Products, development of G2 technology began "right around the time of
(RealAudio) 4.0." G2 is big. How
big? "It's amillion-and-a-half lines of
code," said Hulett, adding, jokingly,
that developers consumed " about
5,400 gallons of Diet Coke."
Taking streaming media to the next
step, he said, "We really needed to
focus on making streaming media
really a standards- based solution.
What enabled browsers to get to the
next level was the ease of authoring
with things like HTML, and that's
why we focused on SMIL as an easy
way to lay out streaming media."
SMIL, a W3C proposed standard
that is short for Synchronized
Multimedia Integration Language, is
"like HTML for a browser," Hulett
said. " It's basically an XML-based
layout language that allows you to lay
out multiple data types like audio,
video and text images so that you get
more of a choreographed presentation."
In their current alpha state, the G2
players do not support stereo; Hulett
said they would "in the beta 1timeframe," which was expected at press
time to occur within the second quarter of this year.
G2 delivers increased frequency
response. The new G2 codee delivers
9.9 kHz at 28.8 kbps, up from 5.5
kHz delivered at the same baud rate

via the codec used in the previous
release. At 56 kbps, the previous frequency response of 8 kHz now has
been doubled in G2.
Not only has the frequency
response been increased, but
RealNetworks' SmartStream technology " dynamically reduces stream
bandwidth to eliminate rebuffering,"
according to the company. Also,
according to RealNetworks, " All
RealAudio files can now scale
dynamically from 14.4 to 56 kbps
modem rates."

We will stream
anything, and we
will let the market
decide on what's
popular.

— Matt Hulett
The RealPlayer G2 and RealPlayer
Plus G2 play a variety of media
types, from AVI and WAV to ASF,
MPEG and AU, but not, at least at
present, Microsoft NetShow. Is
RealNetworks working on allowing
the G2 players to play back NetShow
streams? "That's an interesting question," Hulett said. The company's
philosophy, he said, "is that we will
stream anything, and we will let the
market decide on what's popular."
The G2 players include an auto
update feature that allows users to
download updated player components
as needed, without having to reinstall
acompletely new player version.
So, will the G2 players be self-fulfilling for the foreseeable future? "It's
kind of like the last player you'll ever
have to install," Hulett said. " It's
going to have alife of its own."
—Alan Haber
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Handley at ( 718) 931-8000; fax ( 718)
863-1138; or circle Reader Service
166.
Alaskan Radio Station
Adds Two DL4 Systems

First Audicy 'Network'
Goes On-line
Jacor has recently employed the new
version 2.0 software for the Orban
Audicy workstation at its three San
Diego stations: KGB- FM, KKLQ-FM
ands KIOZ(FM).
The network features in version 2.0
software allow a broadcaster to link a
single Audicy to an external PC as well
as multiple Audicy workstations to a
single or multiple file servers. Audicy
networking gives broadcasters access to
a full range of remote PC resources,
including file servers, alternate backup
storage, removable disk drives, CD
recorders and . WAV file import and

the signature on-air sound which our
listeners expect from us."
The station purchased eight Gefell
UM92.1S vacuum tube microphones
from Leo's Professional Audio, a Bay
area dealer. According to Leo's Vice

Arrakis Systems announced the purchase of two DIA automation systems by
KBRW-AM-FM in Barrow, Alaska, the
northernmost station in the United States.
The recently added DIA systems will
handle the multiple NPR satellite feeds
that must be time- shifted for Barrow,
which is close to the International Date
Line.
The DL4s serve as additions for two
existing DigiLink DL3 systems. One of
the DL3s has been upgraded from an
earlier model DL2 without the need to
trade in and buy new. Additionally, the

two production rooms are equipped
with Arrakis Trak*Star systems to produce the heavy local programming carried on ICBRW.
For more information from Arrakis,
contact Bob Groome at (970) 224-2248;
fax (970) 493-1076; or circle Reader
Service 205.

"Who's Buying What" is printed as
aservice to our readers who are interested in how their peers choose equipment and services. Information is provided by suppliers.
Companies with news of unusual or
prominent sales should send information and photos to: Radio World
Managing Editor, P.O. Box 1214,
Falls Church, VA 22041.

And You Thought
You Knew Us

Kh:SF Staffers Doug Irwin ( left),
Hoyt Smith and Mark Haynes
elf!

Steve Asaro, production talent, KGB,
checks out the 3-workstation
Audicy network.
export.
Jacor has linked the three separate
Audicy units to a central file server.
"I'm very impressed with Audicy networking," said Jacor Engineering
Manager Kevin Douglass. "Recently,
we completed a nationwide corporate
network, and version 2.0 software creates the potential for linking all our production studios throughout the country."
Features of the Audicy workstation
include speedy RAM-based editing, a
comprehensive hardware controller and
integrated 24-bit digital effects.
For more information from Orban,
contact Amy Huson at (510) 351-3500;
fax (510) 351-0500; or circle Reader
Service 49.

Bay Area Station Enlists
Microtech Gefell Mirs
Smooth
Jazz
station
103.7
KKSF(FM) in San Francisco has chosen
Microtech Gefell UM92.1S microphones for its new studios at the
Chancellor Media Broadcast Center.
The entire staff of KKSF was
involved in the decision to switch over
completely to Gefell mics. " After
auditioning many microphones over a
period of two to three months, the
UM92 was the clear consensus winner
among our staff," said chief engineer
Doug Irwin. "The balance of high-frequency clarity with the overall warmth
and extremely low self- noise is
impressive and contributes nicely to

President Mark Haynes, the station will
use the mics for all of its on- air and
production needs.
Microtech Gefell manufactures afull
range of condenser microphones for
professional use. The mics are distributed in the United States by G Prime
Limited.
For more information from G Prime
Limited, call (212) 765-3415; fax (212)
581-3415; or circle Reader Service 88.

University of Puerto Rico
Taps IAC to Install Studios

Low Power Transmitters

Solid- State
and
Single Tube Transmitters

Ir

Industrial Acoustics Company
(IAC) recently installed three new studios at WRTU(FM) at the University of
Puerto Rico in San Juan.
Problems arose when asubway route
was planned to go directly through the
University's Monserrate building,
which was the home of WRTU. The
route was unavoidable, due to time constraints mandated by the federal government. With anew building in the works
but nowhere near to being finished, the
obvious dilemma was keeping the station on the air while being forced out of
the present facilities.
Acoustical consultant Russ Berger
had designed a studio complex for the
new building specifying IAC Accu Tone Modular Studios. These studios
can be readily assembled, dismounted
and relocated with no loss of acoustical
performance. Seemingly aperfect solution, three of the nine specified modules
were selected and installed in a temporary location, courtesy of the university.
After contacting IAC, vice president
John Handley flew to San Juan to meet
with everyone involved. Managed by
the architectural department at the university and John Handley, the three studios were installed on time, allowing
WRTU to maintain continuous broadcasting.
For more information from Industrial
Acoustics Company, contact John

_82!

Digital STL / TSL Systems

Modulation Monitors

Pre- Built Modular Transmitter Sites

For More Information Call Us Toll- Free At (800) 334-9154
QEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: qeisales@qei-broadcast.com
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Toll- free Sales ( 800) 334-9154
Fax (609) 629-1751
Emergency Service (609) 728-2020
Web Site: http://www.qei-broadcast.com
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Buyers Still Scouting Properties
QUARTER, continued from page 36
another one. Obviously nowadays, people are buying all they can buy. They'll
The showdown between Chancellor
spiff them all up later."
Media Corporation ( Nasdaq: AMFM)
In early June Dow Jones reported that
and DOJ wrapped up at the end of the
radio stock prices had fallen 20 percent
first quarter and may have encouraged
in the previous two weeks. By quarter's
others to cooperate with DOJ more
end, the largest groups were thriving on
quickly. In the first contested court challenge to a merger in the radio industry
Wall Street.
since the Telecommunications Act passed
Growing optimism
in 1996, the DOJ sued to block
Blackburn was optimistic when comChancellor's acquisition of four radio staparing the groups today to those that
tions in Long Island, New York. That
were highly leveraged in the early 1990s.
deal would have created a group with
"The real difference is they are not
more than 65 percent of the radio revstanding there in 15 markets exposed in
enue market. Chancellor settled.
Said Klein, "As the
Long
Island
case
shows, we continue to
Below are the stock prices for the top 10 owners (at time of
be ready to fight in
publication), showing the price at the beginning of the second
court, radio mergers
quarter and ending on June 29.
that harm competition
The group rankings are provided by BIA; stock prices are
from other resources.
and result in higher
radio advertising prices
April 1
June 29
Group
for businesses relying
on radio to sell their
33 15/16
32
CBS
products and services."
45 7/8
50 1/16
Chancellor

Jacor
Multiple market
Clear Channel
Despite the pitfalls,
ABC (Disney)
buyers were still looking for good properties
Cox
in the second quarter
Southern Star
and multiples were still
Emmis
high.
Heftel
Said Blackburn of
Atlantic Star
multiples, " Now the
number is 12 or 14 or
15. It just depends on
the market size. Any higher than those
kinds of numbers, unless it's the biggest
of markets, generally means that there is
something else going on, and it's not just
amultiple deal."
He added that there is still a bit of
the "get it while you can" philosophy
among buyers.
"It used to be we had clients who
would buy one station and they'd fix it
up and spiff it up. Then they'd buy

59

61 7/32

98

107 13/16

106 3/4

113 3/16

42

43 1/2

N/A

22 3/4

52 3/4

48 3/4

44 3/4

43

N/A

22 3/4
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Common sense
tells you that even

a " giant" of an FM audio processor can't guarantee
market dominance. Day after day, hundreds of " David-II" users prove
that astrong-yet-clean, non-fatiguing sound is an ideal companion to
creative programming.
Inovonics' " David-II" combines rock-solid PWM audio processing
with true digital synthesis of the FM composite baseband signal. Elegant in its simplicity, " David-II" more than holds its own against the
more complex and far more expensive FM processing alternatives.
But don't take our word for it, your preferred broadcast equipment
supplier can arrange ademo at your own station. Phone, fax or check
our website for complete technical details.

"DAVID-II" (Model 716) — $ 1985

lnovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: (
408) 458-0552 • FAX: (408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com
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Lynn Meadows is afree-lance writer
based in Chesapeake, Va.

ANALYSIS

BIA's 1998 ' State of
Radio' Assessment
M.G. Stevens
Bullish.
In a word, that is the forecast for
radio in the near future according to
Chantilly, Va.,based BIA Research. The
forecast, and much more, is contained in
BIA's "State of the Industry" report for
1998, presenting analysis, opinion and
forecasts based on data culled from the
company's ongoing research.

every single market with high leverage
and lots of entrepreneurs picking away at
them 15 different ways," Blackburn said.
Today, he said, groups control four or
five of the best facilities in their markets,
costs are lower and revenues have grown
substantially higher.
The numbers from the Radio
Advertising Bureau are good news for
any general manager. May was the 69th
consecutive month of revenue growth.

"David-II"
...FM Simplified
eitt•se
s•
e • •
IS eç

Local and national ad sales were up 11
percent over May 1997. In April, local
and national revenues combined were
up 13 percent over April 1997.
"Because of this acceptance of
radio's marketing capabilities by advertisers at all levels, 1998 is quickly shaping up as another banner year for our
industry," said RAB President and CEO
Gary Fries.
Fries observed a trend where

national dollars are filtering into small
and medium markets. National ad
totals were up 17 percent in April and
13 percent in May.
Groups are looking closely at innovative ways to increase the revenue numbers. Chancellor Media Corporation
(Nasdaq: AMFM) announced the formation of the Chancellor Marketing Group
in the second quarter. The group's goal is
to increase revenue from sales promotions.

The bulk of the report focuses on
the impact of ownership consolidation
and draws some interesting conclusions from the available data.
Individual station disclosure is discretionary, leaving BIA to extrapolate
from in-house research, as well as publicly available information.
Fewer owners
While the generally robust state of
the U.S. economy is certainly afactor,
the report points to growth rates for
radio which outpace the general economy and show consolidated operations
taking more than their share of the pie.
At the same time, the research shows
that almost 750 fewer owners exist in
the industry.
BIA's Peter Bowman, aco-author of
the report, said, "There's no doubt that
whatever the benefits (of consolidation), there's less of the experience and
entrepreneurial flavor that many of the
mom-and-pop operations had."
Despite the exodus of the mom-and-pop
owners, the core elements of radio, listenership and share of overall ad dollars
continue to be strong. Duopoly-plus stations have experienced the greatest
growth, with some 75 percent of listenership going to the top 50 markets that

are in duopoly-plus situations.
The "State of the Industry" report
also profiled the top 25 radio group
owners, examining acquisition activity
and comparing 1996 and 1997 ownership rankings. The financial outlook
for radio is both strong and improving,
according to the BIA figures. Profit
margins have soared to more than 35
percent in some cases, with the report
predicting continued revenue growth in
the 7- percent range. That growth
would outpace the growth in expenses
by 1to 3percent.
Record deal volume
Additionally, radio's transaction
marketplace continues to spawn record
deal volume, with 1997's $ 18 billion
figure more than three times that of
1995 transactions. The report also
reveals the contributing factors driving
station values up to broadcast cash
flow multiples of 12 times or more.
"While listening is down abit from
the all-time highs of afew years ago, it
is still very strong and is being converted to revenue at a greater rate by
today's owners," Bowman said.
Asked to comment on the relative
newness of the ownership changes and
the scales of economy they create,
Bowman said, "Considered in that
light, there should be even greater
gains in the years to come as these
groups gain more experience in running their operations in the future."
Listener trends include some surprises.
The report shows AM listenership holding at an 18-percent share overall, with a
majority of the top five billing stations in
the country being AM stations. Format
earning trends also are profiled, as are
comparisons between properties in both
large and smaller markets.
A tremendous amount of information
is boiled down into adigestible report.
Contact BIA at ( 800) 331-5086 or visit
the BIA Web site at httpilwww.biacom
panies.com
Bowman described the report as "a
snapshot of where the industry is performing from a financial standpoint"
and claimed its target audience is "anybody who will read it!" The document
retails for $300.
Mark Stevens is a media producer
and former broadcaster. He can be
reached at (604) 541-8330; or via email at mgsmedie@cmag.net
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Directional Inspection
INSPECT, continued from page 36

station has more items to be
inspected than any other type of
station. Each tower added to the
array requires additional metering and a more complex directional pattern to maintain.
The number of engineers with
knowledge of AM directional stations is dropping drastically, and
the fees charged by those that
remain are higher. In addition,
many of the stations are operating
with relatively old ground systems, sampling systems, towers
and tower fences.
More maintenance is
required and is costly, but the
revenue generated by the station often is no more than that
of a standalone AM or FM.
This problem is worse in rural
areas and smaller markets
where there are even fewer
experienced engineers.
My intent here is not to
frighten licensees, who are
already entirely too familiar
with each of these concerns. My
point is that AM directional
licensees must work harder to
maintain a level of compliance
with FCC regulations than most
of their standalone competitors.
Field Intensity
The single most important
technical parameter an AM directional station must maintain is the
field intensity at each of the designated monitoring points.
The field intensity shown on
the station authorization for each
point is the absolute maximum
authorized for that particular
directional pattern. If the phase
or base current ratio of a tower
is out of tolerance, the station
can continue to operate — pending corrective action — as long
as all of the field intensities are
maintained at or below the
licensed maximums. Iam not
aware of any exceptions that
would allow astation to operate
with excessive field intensities
for more than brief test periods.
In
accordance
with
§73.1350(d)(2), the licensee is
required to terminate operation or
lower power within 3minutes of
the development of an out-of-tolerance directional parameter,
excessive monitoring point field
intensity or incorrect directional
pattern. This section is confusing
to those who think it takes longer
than 3minutes to travel to amonitoring point to check on the field
intensity to determine if it is out
of tolerance.
Ihave also fielded questions
from broadcast engineers claiming that this section is contrary
to § 73.62(b)(5), which allows
the licensee 24 hours to measure
and log the field intensity at
every monitoring point at least
once for each mode of directional operation. In addition, many
engineers bristle at the thought
of some operator " messing"
with the transmitter in an effort

compliance. Problems arise only
articles, Iam not astrict letter-ofwhen the field intensity exceeds
the- law inspector. Ilook for
that authorized at any of the deseffort. If, for instance, Ifind
ignated points.
excessive field intensity at a
to get the station back on line
back into compliance with the
The highest field intensity
point, all other directional parawithin the 3-minute period.
station authorization.
should occur with the meter meters are good, and the engineer
Keep in mind the primary
After the initial 24-hour period,
antenna pointed toward the censhows me the results of measurepoint that these rules are
the station can operate for tempoter of the directional array. If it
ments taken recently that indicate
addressing: possible interference
rary periods of time for test puris higher while pointed in some
compliance, then Iknow the stato another station. If an out-ofposes only, but normal full-power other direction, there may be a tion is making agood effort.
tolerance condition arises, then
operation cannot be resumed until
re-radiation source in the area.
Often the licensee is making
the licensee is to take immediate
the monitoring point field intensiOn several occasions when I the effort to maintain compliaction to correct the problem.
ties can be maintained at or below
have found excessive field intenance, but the documentation
You would expect no less from
the maximum authorized values
sity with the meter antenna pointproving this is lacking. The rules
another station if you were the
for that time of day.
ed in some direction other than
may not require the amount and
one being interfered with.
If a problem develops that the center of the directional array,
extent of logging that was
Use some common sense
causes the authorized phase or the engineer has claimed that required several years ago, but
when looking at this. If the engicurrent ratio parameters of the stathere is are-radiation source in
many stations are finding the
neer is at the station and is able to
tion to be out-of-tolerance for a the area. However, in too many of need for such logging is still
start checking out the problem
period of more than 30 days, the
those situations the engineer had there for their own purposes.
not bothered to check the rest
Please note that §73.1225(d)(2)
of the radial to be sure this
requires licensees to maintain the
was the case.
results of the most recent field
In such instances the rest
strength ( intensity) measuremanagement of each AM directional station of the radial needs to be ments and make them available
checked, and all measureupon request.
locate the authorized monitoring point
ments documented to deterAM directional stations are
mine if the problem is with
required to maintain an ammeter
locations of their station without aid of the
that one point or if the entire
at the base of each antenna
radial is out- of- tolerance.
[§73.58(d)]. Make certain that
engineer.
Any number of things can
responsible station personnel
cause the re-radiation, but
know how to conduct base curimmediately, then by all means
licensee must apply for and obtain
the problem needs to be
rent readings.
do so. However, if the engineer is
aSpecial Temporary Authority
addressed and changes made to
Iroutinely find stations utilizing
not immediately available (i.e.
(STA) from the FCC Mass Media the station authorization if necplug-in metering for their base curnot at the station), then the
Bureau in Washington, D.C., prior essary. Be sure to document;
rent readings, where the meter is
licensee must either reduce powto the end of that initial 30-day
don't assume.
kept in alocation known only to
er or terminate operation until the
period. Once issued, the STA
Another problem Ifind with
the engineer who is not available at
engineer or someone who can
allows the station to operate with
measurements at monitoring
the time of inspection. When the
address the problem is available.
"parameters at variance" for a points is the frequency in which
plug-in meter is available, the staIhave had several engineers
specified period, as long as all
they are taken. The rules state that
tion personnel often do not know
point out that unknowing operamonitoring point field intensities
they need to be taken as often as
how or where it is to be plugged in
tors should not be changing phaare maintained at or below the
necessary to maintain compliance.
to take areading. Also, because the
sor controls in an attempt to
maximum values specified on the
Stations without approved
meter is being plugged into acirbring the antenna monitor readstation authorization.
sampling systems are to make
cuit with high RF potential, these
ings back into tolerance.
Where are the monitoring point
measurements at intervals not to
workers need to know how to plug
Many an AM directional stalocations? Ihighly recommend exceed 120 days. In too many
in or engage the metering without
tion has erroneously made this
that the management of each AM
instances Iam finding stations
causing harm to themselves.
adjustment, only to cause aprobdirectional station try to locate the
that have not taken any readings
If there are any questions perlem to mushroom into aheadache
authorized monitoring point locain several months, yet they have
taining to this article, e-mail me
or expense. Instead, the station
tions of their station without aid of had out-of-tolerance phases or at rramage@fcc.gov
should contact the engineer, note
the engineer. The descriptions to
loop current ratios that would
The views expressed in this
the monitor readings and weather each monitoring point are speciclearly indicate the need to take
article are those of this author
conditions in the station log, then
fied in the station authorization.
such measurements.
and do not necessarily reflect
take monitoring point readings to
In too many cases, these descripAs Ihave stated in previous
those of the Commission.
see if they have exceeded the stations are outdated and inadequate to
tion authorization.
provide the exact location of the
If the monitoring point readmonitoring point. This is due to
ings are within tolerance, the
changes in physical reference
fault may lie in the monitor,
points such as rerouting of roads,
antenna sampling systems or new buildings, removal of fences
41Sit,
somewhere else in the system.
or removal of buildings. If you canNETWORK
However, if no person is availnot locate the monitoring points by
able to take the monitoring point
following the descriptions on the
readings, then licensees may be
station authorization, then chances
wise to terminate operation until
are that Iwill not be able to either.
Tired of " Cookie Cutter"
they can be checked.
The 24-hour period stated in
Marker
Programming???
§73.62(b)(5) is to allow the station
When possible, try to place a
to be put back on the air, for tempermanent mark on the exact spot
•
porary periods of time, to evaluate
where the point is located.
the cause of the out-of-tolerance
Changing the descriptions on the
condition. These temporary peristation authorization is arelatively
24 hour blend of the best
ods, and the results of all measimple matter. See §73.158.
surements taken during this periPrior to taking field intensity
current and classic country
od, are to be entered in the station
measurements, Imake certain the
•
log so there is aclear documentaoutput power of the station is as
tion as to what has occurred.
close to 100 percent as possible. I
Once all measurements are
then travel to each of the monitortaken, the licensee is required to
ing point locations to look for the
We customize all local content for you
adhere to the maximum field
maximum field intensity at each
intensities for each and every
designated point, regardless of
•
monitoring point. If any moniwhere the field intensity meter
toring point has an excessive
antenna is pointed.
Always Live! Always Fresh!
field intensity, then power must
As long as the highest indicabe reduced or operation termition is at or below the maximum
nated to bring all of these points
authorized, that point will be in

Ihighly recommend that the

MASSON

100% Country!

100% Localization!

800-680-2261
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Products lit Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

The Perfect Digital Console Interface
T

he AD200-1. A- to- D converter is the cleanest, quietest, most neutral sounding converter available!

Composite Audio DA
and Switcher!

It was

designed for the 20- bit multichannel user who insists on the very finest performance. This device introduces

ground breaking improvements in A to D conversion. Analog preprocessing significantly reduces distortion
products, while acustom phase lock loop IC all but eliminates jitter induced sidebands, under all operating
conditions. The graph shows an FFT analysis with virtually no jitter
induced sidebands. Best of all, the AD2004 comes in at the most affordable price of $2200 for four channels.

And now the eight channel
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The

CDS-200 Composite

DA/Switcher

APPLICATIONS

AD2008, housed in afull width 1RU chassis, is available for $3950.
Protect your investment: get next generation performance today with

•Switching Between Composite STL's
•Main/Alternate Processing Switching
•Feed Two Transmitters and an RDBS Encoder
•Feed one SCA Generator to Two Transmitters
•Distribute Composite with the Ease of Audio

the BENCHMARK converter series. Call Rory Rai ltoday!
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•2 Input Switcher
•3 Isolated Outputs
•Individual Level Control for Each Output
•Front Panel and Remote Control with Full Status
.Power Fail Memory with Bypass Mode
•Inputs Selectable for Balanced or Unbalanced Operation
•Front Panel Test Jack
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FEATURES

402004

4

4 .3 .2 . 1 F50

CHANNEL 4

....„
BE FFT ANALVSIS 10 Mlle Input 0 . 1ases

AD2004B

Now recording at The San Francisco S>Inphon>. Marc Records. I'wore Recording, and other notable facilities

bdi

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
800-262-4675, 315-437-6300, http://www.benchmarkmedia.corn

DKrPE rp‘ure ri escellence'.

Lige/fie Preveiftiom System
provides a continuous, low- resistance discharge path
for the static electric charge on tall structures.
DISSIPATION

POINTS ARE

18"

STAINLESS

STEEL

reliability and service

• 5 t‘s 0w ay RS 232 inputs

Price $ 1750.00
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

Phone 740-593-3150

25 7 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898

outputs tor computer, remote signboard & character generator

•4audio inputs on standard models (expandable to 6audio inputs). All audio inputs & outputs are transformer
isolated from encoder-decoder board.
• 2year warranty
• 2minutes of digital audio storage (expandable
to 4.5 minutes)

line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting • 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer

•Will handshake with automation equipment.

Write or call toll free for a free brochure

Web Site: www.gorman redlich.com

• Also available: printers, weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized FM

N.M. 87499-2548

digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, character generators.

888-325-5336 FAX 505-326-2337

READER SERVICE NO. 78

READER SERVICE NO. 156

Radio's Best Kept Secret

REMOTE JACKPOT

'4,,,

with a COMREX HOTLINE

Radio's most-passionate listener listens to
Chrisen music.

Arbitron proves it
Reach Radio Network delivers it
--

Uses one plain old telephone line — no antennas
to set up and no digital lines to install.

O

Equipment is in stock for
immediate delivery!

•20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, • 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
set input levels
equipment by removable plugs

Corporation Inc.

P.O. Box 2548, Farmington,

E.AS

Buy simplicity,

• s

Cortana

FAX: (914) 736-6916

READER SERVICE NO. 39

•Automatic interruption of program audio for
unattended operation.

RODS ( not wires) ground to needle sharpness.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
5Crestview Avenue, Peekskill, NY 10566
broadcastdeviceseworldnetatt. net

Te : (914) 737-5032

READER SERVICE NO. 117

/f lightning strkes 0/1
your tower are causing
me/potent damage and
/ost air time - Me cost of a
Stati-Cat system may be
recovered during your first
//genie season.

•

• •

From Music City USA,
Gospel music's preeminent programming service,

Save on staff — even aweekend board-op
can use aHotline. It's that easy!

Reach Radio Network brings you:

Sounds amazing, like it was produced in

• Satellite-delivered live programming

the studio — but don't believe us, try it
for yourself! Call for afree demo loaner.

• CD-delivered syndicated programs
OYIUM/I1 II% MY
We make great Connections

494,

Reach Radio Network
220 Great Circle Road Ste 132 Nashville TN 37228

800-237.1776

800-742-3969

http://www.comrex.com
COMREX Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720 USA Toll- free: 800-237-1776 in North America email: info@comrez.com Fax-on- Demand:

READER SERVICE NO. 116

9782649973

GOSPEL MUSIC'S PREEMINENT RADIO PROGRAMMING SERI4CE.

READER SERVICE NO. 38
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New Public Radio News Provider
WORLD, continued from page 37

Denon Upps McGuinness,
Zeppiei

Story from Metro Networks in
Washington. A decade ago she reached a
European audience on pirate station Laser
558, which broadcast from aship in the
international waters of the North Sea.
Afternoon man James White worked
at WAMU(FM), a public radio outlet
based at American University in
Washington, D.C. White can still be
heard on NPR's "Morning Edition."
World Affairs Correspondent Paul
Miller is a former reporter for NPR and
NBC news. The co-founder and managing editor of Feature Story is Emma
Gray. Previously she was the Moscow
Bureau Chief for Christian Science

Denor Electronics has appointed
James K McGuinness to the position
of field engineer and broadcast prod-

Monitor TV. The senior editor is Bill
Wax, a public broadcasting legend who
was the executive producer at Pacifica
for eight years.
Marks' early problem was money.
Namely, the prohibitive cost of satellite
time. That's why he calls his partnership
with World Radio a "perfect match."
World Radio, which offers music,
commentaries and information features to
its affiliates, was looking for anews supplier. Marks had the news product and
World News had the transponder on
Galaxy VI.
Feature Story's Washington newsroom is equipped with aNewsready-32
computer system manufactured by

Wireready NSI. The room also is
equipped with adigital editor called Cool
Edit. Newscasts are fed from Washington
via ISDN using aPrima- 120 at 128K to
World Radio in Kentucky and then
bounced up to Galaxy VI. News bureaus
in London, Moscow and Jerusalem also
have ISDNs.
Public radio stations can sample World
Radio News broadcasts by calling toll
free ( 877) 230-NEWS or get more information on the Internet at wwwleaturesto
ry.com
Ram
John Montone is a radio reporter for
1010 W1NS(AM), New York. Send him ernail at jfmontone@worldnet.att.net

rid of Possibilities...
FM30 6to 33 watts

FM250 50 to 275 watts

FM100
20 to 110 watts

FM500
100 to 550 watts

James K. McGuinness

FM2000

acts specialist, professional products
division. McGuinness is now responsible for the direction of the company's
broadcast-related activities. He has
been with Denon for 16 years.
Silvio Zeppieri has been promoted
to technical support specialist. profes-

400 to 2200 watts

FM1000
200 to 1100 watts

•t ' 01.1.1“

L.J

Fully integrated, solid-state transmitters, exciters, translators, and
satellators engineered to provide broadcasting confidence.

1

Highly efficient and reliable power amplifiers innovatively designed to be
lightweight and compact.

•
1

Custom configured and delivered within days!

Give Us aCall When Your World Depends on Ours!
Silvio Zeppieri
sional products division. Zeppieri is
now primarily responsible for technical inquiries within his division, as
well as service in customer and sales
support and sales engineer capacities
for the entire pro product line. He has
been amember of the Denon team
since 1992.

crown
Innovative Technology for Broadcast Confidence
1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222
Email: broadcast@crownintl.com; Internet: www.crownbroadcast.com
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Creativity
See Page 52

Resource for Radio Production and Recording
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A Pair of Processors From Korg
Brian Cooney
Ah, yes ... the seemingly never-ending
search for the ultimate effects unit. We
seek out the sound anywhere we can —
whether in rackmount units, workstations
or digital mixers. And just look at the
myriad of DSP "Plug- ins" being introduced for computer-based audio editors.
The popularity and ease of plug- ins
notwithstanding, Ithink most production
crazies would love as many effects as

tifunction knob (labeled, fittingly enough,
"Function"), a12-digit alphanumeric LCD
display with input level meter and mode
indicators, apush/pull Value knob and a
similar knob labeled "WARP!"
The front panel concludes with four
small buttons labeled Tap, Hold, Trigger
and Bypass.
On the back panel, you will find an
AC power jack, MIDI Thru/Outfln DIN
connectors and jacks for a switch pedal
or expression pedal, Trigger, Hold and

The Korg DL 8000 R Digital Multi-Tap Delay Processor
they can get their hands on. If this is the
case with you ( or someone you know),
Korg has introduced two single rackspace digital signal processors worth
investigating: the AM 8000 R Ambience
Multi Effect Processor and the DL 8000
R Digital Multi-Tap Delay.
Taps
The DL 8000 R is what it says it is: an
echo unit. It is, however, comprehensive
enough to keep you busy for days.
The front panel consists of aL/R Input
knob, aL/R Output knob, apush/pull mulPRODUCT

Bypass.
Rounding out the back panel are the
unbalanced quarter-inch L and R Output
and L/Mono and R Input jacks.
The DL 8000 R offers a maximum
delay time of nearly five seconds (4,800
milliseconds) and a maximum pre-delay
time of 400 milliseconds.
As you roll through the parameters in
the Program Edit mode, you will find
many ways to shape sounds. In addition
to the multi-tap delays, there are parameters for pre-EQ, high and low damping
filters and an LFO (low frequency oscil-

EVALUATION

Sony R700 Recorder:
Now DAT's Confidence
both the PCM-R700 and R500 are the
same.
Confidence recording, the ability to
"Both units offer SBM ( Sony Bit
hear what you have just recorded a Mapping) and four direct- drive
split-second after it hits the tape, is a motors," said Spencer. "The R500 is
wonderful feature.
the only DAT in the 'popular price' catHow many times have you mixed to egory with four direct-drive motors. It's
DAT only to find that it did not stick to
amore expensive implementation. You
the tape? How many minutes and hours
can't tell the difference from the outhave you spent listening to DAT playside, but if you watch how direct conback to make sure there were no glitchtrol of the spindles affects how the tape
es? How much is that time worth to you?
is handled, you will see that it's better
If you figure this kind of confidence
than using spindles, belts and wheels."
is worth an extra grand over the life of
SBM is a single-ended process that
the next DAT machine you buy, then
has been around for a while. During
take a step closer and consider the analog recording, it shifts the noise of
Sony PCM-R700 DAT machine
the signal up the audible frequency
($2,695), or the PCM-R500 ($ 1,695).
spectrum to an area less likely to be
heard by most humans.
Features
A good test of SBM is to jack up the
According to Courtney Spencer of monitors and compare how a signal
Sony, other than confidence recording
sinks into the noise floor as it fades,
and a front panel Key Protect switch,
See DAT, page 57

Ty

lator) used to create modulating delays.
There is also an internal mixer to allow
you to specify the levels and panning of
each tap delay and the direct output of
the unit.
The Utility mode delves deeper into
the operation of the unit. Utility mode is
where MIDI, external real-time control
devices and utilities for display and
memory are controlled.
The AM 8000 R Ambience Multi
Effect Processor offers far more bang for
the buck in comparison to the DL 8000
R. The front panel is laid out exactly as
the DL 8000 R — the only exceptions
being the four buttons: FX1, FX2,
Dly/Rev and Bypass.

July 22, 1998

The same goes for the back panel —
identical, but with three Control jacks in
place of the Control, Trigger and Hold
jacks on the delay unit. Editing in
Program Edit mode and Utility mode are
also the same. Most similarities end here.
The AM 8000 R is quite simply afun
box. Essentially, you can run three effects
simultaneously. There is an FX1 parameter, an FX2 parameter, and adelay/reverb
parameter. The manual refers to the
effects available under these parameters
as "sub-parameters." Check the sidebar
to see the selection of available effects.
The possibilities with the AM 8000 R
are as deep as your imagination. You
could reshape outdated effect libraries
or spruce up commonly used radio station identifiers. The effects in this unit
are so plentiful and varied, you could
See KORG, page 53

[-Bullwinkle

Is Back on
Three Compact Discs

Hey Rocky, Watch
Sound Ideas Pull a
Collection of Classic
Cartoon Sound Effects
Out of the TV!
Sallie Schneider Sauber
Sound Ideas has done it again.
The company that brought you the
classic Hanna- Barbera sound effects
collection and the legendary Warner
Brothers cartoon library has reached

Ford

Bullwinkle and Friends,
Now on CD
back into your childhood memories
and pulled out "The Sound Effects
of Rocky and Bullwinkle and
Friends."
The three-CD anthology is packed
with digitally remastered sounds from
the original television series which ran
from 1959 to 1964.
One of the highlights of my
younger days was watching The

Bullwinkle Show just before venturing
off to school each morning. There was
acertain thrill that came with sneaking
in an episode of my favorite cartoon
on a weekday morning — a day
reserved for learning, not leisure.
Iwas way too young to grasp the
message most of the time, as the dialogue was written to humor an older
audience. Still, Icould not help but
love the show anyway, with its flashy
theme song and unique characters.
As good as it gets
Unlike most cartoons, The
Bullwinkle Show did not possess
much, if any, ambiance. The dialogue
and sound effects were very much "out
there," partly because of the wicked
word play and because, frankly, that is
all there was. One certainly could not
sing high praises about the animation
methods.
The technique of "limited animation" created by Jay Ward went
against the more fluid animation
styles established by the other major
studios of the day. Everything in aJay
Ward scene was completely static,
except for the character who was talking or walking or going through some
other action.
Without any visual distractions, the
viewer had no choice but to pay alot
of attention to the audio, whether it
be dialogue or sound effects. Clever
dialogue aside, it is the sounds which
make this particular cartoon so nostalgic.
Creator Ward has since passed
away, but his creative genius lives
on in the form of this three- disc
library. Each disc contains over 200
See ROCKY, page 49
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AES/EBU DIGITAL
AUDIO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

CDA-1
Composite Distribution Amplifier

k

r

DDA106-XLR ( 1X6)
DDA112-XLR ( 1X12)
DDA206-XLR ( Dual 1X6)

•

DDA112-BNC ( 1X12)
DDA124-BNC ( 1X24)
DDA212-BNC ( Dual 1X12)

1

This 1in, 3out distribution amplifier
allows you to distribute stereo composite
and/or subcarrier signals as easily as audio.

• DC- 100 kHz frequency response
• 90 dB signal/noise ratio

• Accepts sample rates from 27 to 96kHz
• Data reclocking and regeneration

• Transformer balanced inputs

• Adjustable Input cable equalization
• Sample rate, Status and Error indicators
• Up to 12 XLR or 24 BNC outputs

• + 6 dB to - 20 dB gain range

• Loop-thru inputs with switchable terminations

• Individual 20- turn output trimmers
• 1%4" rack mount enclosure

Dedicated to sould engineering
ATI • 328 W Maple Avenue • Horsham, PA 19044
800-959-0307 • 215-443-0330 • Fax 215-443-0394
http /
Awn./ atig uys. corr

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Please circle our bingo numberfor adata sheet and adealer list.

Free Brochure Available Upon Request

READER SERVICE NO. 155
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Fits In Even "
STINGY" Budgets!

Shively Labs
Signal and Coverage
Are What It's All About.
Be Sure With Shively!

The hot new
quality built
SPACEWISE system!
BASIC SYSTEM $1375!
FULL SYSTEM S2840!

DOZENS
SOLD!

•Superior Engineering
•Multi- Station Solutions

GENERAL FEATURES: Basic system consists of main counter top and
two PC system pedestals ... then you add on what you need from there,
such as racks and shelf wings or talk table wings for afull system.

•Filters & Combiners
•Translators
•Reliable Pattern Studies

USER FEATURES: Two PC system base pedestals ... heavy rack rail systems with easy access standard ... passive ventilatior systems
throughout ... adjustable shelves ... wiring block backplane ... customizing ... quick installation.

•B-LINE Coax
•NEW Lindenblad Antenna

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

DUFtABIUTY BUILT IN: Top counters are two ply 11/2" thick with quality name brand laminate with protective 1 1/2" solid wood Ifim raised
on the outside perimeters. Plus ... generous vertical and horizontal
solid wood trim and recessed kickboards.

because ...
it pays to be heard!

SPACEWISE*BroadcastlFurniture

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: (207) 647-3327
FAX: ( 207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY
e-mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com
-An Employee- Owned Company -

CALL 800-775-3660
Visit our web catalog: www.spacewise.com
"The Broadcasters Furniture Store"
READERERVICE NO. 76

READER SERVICE NO. 37

EXPERIENCED
EQUIPMENT
SAVE $$$ ON GOOD QUALITY
Audio Processing, Consoles,
Reel-to- Reel, SIL, Test Gear...
All Professionally Reconditioned
And Delivered with a Warranty!
FOR NEW AND EXPERIENCED CALL DARRIN WARNER TODAY!

BROADCAST
RICHMOND
Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505
PO Box 1423, Richmond, IN 47375
E-mail: broadcast@infocom.com
www.broadcast-richmond.com
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It's PORTAMATCH, the Matchbox that runs on batteries!
Great for remotes, field recording, ENG, or anywhere you don't have AC power.
Just add two 9- volt batteries and go!
HENRY
ENGINEERING

HENRY ENGINEERING

"So cool it doesn't need aslogan."

TEL ( 626) 355-3656

FAX ( 626) 355-01177

FAX on Demand Doc # 125 ( 626) 355 4 ' 10

http://www.henryeng.com
READER SERVICE NO. 115

Models from 165 watts to 2.4 KW
Solid state.
VSWR foidback.
Remote operation.
Full documentation.

Frequency agile.
Digital display.
Easy installation.
Modular construction.

1-800-986-9700
www.mipa.com

e-mail: salter, sqm.rom

Fax 1 -408-986-1438

READER SERVICE NO. 75
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1000 HITS FOR ONLY $495!
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Don't waste time dubbing music!

Eliminate Out- of-Band
Interference at your
[-Band Receive Antenna

e

The model 7892 bandpass

MPEG .WAV files compatible with Arrakis, BSI, Enco,
Prophet, Pristine, Smarts, B.E. Audiovault, Register
Data, Mediatouch, and others.

caused by radar systems.
For more information on
interference filters for C &

Music files can be dubbed to your hard drive,
Iomega "Jaz", Syquest "SparQ:' or 2.6GB M-0 disc.

Ku-Band request our catalog

TWO SWAM. 4.

sm

Tel Res: 1100-4111-Iiii
(315) 43147111
1.1 Freers= 8311-1111-8140

14/1Z

Microwave Filter Company, Inc.
6743 lame Street
East Syrsone, NV 13057

http://www.h-b-s.com

Flatland will dub your choice of 1,000 tracks for only
$495! "HitPick" software lets you pick the songs! We'll
dub them to your drive in ONE DAY.

filter suppresses interference

Photo of 7892% mounted
between antenna feed and
I,NA's ( both Vertical and
Horizontal Polarization).

1

Music on CD in stock!
Song lists on Internet

Let us take the hit!

800.425.5263 TEL: 626.963.6300
FAX: 626.963.2070 www.h-b-s.com
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Programmable Schedule Controller

List $399.00

PSC Programmable Schedule Controller
Has Your Autothatiost Sailed._ Without Your Weather?
Face d An automahon system isn't very automated when someone has to manually
track and record constantly changing weather Now. listeners can hear up-to-theminute weather informaban in high-fidelity with no staff-intervention what- so-ever
The solubon? A Digital Weatherman^. (
morn Wgutheradio".!
No Equipment to
purchase One low monthly fee includes system, data, and local weather sensors
Interfaces directly to EASt Used daily by more than 350 radio stations as well as by
Ao:uWeather'.. Broadcast Electronics. Citadel. Capstar. Register Data Systems.
Smarts Broadcast Systems, and many more Call today f.mformabon ,

DIAL

1-800-728-4647

weceheradio.
Po You Want Weather With That?
199

For Control Of:
•VIRTEX StarGuide II Satellite Receivers
•Satellite channel /transponder controllers (i.e. USC-16, DSC-20. or XP-31
•Tone decoder selection
•AudioNideo switchers
•Transmitter power and'or pattern changes

Tom Churchill's .

DEMO EXTN

The PSC, Programmable Schedule Controller from Broadcast Tools can store and
control up to 136 events. Events may be programmed with Hour/ Minutes/ Seconds
and Day/ Month/ Year or Day of Week. Each event may control any one of 20 spst
relays provided with the PSC and/or 32 serial custom commands. Optically isolated
Sync input, allowing clock updates any time within any hour from an external source.

SHPX series FM antenna

•Any device needing alatched or momentary contact closure or serial
string to perform afunction

for Single or Multiple frequ cncies.
• 10 Mhz diplex bandwidth.
• 120 kW input power rating.

•Super stable time base with supercap backup
•Programming is accomplished with anon-dedicated computer
Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and alist of distributors!

SALES EXTN 1 00

Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719
Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

BROADCAST

to o is

ci

ER! - Electronics Research 1
(812) 925-6000

E-mail: bti@broadcastlools.com

READER SERVICE NO. 74

READER SERVICE NO. 73

FM TRANSMITTERS 10W $ 950....25W $ 1,100
Composite Input, Type N Output, Frequency Agile

PRICE
REDUCTION CALL

(toll free)

FOR DETAILS

888-411-5174

13 Ii

POWERFUL DIAL-UP CONTROLLER

The CircultWerkes DR-10 Dialup controller is
perfect for studio & automation control. With
useful features found nowhere else, the DR-10's
list price of only $439.00 might just amaze you.
• 10 Dry relay contacts out ( 2are DP DT for audio, etc.).
• Auto-answers on setable ring it andauto-disconnects.
• Each relay can be assigned to any tone & can be set to
function as amomentary, latching closure with distinct
on/off codes, or interlocked latching with other relays.
• Up to 8digit user set password prevents pirating.
• Each relay is programmable to beep when activated.
• Two-tone & detection delay modes eliminate falsing.
• 4Status inputs can dial 4numbers and control relays.
• A simple, built-in audio hybrid , with balanced I/O, lets
you control equipment while monitoring local audio.
• All outputs appear on easy to use screw terminals.
• Program it with any DTMF phone or encoder.
• Retains its settings after apower failure.
• Silencer option removes DTMF tones from output.
CircuitWerkes
sales@circuitwerk,-.

READER SERVICE NO. 154

-(
352) 335-6555 / fax 352-380-0230

3716 SW 3rd

Pl., Gainesville,
tri

lir

FL 32607

rp://www circuitwerkes.com
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DOS AMIGOS
The AMIGO series from CRL is your answer when you want great
sounding processing at an affordable price.
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AMIGO FET1
• A Complete Processing System Including AGC, Multi-Band Limiting, and Stereo Generator
• Dual Band AGC with more than 25 dB of Range
• TriBand Pre-Emphasis Limiting with High Protection Low-Pass Filters
• Digitally Synthesized Stereo Generator with more than 50 dB of Separation
• Includes Both L/R Audio and Low Z Stereo Outputs
The AMIGO FM is acompact but powerful FM Stereo processing system. The AMIGO FM has a wide range dual
band AGC followed by a full triband Limiter. Precise high protection audio low-pass filters ensure excellent cross-talk
.
mmuniry.

The digitally synthesizea stereo

generator provides

over 50 dB of drift free separation. Selectable bass boost

and stereo sound-field enhancement circuitry are included.
The value packed AMIGO FM is a popular replacement/uDgraae for the 8000 ana 8100 processors. The AMIGO
FM is easy to set up, and works great on any format .

AMIGO ArT1
• A Complete Processing System for AM Stereo and MonD Applications
• Dual Band AGC with more than 25 dB of Range
• Full TriBand Matrix Limiter with Mono Gain Support, arid NRSC-1 Audio Filtering
• Stereo Sound-Field Enhancement Circuitry
• Dual Outputs: One Stereo, One Mono
The AMIGO AM is acomplete processing system for mono and stereo stations. The AMIGO AM contains a dual-band
AGC followed by a triband Matrix Limiter. Our exclusive mono gain support circuitry provides up to 6 dB better
envelope modulation for stereo proadcasts. Full NRSC-1 ALdio Low Pass filtering is included. The AMIGO AM also
includes bangs, midrange, ana high equalizers, plus our exdusive stereo sound-field enhancement circuitry.

The AMIGO series offers your station agreat sound at agreat price. Our demo
program lets you try one out today! Ask us for the details !
CIRCUIT RESEARCH LABS, INC. 2522 West Geneva Drive • Tempe, Arizona 85282-3192 • U.S.A.

Tel: 602.438.0888 • Fax: 6C2.438.8227 • Web site: www.crlsystems.com
Toll Free: 800.535.7648 • E-Mail: sales@crlsystems.com
Urde
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Inventing A Summer Radio Special
How a Botched CD Delivery Forced My Station to
Come Up With a Last- Minute Holiday Program
Alan R. Peterson
Summer in the city, or anywhere else
for that matter, means there will be at
least three syndicated weekend music
specials aired on one or more stations in
your market. Maybe even your own station is booked to run one.
This past Memorial Day weekend featured afour-hour "Are you ready for the
summer" show. The recent Independence
Day patriotic retrospective was obliged
to conclude with that Lee Greenwood

tune. And the upcoming Labor Day
weekend means asummer-is-over weepfest, complete with " See You In
September" and "Sealed With aKiss."
I'm not ragging on these specials.
They give your regular staff abreak, they
provide no-brain programming for the
music director and PD and offer astarryeyed kid the chance to "be on the radio,"
if only to deliver weather breaks and liners every 12 minutes or so between CD
tracks.
Audiences eat them up, too. A sound-

track of summers past when everything
was fun (before real life set in) is agenuine feel-good show and amemory maker. Iwould not care to board-op these
shows anymore, but Ilove to listen to
them.
Then, there was that one hideous
weekend when the show never arrived.
Its in the mail
Memorial Day weekend, 1990: My
station was to air along-form program on
CD that Ibelieve was called "Summer
Beach Weekend," or something like that.
This was to have been several hours in
length, heavily researched and produced,
and would pretty much eat up all of the

New Technologies are on the Horizon.
The AES looks to the next 50 years...

A

SFO
1998

E

ci

Monday holiday.
The contract was signed and faxed
back to the syndicator weeks before air.
We began talking up the show with promo cards and tagged each oldie in our
regular rotation with amention that, "you
can hear more just like this on our
Summer Beach Weekend special."
The Friday of the big weekend came
and there was no show.
We waited for the Fed Ex delivery person, the UPS driver and the merry mailman. No CDs. By noon we were panicking and on the phone with the syndicator.
A younger man answered the phone at
the program provider's office (everybody
else left for the weekend) and essentially
told us, "Huh-huh-huh, don't know what
to tell you, dude"

In the great
tradition of 'the show

105th

Convention

September 26 — 29, 1998
MOSCONE CENTER • SAN FRANCISCO
EXHIBITS • TECHNICAL PAPERS
WORKSHOPS • TOURS • EVENTS
Special Topics Include:
High Resolution Multichannel Sound, DVD,
Embedded Audio for Internet Applications,
Sound Reinforcement, Loudspeakers,
Psychoacoustics & Perception, HDTV Audio,
Audio Encoding/Decoding, Sound Synthesis,
Firewire Implementation, Desktop Computer
Audio, and much more.

AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY
60 E. 42nd Street, Rm, 2520, New York, NY 10165, USA
Info: 212-661-8528 or http://www.aes.org
800-541-7299 (North America except NY)

must go on,' we
decided to roil our
own holiday special.

We arranged for an emergency
overnight delivery of new discs, but it
was a holiday weekend. If we were
lucky, the show would be in our hands by
late Saturday afternoon or mid-Monday
at best. Remember, this was 1990 — a
lifetime ago in the express shipping business.
All week long, we had been promising
listeners that we would air the "Summer
Beach Weekend" beginning early
Monday morning. However, we never
said what "Summer Beach Weekend" we
would air. So, in the great tradition of
"the show must go on," we decided to
play it safe and roll our own production,
quite literally in the llth hour.
Hit the books
We needed enough music and content
to carry us for 10 hours on alight log, so
we tore through everything we could find
for information and inspiration. Some of
us phoned old jocks we once worked
with and asked, "Hey, what's a good
summer song?", while others raided "The
Green Book" for appropriate music.
If you have never heard of "The Green
Book", it is one of the best resources you
can own for cross-referencing song titles
and lyrics. If you need to find a song
about "dad" or "flying" or "candy," this
is the text to own. We pulled its pages
apart, looking for beach, sun, girls, surfing, romance, school and anything else
we could loosely link to the topic at
hand.
The station was not running music
See HOLIDAY, page 56
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Rocky and His Friends Are Back
ROCKY, continued from page 46

well-known
sounds
from
The
B-ullwinkle Show, Boris and Natasha,
Mr. Peabody and Sherman, Dudley
Do- Right, Fractured Fairy Tales and
George of the Jungle.
New audience
According to Brian Nimens, president
of Sound Ideas and producer of this project, the reason for creating this new and
improved effects library was the recent
return of The Bullwinkle Show to television via the Cartoon Network cable channel.
Because every bit of audio, including
the original sound effects, had to be
cleaned up and refurbished anyway, Jay
Ward Productions decided to go ahead
and release the sounds to the public. Now
anybody can use the "Rocky Squirrel
Whizzes By" jet effect, courtesy of
Sound Ideas.
Keep in mind these sounds were created a good 40 years ago, which means
Rocky whizzes by in mono with a little
tape hiss. But that characteristic, combined with the tinny, compressed raw
quality of the cuts, makes these effects
instantly recognizable.
Even though Icould not mentally
place many of the sounds to particular
episodes, these are uniquely distinct as
Jay Ward creations. Nimens said,
"Putting this library together meant alot
more than simply dragging tapes out of
the archives and spinning off sounds." In
fact it took Sound Ideas eight months to
complete the project.

library created from mechanical chugging sounds and even human chugging
sounds. The rhythms created in the loops
are almost comically melodic. My
favorite sound effect of all is the
"Comedic Radar Room," filled with
buzzers, bells, alarms, whistles and yes,
even flatulent noises.

er explosives, Ward and company certainly
took their fighting seriously.
The Slap Fight is classic, with an
occasional "ow" thrown in every so
often. The punches and smacks come
complete with strained grunts. Even the
"Whistling Wind" effect is as bold as the
person who must have braved it to capture the original recording.
All of the human sound effects are
very true to life. From " Natives
Chanting" and "Indian War Whoops" to
"Angry Crowd," " Happy Crowd" and
even a "Crying Baby," it is all very real
and certainly useable for many acreative
commercial.
But don't get me wrong. The discs

Big fight
For acartoon sound effects library,
"Rocky and Bullwinlde and Friends" has
an abundance of fighting noises. These are
actually better than much of the so-called
"military" stuff Ihave in my station studio
now. From artillery cannons and flame
throwers to depth charges and various oth-

Coming in

o
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For information, contact Sound Ideas
in Ontario, Canada, at (905) 886-5000
or circle Reader Service 164.
Sallie Schneider Sauber is the production director of WATH(AM) and
WXTQ(FM), Athens, Ohio. Fittingly
enough, she interviewed " Rocky the
Squirrel" voice actress June Foray last
year in Studio Sessions. Sallie can be
reached do RW.

THE RADII! SOLUTIONS TOM BIM
THAT'S GOT IT ALL.
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Prep jock notes here.
Record ashow bit here.
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Load it and cut it
Not only did Sound Ideas technicians
clean up every sound, they created new
ones by combining existing effects for
more variety.
Digital noise reduction processes
were used to get rid of most of the tape
hiss. Sound Ideas technicians analyzed
the frequency spectrum of the hiss that
occurred just before the effect, then
digitally removed it from the effect
itself.
All sounds were originally stored on
35-millimeter three-track magnetic tape,
the preferred sound-sync method used in
film production of the day. Frequently
used effects were looped onto their own
"mags", and hundreds were always cued
up and ready to use.
There is alooped engine sound in the

are full of all the sounds done in the
true style of classic Jay Ward productions: the ratchets, bonks, boings,
crashes, clinks, spins, rattles, conks,
clanks, clunks, honks, whacks, thuds,
giggles, slurps, sighs, roars, moos,
clucks, whinnies, croaks, snorts,
barks, quivers, twangs, ticks, splats,
glissandos, squeaks and sprongs
they are all there. Enjoy.
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AudioVAULP is the only
system that offers all the tools

Produce acommercial here.

for today's radio. From single

11111111MIlliall

station operation to WANs and
webcasting, AudioVAULT has
acomplete solution for every

Check daily lugs here.
rricarirleani

radio challenge and every
functional need.
Call for afree demo kit and
information, or visit AudioVAULT

Read live copy here.

on the Internet.

Studiîâ Sessicons
Flip Michaels Looks
At the JoeMeek

VC3 compressor
Public Domain
With Rich Rarey

Amlioss - FR E!

audio via WAN here.

Free copy management system, when
you purchase anew AudioVAUET system
by September 30, 1998.

Call 1-211-224-9600 today!
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Need Solutions?

Radio Solutions
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C/1998 Broadcast Electronics. Inc

From Broadcast Electronics, Inc.

BE emblem and AudioVAULT are registered trademarks of Broadcast Electronics. Inc
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descriptor can be used to reference other
files containing more complex sets of
information that can be assembled for the
different specialized kinds of application.
BWF is aconventional IBM/MS audio
designed for production chores — needs
functions plus replay sequences to be inifile with information in the main header
Mel Lambert
to be considered as the focus of activities
tiated from acompanion PC, necessary
chunk that defines the audio data's forIf attendance figures are anything to
in the control room. Unlike their analog
on an occasional basis.
mat and sampling rate. An extra header
go by, NAB ' 98 in Las Vegas this past
precursors, the current generation of allOn arelated point, Ican also report on
chunk contains necessary additional
April was an overwhelming success.
digital designs are capable of offering a a measure of success in initial discusinformation. This file format enables
According to NAB figures, some
great deal of creative options that place a sions taking place between the Audio
applications to skip chunks of data which
104,000 attendees gathered for the fourlot of power into the hands of the engiEngineering Society and the European
the accessing program does not underday bash in the split-venue technology
neer or on-air talent.
Broadcasting Union — in addition to a stand, allowing new chunks to be added
showcases ... and wrote alot of business.
At the very least, such integration
number of supporting organizations —
without invalidating pre-existing softBy the way, you did get to check out
could be offered as aseries of plug-ins or
regarding the formulation of standardized
ware; arather neat touch.
the size and scope of the multimedia
extensions to the console's basic operatfile formats for digital audio workstations
Information within the broadcast audio
demonstrations at the Sands, didn't you?
ing system. After all, any digital console
and related playback systems finding
extension chunk includes adescription of
Impressive, in more ways than one.
is actually ahigh-speed computer lurking
their way into radio stations around the
the sound sequence, name of the originaMeanwhile back in Radio Land, one
beneath afamiliar user interface.
world. And for abroadcaster, direct plugtor, reference of the originator, originatheme kept coming to my mind: Are the
In this way, we could interrogate the
and-play interchange of material edited
tion date and time, plus atime reference.
manufacturers of production and on-air
remote replay system from the work surand processed on any DAW with any
Find out more by checking out EBU
consoles in regular communication with
face, maybe via a conventional highautomation package would be awonderSpecification: "Tech 3285: The
the vendors of playback systems?
speed Ethernet-based LAN topology, and
ful reality to behold.
Broadcast Wave Format" for more infordetermine the types and titles of available
mation.
As long as I'm here ...
material. If the playlist has been made
It sounds good on paper
sBy the way, the brief of the European
Iposed this very question to several
available in aform that can be uploaded
On paper, OMF ( Open Media
Broadcasting Union's " PMC Project
leading purveyors of digital mixing hardonto the console's built-in or companion
Framework — with development spearP/AFT: Audio File Technology," working
ware in Las Vegas. Aside from relatively
video display unit, we can now begin to
headed by Avid Technology) offers
in conjunction with the AES and utilizing
basic serial and parallel control interfaces
implement control of selected files and
potential in solving both media and fileBWF structures, is threefold: to develop
for issuing switch closures and related
replay sequences.
interchange snafus. In reality, implemenaspecification for adigital audio file forlogic commands to CD players, DAT
tation of a viable solution is taking its
mat for use in new and existing audio
machines, MO players and hard disk sysWhat t in the window?
own sweet time.
archives; to develop aspecification for a
tems, very few vendors felt it appropriate
The majority of all-digital mixers have
While OMF V2.0 offers amore comdigital audio file format for use for proto investigate — let alone offer — the
some type of LCD or similar window,
plete solution than its predecessors,
duction operations, including the editing
applicability of forming afully integrated
primarily for system setup, but often for
active support from DAW manufacturers
of sound-program material; and to develsystem with avariety of such replay sysreal-time display of input routing, EQ
in response to customer demands has
op aspecification for afile format to use
tems. A shame indeed.
and related parameters. This display
been slow. In the meantime, the proposed
for sound recording for film.
could also be used to provide ascrolling
AES-31 Recommended Practice (AES31
All right, there was a notable exceplisting of music cuts, PSAs, IDs, comRP) for file formats is being closely scruThis side of the pond
tion: the Harris Broadcast DRC1000,
mercials and other titles, which could
tinized by agrowing number of firms, as
The AES Working Group on Audiowhich featured a programmable input
then be accessed and initiated using conare developments in the EBU's Broadcast
matrix, parametric EQ, dynamics and
File Transfer and Exchange is considerventional on/off commands.
Wave Format.
AGC functions, and which can be suping audio interchange in production and
Sometimes such ascenario would not
plied with an optional serial interface for
BWF is designed to serve as "afile
post-production, with or without picbe relevant nor appropriate for aparticudirect control of the Orban Air Time.
format which contains the minimum
ture; distribution and archiving formats
lar design. If so, it should be possible to
Why would such capabilities be useinformation ... considered necessary for
are to be considered separately.
ful? Quite simply because the on-air
provide a serial port enabling various
all broadcast applications." Using an
According to the group's task docuconsole — and to acertain extent mixers
system setups and source assignment
object-oriented approach, ahigher-level
ment, " Applications range from the
simple interchange of a single sound
file to complex projects involving fine
editing of many source sounds. The
interchange method needs to be flexible
enough to support all these needs at a
level of complexity appropriate for the
task."
The AES31 RP has been divided into
four independent stages to form aseries
of scaleable modules with interchange
options, including Data Transport,
Audio File Format (probably the EBU
All Power Levels 500 watts
High Performance Solid State Exciter
BWF format), Simple Project Structure,
to 20,000 watts per bay
Solid State IPA Amplifier
and Object Oriented Project Structure
One Year Limited Warranty
which will integrate OMF.
Factory Service
It is proposed that audio coding will
On site check out by factory personal
be linear pulse-code modulation (PCM)
at a sampling rate of 48 kHz or better,
1,000 watt
$ 5,990.00
with 16-bit or better sampling precision.
2,500 watt
$ 11,990.00
There are several broadcast manufac5,000 watt
$ 19,990.00
turers already embracing the Broadcast
10,000 watt
$22,990.00
Wave Format. But with such well-rea15,000 watt
$27,990.00
soned progress being made into practi20,000 watt
$ 32,990.00
cal solutions of standardized file formats and data exchanges, it still
20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $ 995.00
remains
amystery why elements of the
Single Bay as Low as $ 395.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter
all-digital broadcast facility still cannot
communicate directly with one another.
120 watt
$2,500.00
2,000 watt
$12,900.00
*RF Coaxial Patch Panels
300 watt
$2,990.00
3,000 watt
$19,990.00
Time will tell if more innovative
FM Combiners
1,000 watt
$7,990.00
5,000 watt
$29,990.00
manufacturers will take up the challenge; the pieces of the puzzle are
already in place.

Time to Talk Some Digital Turkey

SulaetiolSwacicaltPwclactl
Quality Products at Reasonable Prices

FM Transmitters

FM AMPLIFIERS

100 watt

$

300 watt

$ 1,790.00

995.00

500 watt

$ 2,990.00

FM STL

Both Transmitter
and Receiver
$3,500.00

FM Antennas

FREQUENCY AGILE
FM TRANSLATOR
$2,500.00

17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297 • Dallas, Texas 75248 • Ph: 972/473-2577 • 800/279-3326
Fax 972/473-2578 • 800/644-5958 • E-mail: sbp@pulse.net • web- site: www.sbpjj.com
Circle ( 85) On Reader Service Card

Mel Lambert recently joined Otani
Corporation as international marketing
director, following a decade as principal
of Media&Marketing, a Los Angelesbased consulting service for pro-audio
firms and facilities. He can be reached at
mediapr@earthlink.net
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Korg Uncorks Two Processors
KORG, continued from page 46

find yourself in an endless creative
cycle.
Both units, however, lack ease of use.
And that is where most of my niggles
with these units started.
Need it now
In radio production, time is of the
essence. Both the DL 8000 R and AM
8000 R are not time-friendly. Changing
presets was easy enough: simply turn the
Value knob. However, if you are on
Program No.19 and need quick access to
Program No.120, be prepared to twist the
Value knob alot.
It becomes even more difficult when
there is no number within the display, but
aname only. This task is easier to tackle
through MIDI foot-switching or sequencing, but this is radio, not a live performance.
Navigating through the many parameters and sub-parameters was no simple
task either. Turning the Function knob
enters Program Edit Mode. Turning the
Function knob clockwise rolls through
the parameters and pushing in the
Function knob allows access to the subparameters.
Twist, click, twist, click
For example, the sub- parameter
"Stereo Chorus/Flanger" ( accessible
under FX1/FX2) has thirteen more parameters you may need to adjust to create
the desired sound. Add in another effect
from FX2 and a reverb from Dly/Rev,
and it all adds up to alot of knob-tweaking and pushing.
The space Korg used for the 12-digit

LCD display might have best been used
to cover more ground than it does. Each
turn or push of the knob displays one
parameter at atime. Icould achieve similar results much faster with an Eventide
H3000B or Yamaha SPX90.
There is, however, one saving grace
for these units. It is the "WARP!" knob.
The basis of the WARP! function is realtime control of parameters. To save time,
you could build upon an existing factory
preset and customize the sound of the
preset to your liking. Once you have
saved the changes, you could enter the
Utility Mode and assign a parameter to
the WARP! knob.

Product Capsu
Korg AM 8000;anld DL
8000R Multi Effect

This, of course, would depend upon
taking some extra time to customize
existing factory presets or creating programs from scratch. If you can spare the
time during the day or on the weekend to
dig deep into the machine, the time could
be well spent.
Overall, the DL 8000 R and AM 8000
R are pretty cool-sounding units. While I
think it is obvious that these units were
not designed for radio production or
home/project recording, they still possess
tremendous sonic possibilities, but only if
you have the time to spare.
For the purposes of radio production
only, Iwould recommend the AM 8000

Processors

Thumbs Up
Quality 18-bit effects
Good bang for the buck
./ WARP! real-time control

=-_

Thumbs Down
Complicated basic operation
/ Display could be more
comprehensive

For information, contact Korg in New
York at ( 516) 333-9100 or circle
Reader Service 203.
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Companion to the DL 8000 R, the Korg AM 8000 RAmbiance Processor.
Assign a delay time, a reverb time,
feedback level or the rate of a
chorus/flange — you name it. You then
program the WARP! knob to change the
value of these parameters with each turn
of the WARP! knob. This would allow
you to tweak small aspects of your sound
without even entering the unit's Program
Edit mode.
You could save one program as your
favorite vocal reverb and if you need a
longer pre-delay or decay time you could
simply turn the WARP! knob until the
desired time is reached.

Options under the FX1 and FX2 parameters:
Stereo
Chorus/Flanger,
Dual
Chorus/Flanger, Modulation Delay,
Stereo Modulation Delay, Dual
Modulation Delay, Tape Delay, Phaser,
Stereo Phaser, Dual Phaser, Pitch
Shifter, Ensemble, Doppler, Horn
Simulator, Rotor Simulator, Stereo
Tremolo, Stereo Ring Modulator, Dual
Ring Modulator, Stereo Resonance
Filter, Dual Resonance Filter, Stereo
Wah, Talking Modulator, Stereo
Compressor/Limiter, Dual Compressor/

Limiter, Stereo Gate, Dual Gate, Early
Reflection, Saturator, Stereo Three-Band
EQ, Stereo Ducker.
The options under the Delay/Reverb
parameters are:
Long Delay, Tempo Delay, Stereo
Delay, Dual Delay, Cross Delay,
Left/Center/Right Delay, Multi-Tap
Delay, Dual Multi-Tap Delay, Room,
Hall, and Plate Reverbs.
Remember, you can have FX1, FX2,
and DLY/REV on simultaneously.

R. It has plenty of processing power to
handle anything your creativity allows.
The AM 8000 R offers more effects than
your average reverb box. That is where
the AM 8000 R earns enough distinction
from other units in order to be seriously
considered.
There is one other area to consider
when purchasing effects units: The

.411111111

Bottom Line. These units cost considerably less than you would expect for such
processing power. Both units list for
$600, afigure any radio general manager
would consider pretty low.
These units are worth at least a test
drive. See if you can borrow one from
your local equipment supplier. If you
have the time to spare, Korg just may
have aeffects unit for you.
Brian Cooney is a production and
audio engineer based in Miami and an
occasional contributor to RW.
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SHORT TAKE

New Studer ADAT Deck
Studer Professional Audio has
joined other companies in making an
ADAT-compatible S- VHS cassette
digital recorder.
The Studer V-Eight is an eight-channel, 20-bit recorder with integrated
timecode capability, chase synchronizer, ajog/shuttle function and an analog
Auxiliary track. A built-in monitor mixer allows hearing the rough mix on the
tape without routing the V-Eight back
into the console. The deck is compatible with other decks using the ADAT
type II format.
Studer intends to make the V-Eight
the machine of choice for 5.1 mastering
and for broadcast facilities requiring a

53

We must be doing something
right if Cary Camp owner of
KCUL, KLMB, KO KA, KLKL and
KXZB uses Phantom's in all of
his stations.

Studer V-Eight Recorder
machine with along life span.
For information, contact Studer in
Tennessee at (615) 360-0444 or circle
Reader Service 128.

1 - 800 - 521 - 5222
1691 Forsyth St., Macon Georgia
Phone 912-745-5500
Fax 912-745-0500
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Products for Radio Production
Mail info and photos to:

Hafler Amp Has
New Power and Price
Hafler Professional announced a
new power rating and price for the
P4000 Trans•Nova audio power amplifier for studio and broadcast applicadons.
The P4000 Trans•Nova Diamond

RW Product Guide, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

amplifier. The device combines Hafler
Trans•Nova circuitry with a transconductance driver stage that combines
Class A linearity with Class B headroom.
The P4000 features afull LED display, gain controls, balanced inputs and
MOSFET output devices. List price on
the Hafler P4000 amplifier is $1,199.

SADiE 24 96 Workstation
Studio Audio & Video, makers of the
Octavia workstation, launched the SADiE
24 96 DAW, capable of 192 kHz editing and
mixing, full surround sound panning and the
enmity to handle 32 inputs and outputs.
The SADiE 24 96 is based on Windows
95/98. The 24 96 soundcards are PCIbased, equipped with eight inputs and
eight outputs, and can replay 24 tracks of
edited 16-bit audio. Support for 24bit, 96
or 192 kHz is standard, making the SADiE
24 96 system DVD-ready.
The SADiE 24 96 represents a new
pricing standard as well; the system is
shipping in the U.S. for $9,995, with host
computer.
For information, contact SADiE in
Tennessee at (615) 327-1140 or circle
Reader Service 10.

CreamWare CUTmaster for
Broadcast
CreamWare has created C- LAN, a
full network system for editing and
(Dynamic Invariant Amplification
Optimized Nodal Drive) is a 200 W
per channel, 8-ohm convection-cooled

For information, contact Hafler
Professional in Arizona at (602) 9673565 or circle Reader Service 9.

routing broadcast audio, based around
the company's CUTmaster components.
The CUTmaster is available in several versions. The basic CUTmaster
allows voice and music editing, crossfading and parametric filters to clean up
audio. CUTmaster Pro adds limiting,
compression, de-essing and room simulation. The Pro version also contains a
timeshifting tool.
CUTmaster ToGo places a full
CUTmaster editing system onto a laptop Pentium computer. The ToGo version supports linear and MPEG audio
formats and has optional ISDN transfer
capabilities. CUTmaster ToGo is priced
at $995 list.
Other components of the C-LAN
system include the CUTbase database
manager and archiver and the
MasterCART on -air playback controller, with up to three stereo channels
"pulled" in real time from the CLAN
server.
For information,
contact
CreamWare in Washington state at
(604) 527-9924 or circle Reader
Service 48.

From New Hope, Pa., comes the
New Frontier SurgeX SX-202-R, a
raclanount surge protector designed for
audio, video and broadcast applications.

Mode technology provides protection from multiple surges of up to
6,000 V and unlimited surge current, without causing any ground
contamination.
The SX-202-R is rated for a40 A
load and is mounted in amagnetically

The 2U chassis offers 12 standard grounded AC receptacles set
into two switched banks of six outlets each. The company's Series

shielded steel enclosure.
For information, contact New Frontier
Electronics in Pennsylvania at (215) 8629344 or circle Reader Service 204.

New Frontier Surge Protector

EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES
Model
MP-1
MP-2
MP-3
MP-4
MP-2-4
MP-3-5

t
L

Bass
1
3
4
4
5
6

Power
600W
800W
800W
800W
2,000W
3,000W
3,000W

OW POWER CIRCULAI

Model
GP-1
GP-2
GP-3
GP-4

IGP-5
GP-6

Bays
1
2
3
4
5
6

Gain
-3.3

o

1.4
3.3
3.3
4.1
5.2

Price
$ 250
$680
$980
$1,280
$1,820
$2,270

SERIES

Power
2,000W
4,000W
6,000W
6,000W
6,000W
6,000W

Gain
-3.1
O
1.5
3.4
4.3
5.5

Price
$350
$1,350
$1,900
$2,600
$3,150

New Folio Mixer

¿(MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES
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1
2
3
4
5
6

u
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4,000W
8,000W
10,000W
10,000W
10,000W
10,000W
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-3.3
O
1.4
3.3
4.1
5.2

e
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FM transmitters
TV transmitters
FM and TV Links
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Price
$690
$2,690
$3,595
$4,500
$5,300
$6,1

Spirit By Soundcraft introduced the
Folio FX8 mixer, an eight-channel mul-

tipurpose mixer with abuilt-in Lexicon
effects processor section. The mixer is
built on the success of the original 16channel version, the Folio FX16.
The FX8 is a fourbus mixer
with a 16 -program Lexicon
effects section. Effects include
chorus, reverb and delay. There
are eight line/sic inputs and a
pair of stereo inputs. UltraMic
preamps on all rifle/line inputs
provide 60 dB of gain range and
+22 dBu headroom. Three-band
EQ on each channel features
sweepable midrange controls.
Suggested price of the FX8 is
$699.95.
For information, contact Spirit
By Soundcraft in California at
(916)630-3960 or circle Reader
Service 87.
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AMEK Soho Console
Considered the first- generation
descendant of the AMEK DMS console, the new Soho console is
designed for DVD and surround

post- production.
The one- size mixer is available in
three variations: eight faders with
eight analog and 32 digital inputs,
eight faders with 24 analog and 32
inputs, and 16 faders with 24 analog
and 32 digital inputs.
The Soho is capable of 48channel mixing, has fourband parametric EQ and
compression/limiting, and
includes the Virtual FX
rack; featuring reverb, chorusing and flanging. Up to
24 simultaneous channels
of reverb or any combination can be accessed directly within the system.
For information, contact
AMEK in Tennessee at
(615) 360-0488 or circle
Reader Service 165.

Radio World

Klipsch Pro Outdco , Speakers
The Klipsch KAW 1.1 is a weather- resistant loudspeaker system
designed for outdoor use in
permanent or portable installations. The speaker is capable of full- bandwidth music
reproduction in a six- pound
enclosure.
The durable, paintable case
is made of high- impact polystyrene and is resistant to
ultraviolet light and the elements. The powder- coated
grille and specially treated
hardware prevent rust and
corrosion.
A
one- inch
neodymium high- frequency
driver is coupled to aKlipsch
Tractrix horn and a5.25-inch
woofer. Power handling

capacity is 75 W at 8ohms.
Far information, contact Klipsch in
Indianapolis at (317) 574 3866 or circle Reader Service 126.

Products di Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No. ( s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE

REMEMBER THE CORTANA

7

FOLDED UN/POLE ANTENNA?

S.C.M.S„ Inc.

WE STILL MAKE IT WITH THE

Charlotte, N.C.

SAME HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
SPECIALIZING IN
EQUIPMENT BY

SERVICE, REPAIR &
CALIBRATION

•Belar • Marti

•STL's • RPU's • TSL's

•Moseley

•Exciters • Optimods

AND WORKMANSHIP.
7

• BROAD BANDWITH for better sound,

•McMartin
•TFT

•AM/FM Monizors
•Remote Control Systems

•And others...

IT FEATURES...

7

THE BEST TALK SHOW
PACKAGE ON THE MARKET!

Aim)

STL loaner/rentals

DETUNING

GENTNER TS- 612 DIGITAL
6 LINE SYSTEM WITH CONTROL

SYSTEMS FOR ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR

AM COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS, POWER LINES, TANKS

PCL 505 Certification

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL

• ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS in VHF & UHF antenna lines,

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the-phone technical assistance

g_ovs.‘ Prices - Experienced Staff
New and "?e-bLilt RE ard Audio

• GROUNDED ANTENNA for lightning & static electricity,

• BEST ANTENNA FOR DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

OR ANY METAL STRUCTURE.
FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

SURFACE, SCREENWARE
SOFTWARE AND PENTIUM
COMPUTER COMPLETE.
ONLY - $ 4,375

4001 La Plata Hwy

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

(541) 471-2262
READER SERVICE NO. 72

$2499
List

2Stereo Outputs
1Mono Output

Service & Affordatl? Quality for Over 28 Years

AUTOGRAIM
IC 0

19L1:31 4001:t.A T

1500 Capital Avenue
Plano Texas 75074-8118

Ciagir

(972) 424-8585
1-800-327-6901

FAX ( 72) 423-6334
info@autogramcorp.com
READER SERVICE NO. 32

fax 505-325-1142

Ycu Know We Know Radio

—

Toll-Free 800-438-6040
FAX 704-889-4540

READER SERVICE NO. 111

Designed for
Broadcasting!
MINI- MIX 8A

12 Stereo Inp"uts
2Dedicated Mikes

Farmington, NM 87401
phone 505-327-5646

EQUIPMENT FINANCING
1.•

ECINCI

Econco
REBUILT POWER TUBES

tn.

FIRSTCORP
First

in

Equipment

Leasing

• Specializing in Studio &
Transmission EQ
• Lease- to- Own Financing
• 100% Financing
• 24 Hour Response
• Creative Financing
• Self- Funded Transactions

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New
3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Call for Our Price List
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95695
Phone: 916-662-7553 Fax: 916-666-7760 Telex: 176756
Toll Free: 800-532-6626

From Canada: 800-848-8841
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BEN WEINGARTEN

(800) 810-8434
(714) 727-74(X) FAX ( 714) 727-7473
E-mail: Ben@lstCorp.com
READER SERVICE NO. 150
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Panic Drives Holiday Program
HOLIDAY, continued from page 52

software at the time, so our entire library
was documented on aflip-through cardcatalog arrangement. That Friday afternoon, three-by-fives flew through the air
to the floor as if ejected by some berserk
IBM punchcard machine, in our panicdriven quest to find any song that would
work.
No track escaped our home-grown
special. Sure, Mungo Jerry's "In the
Summertime" made the cut, but we also
managed to shoehorn in Eric Carmen's
"Make Me Lose Control," just because
of the lyric, "turn the radio up for that
sweet sound" (After all, who didn't have
the radio on all summer?). We also man-

aged to slide in Van Morrison's -Have I
Told You Lately," only because the violins in the background segued nicely
into Percy Faith's "Theme From ' A
Summer Place."
Very few songs escaped our rather
broad criteria for inclusion. We were
not going to restrict ourselves to
oldies; Bananarama's "Cruel Summer"
was as much fair game as Nat King
Cole's " Lazy Hazy Crazy Days of
Summer." We even stuck in some
Christmas tunes just for laughs
("Finally, it's warm enough to use that
bike Grandma bought you ... last
Christmas!").
We tried to make the show sound as

close to a syndicated production as we
could. One of our female weekenders
stayed late on Saturday to cut some
bumpers and liners for us, complete with
seagulls and surf effects. Her lines were
delivered in a buttery romantic tone,
dabbed with long-tail reverb. You could
almost visualize the crimson summer
sunset dropping into the ocean behind her
when she spoke.
What few spots we had that holiday
weekend were structured to sound as if
programmed by asyndicator. We would
bumper into stopsets with our sexysounding cuts. National spots would be
placed in the front, separated from the
local spots and promos by ashotgun logo

DON'T MISS THE
ENGINEERING
CERTIFICATION
W ORKSHOPS!

jingle. Our sultry re-entry cut would get
us back into the music.
All of the cuts we "researched" were
written by hand onto a low-tech music
rotation log. There was space down the
margin for jocks to initial and timestamp
each cut played, preventing " Beach
Baby" from coming up three times in two
hours. It wasn't pretty, but it was going to
have to work. We were up against the
clock, working with a weekend holiday
staff.
'Come on, just be yourself'
Jocks were actually encouraged to be
creative, drawing on their own summer
experiences and where they were when
some songs were hits. Some folks
brought almanacs, yearbooks and an old
newspaper or two in with them. The
newspapers were an exceptional
resource, as they contained old TV listings, movie ads and stories of old driveins and teen hangouts long torn down.
You want memories? An old newspaper
or microfiche archive is the place to find
them.
To any contemporary jock raised only
on liner cards, ashow such as this would
have been exhilarating and perhaps alittle terrifying to pull off. But once done, it
would be awfully hard to go back to
being acard-reading button-pusher.

Three-by-five
cards flew through
the air as if ejected
by some berserk IBM
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Seattle, Washington

For more information
on attending...
www.nab.org/conventions/
Call 800.342.246r
Call Fax-On-Demand at
732.544.2888
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..%1 or
202.775.4988
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Our homemade " Summer Beach
Weekend" show was conceived late Friday
afternoon. Most of Saturday was spent
assembling details and firming up the
music. It hit the air 9 a.m. Monday morning and made it all the way to 7p.m., when
it was time to join the evening's Sun
Network talk programming and go home.
We made it, but to borrow athought from
comedian Steven Wright, the day felt as if
we were balanced on the back two legs of
achair, trying hard not to tip over one way
or the other.
Oh, by the way, our "overnight" CDs
arrived Tuesday morning.
Never again
After being bitten like that, the new
policy was put forth not to promo any
special show until it was in-house and
checked for skips and defective discs. If
we were to have done it again, Ithink the
show should have included some recorded reminiscences from listeners and perhaps acouple of old-time radio commercials from those glory days.
If your station plans to bake its own
Labor Day special from scratch this year, I
would be very happy to know what you
did and how you pulled it off. Drop me a
few
electrons
at
apeterson@
imaspub.com Hopefully, you are not obligated to invent ashow because the syndicator stiffed you, too.
And to Irv, Tom, Bart, Big George,
Jay, Pete, Anselmo, Margaret and the
gang who strung " Summer Beach
Weekend" together, that was one heckuva
weekend, wasn't it?
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STUDIO SESSIONS

A Close Look at the Sony R700
DAT, continued from page 46
with and without SBM. From my CD
player to the unbalanced analog input of
the R700, the difference was negligible,
and the sound quality and separation
were quite good.
Out back
The R700 supports balanced analog
inputs and outputs with individual level
tweaks, unbalanced analog inputs and
outputs, adigital I/O switchable between
AES/EBU and coaxial S/PDIF (IEC).
In addition to the wireless remote that
comes with the R700, the optional RMD750 allows programmable playback by
ID number. An eight-conductor, parallelport DIN jack with pinout assignments in
the manual can be wired for simple stop,
start, rewind, fast forward, pause, start ID

A built-in clock lets the R700 record the
day of the session into the subcode. When
toggling through the Mode button during
playback, the date of recording is displayed.
The Margin Reset buttons allow you to reset
the peak display, which shows how close to
0dB and "over" the signal has come.
The Shuttle/Jog and Data wheels are
concentric and easy to navigate. Want to get
to aparticular ID number? Dial it up from 1
to 99 on the data wheel and hit Play.
The final switches determine balanced or
unbalanced analog or digital input, standard
or long-play ( 12-bit, 32 kHz, half-speed)
mode, 44.1 or 48 kHz recording (standard
32 kHz is supported through the digital
inputs only), SBM and apair of centerdetented analog record level controls.
Detented positions on the Sony inputs
matched well with the detented fader and

IDs can only be digitally transferred to
and from PCM-2300, PCM-2700 or
PCM-2700A machines. The R700 will
also detect Q codes from CD players during S/PDIF transfers.

you will need to get the optional RMD750 remote control.
In conclusion
The manual states no provision for
post- striping Absolute Time on a DAT
With or without the SBM, the R700
tape that already has audio on it. This
sounds good. The confidence recording
may not be an issue unless you are workheads and four direct-drive motors make
ing with DAT tapes recorded on an older acompelling case for the R700. Ialso
DAT machine that does not record
like the idea of being able to record the
Absolute Time.
date of a session on the tape itself. The
When transferring digital audio using
price is high, but falls in line when you
AES/EBU protocol, the R700 Auto ID feaput it in context with the features offered.
ture writes Start IDs at user- set audio
For information, contact Sony in New
threshold points down to -60 dB. With
straight digital transfers, the R700 needs a Jersey at ( 800) 686- SONY or circle
Sony PCM-2600, PCM-2800, PCM-R500 Reader Service 11.
or PCM-R700 to transfer Start or Skip IDs.
Ty Ford may be reached at
www.jagunet.com/—tford
If the S/PDIF port is used, Start/Skip

K
Sony R700 DAT recorder: Comes With Its Own Confidence Head
write, fader start and condition lights. An
industry-standard IEC power socket finishes off the back.
The front panel is cleanly designed and
extends past the sides of the chassis to
form rack- mount ears with holes.
Beneath the front panel power switch is a
three-way switch for wired, wireless or
no remote operation.
The Key Protect switch renders all but
the Auto ID, Repeat, Skip Play,
Open/Close and Stop buttons disabled. It
is not really tamper-proof, because the
switch is rather evident on the front panel
and the Stop and Open/Close buttons will
definitely stop playback.
You do not need the switch to lock out
the record feature, as you could do that
by simply opening the record-safety slot
on the DAT tape itself. To me, it makes
more sense to hide the switch and have it
disable all of the transport controls.
What? What?
The headphones and level control are
next. There is more than enough clean
power to drive aset of AKG K240 headphones, unless you are in a very loud
environment. The headphone amp has
more guts than my Panasonic SV-3900
DAT machine, which distorts my K240s
at high gain levels.
The four Start ID buttons: Auto,
Rehearsal, Write and Erase, three Skip ID
buttons, Counter Reset and Renumber button are self-explanatory, as are the main
transport controls. When the machine is
stopped, the Menu button allows access to
copy protection, record mute, Auto ID
threshold, blank time, incoming start/skip
IDs on the S/PDIF port, incoming Q codes
from the S/PDIF port, incoming start/skip
ID on the AES/EBU port, Date/Time display enable, Track time display enable,
hours of operation and about half-dozen
other parameters.

master positions on my Mackie 1604,
leaving a snug but comfortable 2 dB
before "over." Adding comp/limiting to
the Mackie main bus inserts pushed the
DAT into "over" until Idropped the gain
structure abit. The meters are easy on the
eyes and show average and peak hold.
Emphasis will be recorded if it is present.
Keep the insides in
Nine screws hold the cover in place.
The interior layout is uncluttered and you
can easily get to the headstack with or
without a tape in the transport. A small
arm with something that looks like athin
but firm plastic squeegee makes contact
with the spinning head at various times to
keep the head clean.
This undocumented feature decided to
show off when Ihad removed the cover.
After turning the unit on, Iwas serenaded
by an unsettling rasp for afew seconds,
as the squeegee contacted the DAT head.
A few seconds later the arm moved the
squeegee away from the head and silence
was restored.
The other obvious noise the R700
makes is the "kaclick" it makes when
put into play or play/record.
The R700 manual suggests not using
tapes over 120 minutes in length due to
problems with improper tape threading,
incorrect writing and erasing of start IDs
and sound distortion. Iam still carrying
around enough analog voodoo to keep me
from using anything over 90 minutes.
The manual also notes that Start IDs
must have aminimum of 18 seconds of
tape between them, 36 seconds in longplay mode. This is twice the amount of
time that Ihave been used to. This quirk
may or may not appeal to you.
Like most DAT machines, the R700
allows you to write and erase Start and
Skip IDs and automatically renumber
cuts on atape. If End IDs are important,
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Buying. Selling or Trading
When you call
Harris used
equipment
department, you
get the same great
service that you've
come to expect
from the nation's
leading supplier of
broadcast
equipment.

with awarranty to insure your
complete satisfaction.
And with Harris' low
prices, you can be
sure to get the most
value for your money.
Whether you're
buying, trading, or
selling, call Harris for
quality, selection,
service and price.

Mike Smith,
Used Equipment Specialist
Over 10 years of audio
experience.
HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
Each piece of used equipment is
TEL: 800-300-0733
thoroughly inspected by Harris'
FAX: 765-962-8961
See acomplete listing of our used equipment at
knowledgeable, factory-trained
http://www.broadcast.harris.com/
service staff (who have a
usedeq/index.html
combined experience of over 30
Harris has the
largest
inventory of used
equipment
worldwide.

years) to insure that it meets
factory specifications.
And, of course, all used
equipment from Harris comes

i-LanFas
Anew world of broadcast solutions.
•
I
998 Harris Corporation

Circle ( 8) On Reader Service

Card

Sadie IlicorIct

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

AUDIO

Want to Sell

PRODUCTION

ACOUSTIC FOAM
Broadband Absorbers • Modular Systems
Sound Barrier • Diffusors • Bass Traps &More!

Wait le
Colors: Tea
&Bergen

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Consistent Pattern....No Infles & (Mies!
Long-Lasting....Won't Crumble Like Other Brands!
1", 2", 3", 4" & 12" Thicknesses In Stock!
12 Vivid Colors In Many Cool & Effective Styles!
Highly Flame Retardant: Passes California Fire Code!
Absorbs 60% Better Than More Expensive Brands!
Best Value By Far! We Double Dare You To Compare!
Available Through All Major Broadcast Suppliers!

PS

317-842-2600 * Fax 317-842-2760 * 1- 800-95-WEDGE
Web: www auralex.com *
auratex@auratex corn

(
AuraleX

acoustics

Circle ( 234) On Reader Service Cord

AcousticsFirst'
Fee888-765-2900
Full

product line for sound

control & noise elimination.

www.acousticsfirst.com
AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
Belar RFA -1A fixed freq,
93.5 FM, RF amp, $ 450; ( 2)
McCurdy DA -507 dist amp
system for parts only, $ 100
ea; Ramko DA-6RS/e dist
amp, $ 100. D Leutz, 209586-1988.
Langevin AM- 17 (
2) 10 W
modular power amps, $ 40
ea. A Ross, 425-775-8853.
Peavey CS800X power amp
400 W, 1yr old, bench tested
& cleaned by Peavey tech,
$500/B0 + shpg. S Davis,
814-942-4504.
Crown DC300A Series Il,
$300. IBIS Productions, 301879-9396.
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell
1000' guyed TV tower with
10' face & solid legs, dismantled, Excellent Condition.
Can re- engineer to meet your
requirements and install turnkey. Structural Systems
Technology, 1-800-9976555.

FM Antennas

Dielectric Cablewave 3"
coaxial elbows ( 3), never
used, $ 75/ea, $ 200/all;
Dielectric A-50000-31 3 ( 3)
port solenoid RF switch, 50
kW, never used, S3000/130. P
Wolf, 941-458-3777.
ERI 3 bay antenna tuned to
92.1; used coax cable, 250'.
Deb Hoeflicker, 785-5272266.
Harris/ERI FML-2E 2 bay
antenna, 1 yr old, stored in
warehouse, tuned to 93.5,
$2500. I Davis, 314-8627800.
3" HELIAX STANDARD
COAXIAL CABLE
,P1 ) hiil. ilinsud, uit li, length. Prit 1,1

liCiliSi inarivt. Shipnud instantly.
Call Basic Wire & Cable
(NANCY) 800-227-4292
FAX: 77 i-539-3500

Shively 2 bay w/radomes
tuned to 96.1, 3 mos old,
$4000; Phelps- Dodge 2 bay
tuned to 94.5, $ 1500. D
Magnum, 608-372-9600.
ERI CPOL 3 bay antenna
w/deice, 97-99 MHz, KY
pick-up, $300. C Scott, 502745-3834.
Want to Buy
200', 18 or 24" face, solid
rod self support towers to
hold 150 mph wind. J Bahr,
787-728-0364.
Rohn 65G, 5-8 20' sections.
H Hoeflicker, 785-545-3220.
6 bay low or medium power
circ on or near 96.7 MHz. R
Murphy, 520-453-8823.

Want to Sell
Want to Sell
Radio Systems mono dist
amp, never used, $ 100;
Shure M-267, like new, $250.
P Wolf, 941-458-3777.
CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO
Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:
BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs
AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC & ITC CARTS
DAT & THE NEW R-CD
For more information
call Kris Elliot at
1-800-942-1711
or write to: J&I Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Grde ( 233) On Reader Service Card
Dynaflex NR units (
2), gd
cond, $ 175; dbx 155 4 chnl
tape NR system, modified,
$100. D Leutz, 209-586-1988.
Sescom ADA-1 Mk II 1x4
audio dist amp, new, $100. A
Ross, 425-775-8853.
THE NEW YORK STUDIO
-We Care"
Have aguest in Manhattan?
We can be your remote studio

LE,HALL
nG Electronics

'mg 98-1-4255

High power FM antenna on
or near 105.5 and one on or
near 97.3. R Kelly, 915-5201549.

Sparta mono cart player (2),
$75 ea; Gates cart player,
$100. Serge 1-888-463-7964.
ITC Omega mono, (
6) play,
(1) R/P, gd cond, $ 150/play,
$225/R/P, $ 950/all; BE R/P
3000 series cart deck, gd
cond, $200. P Wolf, 941-4583777.
ITC 99B PB, $400; 3D
stereo
3 tone, $ 300;
Premium single play stereo,
$150; PDII mono R/P, $250.
M Hijmans, 970-949-0140.
ITC Delta, 3 machine rack
mount shelf, $ 50. S Fuss,
310-722-1813.
Tapecaster
X7OORPS
stereo R/P; ( 6) X700PS
stereo play only, all in gd to
excel cond; also has many
extra parts, motors, heads,
rollers, $ 1500/all. M Gollub,
410-535-2201.

2- WAYS ( Telos Zephyr)
• TAPE SYNCHs ( Teins 100's)
•ISDN FEEDS (delivered by
messenger within the hour)
ProTools, DAT, R- R ( Dolby SR),
cassette; Neumann U87's & AKG
414's in agreat- sounding space,
Convenient NYC Location/
reasonable rates/great engineers
call Larry Josephson at
The Radio Foundation
(212) 595-1837 • larry@radioart.org
www.radioartorg/studio

Marantz CD- 74 w/RC430
remote rcvr, $ 100. D Leutz,
209-586-1988.
CONSOLES
Want to Sell

Lightning Got You DOWN??
uei awew Fume(

DYNAMAX
On
Air Console1
6-18"«

Next Day Delivery

Eventide, UREI or Lexicon
effect or compressor. M
Hughes, 301-962-6823.

ADM Tech 12x2 pro mix
board, gd cond, $600/130. S
Fuss, 310-722-1813.

AUTOMATION

AudioArts R-10, great cond,
used by one person, w/manual, $ 1500. 912-638-9502.

Want to Sell
TM Century/Sony Jukebox
complete automation system, TMC 386SX16, (2) TMC
controllers, ( 4) Sony CD
Jukeboxes, $ 4500.
D
Magnum, 608-372-9600.
Digital
DJ
System,
w/switcher, audio cards,
manuals, BO. R Morlino,
802-362-9500.

Advertise!
Call 703-998-7600
for details

BSI

,,00101-

E*Irtma.-tcyade, Sofeeefflreo leszerrustiessual

Broadcast Automation Software

JUST $ 999 List
Turnkey Systems Starting

BE 5BEM100 mono; Gates
Yard 80 mono; Ampro 8
stereo; BE 85150 dual mono;
Arrakis 2100SCT-125 12 chnl
stereo dual; Sparta 5 pot
mono, $75; Harris Stereo 80
(2); Gates Producer; Collins
212M-1 8 chnl mono; Gates
stereo Statesman 5 chnl. J
Phillips, 419-782-8591.
Harris Stereo 80 solid state
control
board.
Deb
Hoeflicker, 785-527-2266.
Harrison Air 790 12 chnl
stereo,
slide
pots,
4
inputs/pot, excel cond, just

at

$2995

Coll or visit our web site for your discount price
salesethalls.com

www.halls.com

tech@holls.com ,)

Grde (232) On Reader Service Card
removed
from
service,
DISCO- PRO
S1600; Bogen MX6A-T tranSOUND EQUIP
sistor, works great, $ 60. F
Willis, 850-653-3648.
Want to Sell
Ramko DC-5RA, mono, gd
cond, $ 250. Serge, 1-888Lexicon LXP-1 FX proces463-7964.
sor, $160. W Dougherty, 573-

Tascam M- 320B 20 inputs,
EQ, line or mic, 4trk outputs,
2 trk outputs, 2 effects buss,
gd cond, $ 700. Mark, 51 5684-0014.

Want to Sell

804-984-3299 (Fax)

This Month's Special ! I

CD PLAYERS

Want to Buy

EQUIPMENT

Charlottesville Va. 22901

804-984-4255 (Voice)

Soundcraft 1624, 18x16, 34
chnls, P&G faders, patch
bay, stand, PS unit, clean,
S5K/B0/trades. R Fuelle,
619-258-1080.

41- 8111114

Tascam M320 board, $500;
Alesis Midiverb II, $ 50. IBIS
Productions, 301-879-9396.

706 Rose Hill Dr.

HALL
Electronics

ITC Delta stereo P/B ( 3),
new heads, great cond, $875
ea. C Guglielmetti, 650-5893313.

•ISDN

Great Antenna
Great Price!

CART MACHINES

TEAC 3 Tascam series 8
chnl 4 trk mixer, fair cond,
S250. D Leutz, 209-586-1988.
ADM ST Series II, 1982 2
mic, 12 line, 2blank, 16 preselects, pgm, aud, mono, provision for aux, original & new
faders ( 28), BO. B O'Neal,
518-785-9061
Shure AMS8000 8 chnl gated mic mixer, $ 1500. M
Hughes, 301-962-6823.
MCl/Sony 618, 24x24,
$6.5K; Quantum 24x24,
$4.5K; Soundcraft 600,
32x1 6, $ 5.5K, like new;
Model 30, $ 295; 512, $950;
520, $ 1450. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.
Want to Buy
LPB 10-12 slide fader, stereo
board. J Bahr, 787-728-0364.

998-2681.
Want to Buys
Yamaha BP- 2 bass pedals;
Sony MUR -201 reverb. B
Meuse, 650-969-2433.
FINANCIAL/LEASING
SERVICES

FINANCING
LOANS BY PHONE

(800) 699- FLEX
.• We finance all types of
Broadcasting Equipment
:Flexible Credit Criteria
Flexible Payment Plans
No Down Payment. No Payments
For 90- Days Available
To apply or request
additional information
call Jett Wetter.

FLEX LEASE, Inc.
LIMITERS
Want to Sell
dbx 262 limiter compressor
(2), $ 100 ea. Serge, 1-888463-7964.
Gates FM Top Level stereo
limiter, excel cond, $ 150;
Shure Level Lock, like new,
$85. FWillis, 850-653-3648.

EXPERIENCED EQUIPMENT
Save $$$ on Excellent Quality
Used Consoles, STL, Test Gear...

BROADCAST
RICHMOND
Tel 765-966-6468
Fax 765-966-5505
e-mail broadcasteinfocom.com
www.broadcast-richmond.com

BEE
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LIMITERS continued...
Want to Buy

Orban 418A stereo limiter,
excel cond, $500. S Lawson,
707-528-4055.

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, onair lights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.

Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EO's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

RCA 77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE
KU-3A's On-Air lights, recording lights. Top price paid. Fast
response. Bill Bryant Mgmt,
2601 Hillsboro Rd, G12,
Nashville TN 37212. 615-2696131, FAX: 615-292-3434.

MICROPHONES

MISCELLANEOUS

Want to Sell

l'à iIÁT,
4
T.èi

1
1

Marti SCC-8H SCA gen;
Orban ST studio chassis;
Otan MX5050 r-r, Shure M67
portable mixer; Tascam 564
Mini
Disk
DAW,
new;
Moseley 505 mono STL;
Moseley 303 composite;
Belar stereo monitor FM Ml,
FMS1, RFA1; TFT 723, 724,
730 monitor; Belar AM mod
monitor; EV 635A (3); ITC RP
Premium cart record (2); LPB
25 W AM xmtr ( 2); Ampex
ATR 700 r- r; Sony MDS-302
Mini Disk rcdr. J Phillips,
419-782-8591.

1
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* Cost up to 63% less than competing brands
ri. Won tcrumble like other brands
*. Sounds great & mailable in 6void colors
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Various older processors &
test equip. C Hood, 5Harrison
St, Crafton PA 15205.

RF Warning Signs
9"x 12" $ 13.95
aid

= roe

10"x 19"$19.95

•=1..

Electronics (ael) 984-4259
ARP AXXE vintage analog
synthesizer in perfect working cond, adjusted to factory
speca w/service manual &
schematic, $ 500; Speaker
grill cloth, 2 rolls, 5'x 50' ea,
1blk & silver, 1coarse brown
tweed, $150/both. C Collins,
414-327-4141.

Want to Sell

Shure SM81 condenser
mics, as new, $ 225 ea. M
Hughes, 301-962-6823.

:

1964 Rock-Ola stereo juke
box, gd cond w/manuals,
$1500. D Leutz, 209-586-1988.

Neumann U47, $3900; U67,
$3300; U87, $1800; KM83 or
84 pairs, $1400; KM88s, $950
ea; RCA 77DX, $ 1200; BK5,
$700; BK1A, $300. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

59

Devry electronics training
course, $ 600. R Chrysafis,
304-235-2292.

Westinghouse NC- 35 dB
meters identical to those on
consoles built before 1950's,
for 2-3/4" cut-outs, 3.5" front
diam round, 3 screw front
mounting, like new, $100 ea.
R Franklin, 215-639-9230.
Audio
books: creative
recording; drum tuning;
christian mktg music manual; making money making
music; mic manual; jingles,
how to write, produce & sell
commercial music; guide to
sound systems for worship,
call for prices. W Dougherty,
573-998-2681.

c ol

Teledyne MA- 034, new mic
shock
mount,
BO.
W
Dougherty, 573-998-2681.

eS

e
RF CONTACTORS
(25-100 AMPS)
PARABOLIC MICS
416-421-5631
FAX: 416-421-3880
ADC
TT ( Bantam
Patchbays, $149; TT or 1/4"
cords, $ 10; new short MRL
test tapes, $229 for 2", 1/4",
$79; Gates dual stereo tube
limiter, $1200; Gates top level, $595; Allen & Heath GL2
rack mixer, mint, 14x4, $795;
CBS Labs Audimax, $
400 ea;
tube preamps, $ 300-400;
MX10 mixers, $795. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.
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Fast and Accurate!
Any way you
need them:

CUSTOM

blank,
punched,

steel, anodized \
aluminum, or

engraved,

laminated - plates,

loaded, even

panels, rack mounts,

pre-wired!

and floor boxes built

to your specifications.

FCC Applications, Design, Field Engineering &Tower DetunIng
Video/Datalloice • Statewide Networks • Wide- Area Networks

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( IEC)

EXPERTS IN .
TV • AM • FM • ITFS • MICROWAVE • PCS • FIBER

•

• Frequency Studies

•Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

•AM Directional Antennas

•STL Applications

• High Power Antenna Arrays

•Station Inspections

IT

1-301-913-9287

(301) 913-579') • 5272

River Rd, •460 •

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
•Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDSCAMDS/ITES/OFS)
•Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
i.Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

C.P.

CROSSNO &

ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
P.O. BOX 180312
DALLAS, TX 75218

AM. FM & TV Broadcasting
ANTENNA DESIGN, ALLOCATIONS. FCC/FAA
CHARLES PAUL CROSSNO. P.E.
(214) 321-9140

MEMBER AFCCE

1-800-797-1338
PC —

MUJ

Bethesda.

Consulting

Engineers

1110 North Glebe Rd, #800
Arlington, VA 22201

Broadcast Engineering
Consultants

AM - FM - TV
WAYNE S. REESE
PRESIDENT

Box 220, 100 Airport Rd.
Coldwater, MI 49036

51 7-278-7339

System One Communications
Broadcast Constructors & Consultants
Houston, Texas

888-625-5649
Complete Turnkey Construction
Antenna Line Testing
AM Directional Field Work
AM and FM Applications
Tower Services
Studio Designs
Custom Studio Furniture

F'

SOFTWARE

AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping— SIL Paths
RFHAZ--US Census PopCount
FAA Tower—Draw Tower

(703) 741-3500
FAX: (703)741-0312

Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant % eoft
1600 Picturesque Drive V
Cedar Falls IA 50613

Member AFCCE

800- 743- DOUG

MD 20816}

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
& ASSOCIATES. INC

Telecommunications

DON'T
GAMBLE
WITH YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLARS!

Fax (
612) 785-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 612)785-4115 . sii

Moffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.

•FCC Applications & Exhibits

FAX:

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

E-mail: Owleng19@skypoint.com

Í T. Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
AM-FM-TV-LPTV

Repksces expensive distribution amplifiers.
Bolonced, Hoeing inputs and outputs.
Economical, reliable audio routing.

analizar
425-454-2040

Website www.audisarcom

Ord. (231) Ou Reader Service Card
Want to Buy
Atlas 56-36W mic stand,
need bases, wheeled bases,
swivels, crown pieces, will
buy or trade for other Atlas
stand parts; 7 meter panel
for Sony 3036 console. W
Sear, 212-582-5380.

Ethnic records from Balkan
label, also Skertich Brothers
on Columbia label.
M
Stosich, 630-960-9137.

•FCC Applic allons and Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches and Coordination

Engineers

210 S. Main St., ThiensvIlle, WI 53092 (414) 242-6000 FAX (414) 242-6045
Internet: ht1p://www.evensassoc.com
Member AFCCE

91(400-6 AUDIO DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER

CBS or NBC original callletter plate for RCA 44 mic.
M Harrington, POB 250995,
Little Rock AR 72225.

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Communications

S

il

Seeking Thordarson xfmr
data on T46557- H & 188401,
probably OEM type. E
Davison, 217-793-0400.

CONSULTANTS
i01111lidliSEvANs

1Balanced Input

5Balanced Outputs

PO. Box 1561, Bellevue, WA 98009

Complete control room
including furniture & prod
room, 6 mos old, call for
complete list of equip, BO. J
MacDonald, 360-457-1450.

Consulting

Two row patch panel, $50;
box rack, $ 25; ( 2) tabletop
mic booms, $ 25; assorted
cables, $ 50.
IBIS
Productions, 301-879-9396.

Advertise in Radio
World and reach
18,000+ broadcast
professionals.
Call Simone TODAY!

703-998-7600

GRAHAM BROCK, INC
BROAIXAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

ill

sun

ora .AIIr silt, rn
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il I

)rwrAtIr rr, ANI F51 TV AI •N sama iron.
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Jazz record collections,
10" LP/1 2" LP be-bop,
swing, dixie, highest prices
paid. B Rose, Program
Recdgs, 228 East 1Oth,
NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060.
RADIO/STUDIO LIQUIDATION! United States Audio
Pay's $ Cash for Neve's,
Pultec's,
Fairchild's,
Teletronix,
UREI,
AKG,
Altec,
API,
Neumann,
Langevin 511 6/5301, consoles & more! Ph: 818-8876600 Fax: 818-887-4700.

DaNgr
olgi ? I
ct'11 11,12

and or

912- 638-8028

202-393-5133

\\‘‘

UTC Transformers A-1 0,
11, 12, 16, 18, 17, 19, 25, 26,
HA- 100, 100X, 133, LS- 10,
12, 14, 19, 21, 52, 55, 56, 57,
63, WE 111C repeat coils. M
Hughes, 301-962-6823.

MONITORS

Fickl Work, A1111./1,1.1 . Intl
Iar

RCA Red Book 1950 or
earlier, Bdct News ( RCA)
magazines 1950 or earlier,
WE oscillator. S Horner, 805655-3037 (pager).

k
tirtri

Don't
Gamble
with your
Advertising Dollars!
Advertise in
Radio World and reach
18,000+ subscribers.
Call 5imone at
703-998-7600 today!

2.0
•International enhancements
•Import of multiple terrain data formats
•Biby-D advanced propagation model
•CDS matrix calculation method
RFCAD provides high- resolution propagation results overlaid
on seamless rasterized topographic maps. RFCAD has
been designed to enable the most efficient and accurate
planning, and analysis of RF sites, and systems.

Want to Sell
JBL 4412 studio monitors,
$600. IBIS Productions, 301879-9396.
Used
Mod
Monitors,
McMartin & Belar. Many to
choose from, tuned & calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent.
402-493-1886.

32- bit application designed for Windows 95/N Tt"

rd4 800-441-0034

BrÀ www.comm-data.com
Communications Data Services, Inc.

Advertise!
Call 703-998-7600
for details

BEE

60

RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell

SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES
Will work to meet your receiver needs
Professional / Table / Portable
Field Strength Meters
Reading Service / Ethnic / Data
DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234-3119
Tel: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081
E-Mail: SCARadio@aol.com

SCA DECODER BOARD,
67KHZ & 92KHA. TEL:
818-782-5272; EMAIL:
PARSI@MSN.COM.

FREE CATALOG

Radio Land
We offer exceptional
radios and receiving
antennas, as well as,
an extensive variety of
radio accessories
W EBSITE: CCRANE.COM

1-800-522-8863
Sat dish, 11' mesh type
w/feedhorn, LNB, rcvr, IR
remote, 2' Ku dish, oval,
$300/B0; Amateur band 10
meter rig w/stock D-104 pwr
mic, MFJ-SBF-2, 13.8V 3A
PS, AS M-344 magnum, features: NB, RIT, smooth tuning, AF gain/pwr off, dig
disp, freq lock, band SWQ,
key, ext sp jacks, (4) pin mic
jack, analog s/RF meter, 5pin acc, jack, 200' hardline +
RG-8
coax, $ 400/B0;
Motorola Mostar UHF FM 2-

way 35W 16 ch w/base tray,
base mic, mobile mic, 5 dB
gain ant, pwr cord, $375/130.
R Chrysafis, 304-235-2292.
Comrex 2-line freq extender,
xmtr & rcvr, $ 1995 for both
ends. Steve Kirsch, 90 S Long
Beach Rd, Rockville Centre
NY 11570. 516-763-1776.

RECORDERS
Want to Sell

Otan i MX5050 4 trk r- r
w/remote,
excel
cond,
$1500; ITC 750 series r- rPB
deck, fair cond, $100; Ampex
PR- 10 r- rw/MX-1 0 Ampex
mixer, fair cond, $150; Sony
250 r- rneeds heads aligned,
gd cond, $100; Sony TC-8 8
trk cartridge rcdr, needs
work, $100; TEAC 2300- SC rrfor parts, $ 100. D Leutz,
209-586-1988.

CLEAN PATCH DAYS
NO DOWN TIME

Akai GX-4000Dm $299.
Serge, 1-888-463-7964.
ROLAND VS880V2 WORK
STATION, new, non destructive recording with 999 levels
of undo, 64 recordable virtual tracks with 8- track playback, 18 bit A/D and D/A
conversion, supports multiple sampling rates. $1400.00
-FREE SHIPPING. Delano,
954-450-0068.
DA -20 DAT RECORDER,
new - selectable copy coding, long record mode,
$500.00 - FREE SHIPPING.
Delano, 954-450-0068.
Akai GX-4000D r- r, gd
cond, $ 200. Serge, 1-888463-7964.
STUDER RE VOX
PARTS/SERVICE

_
Cassette- CD-Open reel
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.
JM TECHNICAL ARTS
1515 Elm Hill Pike #203
Nashville, TN 37210 ( 615) 365-9030

Dokorder 1140 4trk r- r, 10",
7.5 & 15 ips, mint cond, $250.
JMindy, 716-377-1880.
Otan MX 5050 BQII 4trk r- r,
$1500. Mark, 515-684-0014.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.
CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

Tascam 8 trk r- rw/cables,
$1000; Sony DAT Walkman,
$300; Nakamichi MR1 cassette deck, $ 100. IBIS
Productions, 301-879-9396.
Ampex 4 trk tube deck,
$2500; stereo 351 ( recond),
$1800; Akai Adam, new, digital 12 trk, $3500; MM1000-16
w/new heads, $4500; Otani
MTR10-4, $ 3500; Ampex
ATR102s, search to cue, $495;
Ampex locator for ATA or
1200, $ 895; MCI 11 OC -8,
$3.5K; Tascam 85-16 recond
w/dbx, rc & loc, $3K. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.
New & used Ampex 350
style tape transports, motors
& parts, various prices. M
Crosby, 408-363-1646.

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

Want to Buy

VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
4 116

818-9075161

Revox A-77 RIP, gd cond,
$300. FWillis, 850-653-3648.
Tascam 32, gd cond, rack
mount, BO; Fostex E-2, gd
cond, rack mount, BO; Fostex
Autolocator 4050, gd cond,
BO. S Fuss, 310-722-1813.
Tascam DA88, very low hrs,
no Sys-88 card, vgc, $2000. A
Brooks, 704-684-1461.

Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards,
heads,
motors,
machine parts, or electronic
parts. Call 818-907-5161.
Ampex
PR10
tape
recorders. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE

Akai DD- 1000 4 chnl optomagnetic digital editor, V23
Timestretch, $ 1200. D Gast,
803-886-8048.

tops in broadcast equipment
1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

kkannapoliseworldnetatt.net

516-763-1776 •

FAX: 516-763-1750

Moseley MRC 1600 (
2)
complete systems, $1000 ea.
M Hijmans, 970-949-0140.
Moseley MRC-1600 set up
for STL-TRL(TSL) link, excel,
$1400; Gentner VRC-1 000
w/VRC-2000
software
upgrade, like new, $ 1500;
Gentner VRC-1 000 command relay panel, $ 350. D
Leutz, 209-586-1988.

SCA RENTALS
Full power Dallas SCA
channels available immediately. M Vanhooser, 972-4029673.

Remotes from EUROPE?

Magnavox CDB-502 CD player, 16 bit d/a converters, many
features, headphone jack, 1
chan very weak, $40; Technics
RS- D400 stereo cassette
deck, one touch rec/auto
shop, excel cond, $ 60. W
Dougherty, 573-998-2681.

LONG-LIFE

Comrex LTX/R (
2), $500 ea;
US Audio Whirlwind Mix- 5S
stereo mixer, $ 175; SKB
rackmount case- 4 unit, $60,
excel cond. K Starks, 313480-9981.

WE RENT
TELOS ZEPHYR
CCS "Prima" Codees
Frank
Gradual
Audio/Video
Consultants

HEADS
call

COMREX
610-642-0978

Burt TC-8 set up for wire line
control
w/interface
unit,
$600/B0. S Fuss, 310-722-1813.

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
14409) 363-1646

WE RENT FOR LESS

FAX 14408) 3634-0957

Otan i5050B 2 trk r- rrack
mount tape deck, excel
heads, $750/B0. B Hawkins,
317-684-8411.
Recordex 330111:3 cassette
tape duplicator, mono, music
quality, recently refurbished
w/new heads, $ 800. C
Guglielmetti, 650-589-3313.

...and Europe's largest
Tel 01144-181-442-8900 F.\-8901
Comrex 2- line, used 6x's,
$1000. Tom, 1-800-860-9771.
Musicam
Prima
110
codec, like new, used max
10
hrs, $ 2500/B0.
E
Primeau, 248-559-9697.

rental stock

www.wircdíorsound.co.uk

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

Want to Sell

Hotlines
FM Exciters
Zephyrs
571's
Nexus
FM Pst Amps
Audio
Test Equipment
If we don't have k, we will get It!
RCM% INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"
Comrex 3XR-3XT 3 line freq
extender transmit & receive
units, like new, $ 3500. J
Leslie, 602-754-5806.

Satellite Equipment for Radio

Off the air?
Looking for reliable
repair service?
Rely on us!
Satellite Systems is respected industry- wide for prompt,
accurate service to radio stations and networks.
Whether you have aDart 384 or Scientific Atlanta 7300/7325
we can repair your equipmelt.
Pre- and post- service technical support, along with a
6- month warranty.
Turn to the leader in repair, new equipment, used equipment
and accessories. We can answer all your questions.

Celebrating 7 years
of providing reliable repair service

SATELLITE SYSTEMS
15 East Brookside Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Phone: ( 719) 634-6319
Fax: ( 719) 635-8151
Grde (230) On Reader Service Card

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager,
to reserve space in the next issue. Use
your credit card to pay, we now accept

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

SILVER LAKE AUDIO •

EQUIPMENT • ENGINEERS • EXPERIENCE

Scully 280, electr only, any
cond. M Hughes, 301-962-6823.

North Hoi44vood. C4 91607 MX 818-784-3763

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
...Some people get hooked on
broadcast
equipment
big
time...they think about it.. dream
about it...talk about it all the
time...for example.. . us...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

RENT IT HERE!

WIRED FOR SOUND ( London) offers...

$34.95 Ea. "
12115 Magnolia 8441

July 22, 1998

VISA, MASTERCARD, and AMEX.
5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA 22041 •PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966
Select from these categories for best ad positioning:
Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers 8. Cables
Audio Production (Other)
Business Opportunities
Can Machines
CD Players
Computers

Consoles
Disco- Pro Sound
Financial/Leasing Services
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Receivers & Transceivers

Recorders
Remote & Microwave
Repair Services
Satellite Equipment
Software
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes, Carts, Reels & CD's

Classified Advertising Rates
Effective January 1, 1998
1-9 col inch (per inch)
10-19 col inch (per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Station/Studio Services
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

1
x
$75
$70
$115
$80
$175

3x
73
68
113
78

6x
70
65
110
76

$2.00 per word
$16 additional

I
3x
63
58
99
68

Tax Deductable
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Training Services
Tubes
Turntables
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

To compute ad costs:
Multiply the number of ad
inches (columns xinches) by
the desired rate schedule for
your per unit cost. Example:
a3" ad at the lx rate is
$225, at the 3x rate $219, at
the 6x rate $210, at the 12x
rate $ 189, etc.

Wegener 96Q rcvr for Jones
formats, like new, $ 1000. M
Hijmans, 970-949-0140.

STATIONS
Start your own commercial
radio station with only
$5000 or less!
Yes it's possible & legal. Part 15 of
FCC rules allows low power AM
rodio stations to operate without a
license I! Caviar on entire town &
bill $1500 a ' wait !! It has been
done !! Order the newsletter booklet that tells you all you need to
know to get started for just
$29.99. Send check or money
order payable to: WCTD Radio, 4
Canal St, Westerly RI 02891 or
call 401-348-9222 for more do.
KC Inspected.

BEE

July 22, 1998
STATIONS continued...
Want to Sell
1 kW FT AM in Eastern
North Carolina, great cond. R
Benfield, 704-878-9667.

TEST EQUIPMENT

RF POWER

Want to Sell

The Best of Two Molds!

Tek 585A o- scope w/202-1
scope cart, type 53/54g ( 2)
82, 1a4, B, 81a, plug- ins, TU 5 pulser, AC terminator for
P6019, 902a tunnel diode
pulser, 5 screw on tips, 3
probes, scope is 100 MHz 4
trace, $ 3000/130.
R
Chrysafis, 304-235-2292.

6 kW FM w/50 kW CP, North
Florida. F Willis, 850-6533648.
Attention
Hispanic &
Portuguese Broadcasters!
A new
Southern
New
England radio station has
broker time available for as
little as $ 75 per hour. Call
401-348-9222 for more
details.

HP 8444A, $750; HP 214A,
$250; Tek 508 1GHz counter,
$700 + shpg. J Baltar, 207623-1941.
Singer SSB-50 NRSC type
spectrum analyzer w/TTG3
2-tone gen, RF8 tuning unit,
REC2
freq
extender,
HP3200B HF oscillator, gd
working cond, 10 Hz resolution, usable to 500 MHz,
$1 500. T Walker, 540-6322152.

STEREO
GENERATORS
Want to Sell
Zenith Controls ZTSH
ser les automatic transfer
switch, single phase, 208 V,
100 A, weekly exerciser,
delay return to normal power, never used, $ 1200. Mark,
515-684-0014.

Approx 5000-6000 45's
(some LPs) from 50's thru
80's, gd cond, cataloged,
sold as collection only,
$5950. D Leutz, 209-5861988.

(760) 744-0500 (888) 744-3500
Fax: (760) 744-1943
e-mail: rfp@dparts.com

RF PARTS

435 SO. PACIFIC ST.
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069

Dr& (229) On Reader Service Card

For details on
space availability
contact Simone
at

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES

I-IABLA ESPAÑOL
WE EXPORT
MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
SE

VISA

Mucrotran table top tape
degausser, handles 1"-2"
tapes, $ 150/BO; mechanical
tape
timers,
Lyrec &
Seike/Spotmaster, new &
used. M Crosby, 408-3631646.

Svetlana
Se Hable Español

Want to Sell

We have the alternatives
for all your needs, at the
lowest pnces, direct from Svetlana
OUR STOCK!!'
EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: [ 800] 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595

Want to Sell

1=9

703-998-7600

NEW TUBES

REELS/CD'S

__tee

TUBES

C Electronics Co.
TAPES/CARTS/

See)

,e‘

ECONCO

Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 6427,
8550, 6804, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682,
5671, 7804, 3CX10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C, C05-200
Worn out pouer tubes purchased

Vacuum Tube
Industries, Inc.
—1-800-528-5014508-584-4500 X75

Advertise in

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Cost of New

N 0.S. blank rcdg discs,
pro studio- type discs only
such as Audiodisc, Transco
or Allied, especially need 7"
w/large hole for cutting 45
rpm dubs, will pay fair price
for gd discs. B Leslie, 216662-1435.

Coll for Our Price List

For

800-532-6626

Details

916-662-7553

(...) re I1

300B (
See SV300B)
3CX300A1
3CX400A7
3CX2500A3
3CX2500F3
3CX2500H3
3CX3000A7
3CX3000F7
3CX4500F3
3CX6000A7NLI148
3CX10,000A3
3CX10,000A7

OFF THE AIR?
EMERGENCS Back-up RENTALS
FM Exciters - STLs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio cSi Test Equipment

3CX10,000H3
3CX15.000A3
3CX15,000A7
3CX15,000H3
3CX20,000A7
3CW20,000A1
3CW20,000A7
3CW20,000H3
3CW20,000H7
3CW30,000H3
4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX25OBT
4CX25OR
4CX350A
4CX350AC
4CX400A
4CX800A

Fe e-»W

4C PX800A
4CX1500A
4CX1600B
4CX3500A
4CX5000A
4CX500OR
4CX7500A
4CX10,000D
4CX12,000A
4CX15,000A
4CX15,000J
4CX20,000A
4CX20,000B
4CX20,000C
4CW10,000A
4CPW10,00OR
4X150A
5CX1500A

Gates FM 7.5C 7.5kW FM
PA section, complete but
less rectifiers, w/book,
exciter is extra $995, pick up
in
Oklahoma, $ 900.
J
Cunningham, 580-265-4496.

Used PTEK 500W FM
amplifier, $2950, full manufacturers 2 year warrentee. Other power amps
and exciters also available. 408-448-3342.

INCREDIBLE

TRANSMITTERS
TAYLOR

1811

SCMS Irvc ( 8001 4)8 6040
"You KNOW WE KNOW RAdi0"
Low pwr xmtr, tube type
w/ATV, gd cond. Serge, 1888-463-7964.

UNPRECEDENTED QUALITY

AM
DA -2
equipment
including xmtr, phasor, towers, etc, now operating on
1370 kHz. H Lardinois, 414784-9188.
BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT
USED: FM/AM Transmitters, RPU's.
STUs, FM Antennas. Consoles,
Processing. etc. CONTINENTAL
COMMUNICATIONS,
3300
Chippewa. St. Louis MO 63118.
I - 800-664-4497 FAX: 314-664-9427.

TV TRANSMITTERS
1Watt
2Watt
4 Watt

20 Watt
Watt
100 Watt
200 Watt
400 Watt
800 Watt
40

Collins 830D FM 1 kW xmtr,
900C3 FM mod mon, 54N-1
FM freq mon, Harris MS- 15
Exct-All cards, BE 5 chnl
console, all manuals, used &
slightly abused, details by
fax on request, $ 7500. N
Rupard, 316-331-3000.

1K Watt

2K Watt

$1,138
$1,499
$3,174
$5,960
$8,716
$11,905

$18,295 2KWatt
$22 '
900 4k Watt

$20,741

$38,900

TAY LO R

Collins 250G; RCA BTA B1
complete w/manuals, you

FM RADIO
TRANSMITTERS
Including Stereo Encoder

$1,114
$1,664
$2,138
$3,880 1Watt
$5,046 30 Wall
$6,206 300Watt
$9,874 600Watt
$13,171 1KWatt

The Transmitter People

Rockwell- Collins 831-D2,
2.5 kW w/manual, currently
on air, avail 6/15/98, $7500. K
Schafermeyer, 573-449-3883
eves 5-9PM.

Taylor Bros. ( Oldham) Limited. Lee St.
Oldham England. Tel( 0161 652 3221,
Fax: 0161 626 1736

Want to Buy
TTA 10,000-C FM was operational when removed, 101.9
MHz, $ 4500/130; Harris FM
3.5K presently on air w/BE
FX-50 exciter, 96.7 MHz,
$1 5,000; Harris FM 25K
presently on air, 91.5 MHz,
$16,500. J Kellstrom, 501525-9700
LPB AM xmtr 2-30 w/ATU,
gd cond, $550; low pwr xmtr

Harris HT20, 20 kW FM
xmtr. J Bahr, 787-728-0364.
Harris MX15 exciter, needs
minor work in power supply.
J Bahr, 787-728-0364.
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo
modules. Goodrich Ent.,
11435 Manderson, Omaha
NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

TODA Y!
r- 'Ter lt-p4

SCX 15008
5728
6550C (
See SV6550C)
6AS7G
6I3M8
6D22S
6L6GC (
See
SV6L6GC)
6N1P
811A
812A
833A
81618
8560AS
EF86
EL34
EL509
SV83
SV300B

www.svetlana.com
Fax: 256-880-8077 • Engineering: 650-233-0429

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

es;

SV572-3
SV572-10
SV572-30
SV572-160
SV6550C
SV6L6GC
SV811-3
SV811-3A
SV811-10
SV811-10A
TH5-4
TH5-6
TH6-3
TH6-3A
YC130/9019
SK300A
SK1300
SK1320

•Manufactured in Russia's largest power tube facotry •
Generous warranty based on high quality • Honest prices based on quality at low cost • Check
our Stocking Distributors for best price and delivery

Circle ( 227) On Reader Service Card

30-50 w/ATU, excel cond,
$700. Serge, 1-888-463-7964.

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Watch this list GROW!

Headquarters: 256-882-1344

pick up, $2700. G Szoelloski,
520-774-0864.

TRANSCOM CORP.

AMPEREX, EIMAC, RCA,
SVETLANA
4CX250B,
4CX250R/7580W, 4-400C, 3500ZG, 3CX300 0A7, 807,
811, 833C. Westgate 800213-4563.

WE BUY AND SELL BUSINESS TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT. DOMINION TELECOM. 800-998-3281.

DEVICES

998-7600

FOR THE BEST PRICE

TRANSMITTERS: 100MW
for
sale, $ 1200.
FCC
approved,
no
licence
required. They're legal to be
operated under Part 15 of
FCC rules, can cover up to 2
miles each. Also, if you need
help on how to build a low
power AM station under
$6000, call Serge at 1-888463-7964.

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
8, sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

EQUIPMENT

ELECtRON

(703)

Urde (228) On Reader Service Card

TELEPHONE

Svetlana

Call

FAX 916-666-7760

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell

QEI Quantum 2.4 kW solid
state w/300 W exciter, used
25 mos, perfect cond,
$16,000. D Magnum, 608372-9600.

Approximately /
2
1
the

Want to Buy

61

Fax: 650-233-0439

100 W

FM 1985 Harris FM100K

100 W

FM 1985 Harris FM100K

1.8 KW FM 1993 QEI Solid State
Quantum

2.5 KW AM 1975 McMartin BA2.5K
5 KW AM 1969 Harris BCH5H
5 KW AM 1980 Harris MW-5A
5 KW AM 1982 Continental 315F
50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1

5KW

FM 1990 Harris HT5

5KW

FM 1971 Harris FM5H3

50 KW AM 1981 Continental 317C-1

10 KW FM 1965 ITA 10,000B

50 KW AM 1981 Harris MW-50B
50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW-50B

20 KW FM 1977 RCA BTF 20E1

50 KW AM 1986 Harris MW-50C3

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE: WWW.TRCORP.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM
"

WE NOW ACCEPT VISA AND MASTERCARD
Circle (
226) On Reader Service Card
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EMPLOYMENT
Contemporary Christian
Radio group in Nashville with
avision to impact young adults
and youth throughout America
has an opening for a Director
of
Expansion
and
Technological Development.
We desire someone who is
computer savvy to help find
new FM Non- Commercial
channels for translators and
full stations. This person also
would help locate opportunities for LMA's and Time brokerage agreements with existing
stations. The position will take
someone with a vision and
passion for this format. Send
resume to Bob Augsburg,
WAY- FM,
PO
Box
887,
Brentwood TN 37024-0887.

HELP WANTED

Chief Engineer
The Wicks
Broadcast Group
has an immediate opening for aChief
Engineer. The successful candidate
must have aminimum of 3to 5years
experience as achief or assistant with
a thorough knowledge of FCC
regulations, transmitter operations and
maintenance as well as studio
operations. The ideal candidate also
must have strong computer skills.
Fax resume and acover letter to:
Rex Tackett, President
Wicks Broadcast Group
at 210-698-5339, EOE

(1) dio(fitHiticer
Relocate to Pittsburgh...work
with one of the largest
broadcast groups in the
nation! Fulltime radio station
engineer with FCC license to
maintain triopoly broadcast
studio equipment and transmitters. Electrical engineering training, broadcast experience
required.
Also.
thorough knowledge of DOS
computer network to troubleshoot computer network.
Salary commensurate with
experience.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Contact: Chris Hudak
Chief Engineer, CBS Radio
Pittsburgh - 651 Holiday Dr,
Pittsburgh, PA 15220.

Hire young, hot talent very
cheap, avail seasoned,
believable, affordable jock,
news anchor, production talent, engineer. Alex, 513-7778423.
Need a fresh new voice
that can sell your product?
Voiceovers, commercials,
TV/radio, in your NJ station.
Brian, 6-9PM, 908-359-3085.
Advertise in Radio World'

UTAH

Tower Sales & Erection
Turnkey Site Development
Installation & Maintenance
AM/FM Broadcast, TV
Microwave Systems,
Antennas & Towers

TOWER CO.
COMMUNICATIONS
CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE AM/FM
CELLULAR, PCS, TV DIGITAL
MICROWAVE ANTENNAS &
TOWERS

TOWERCOMM
Communications Specialists

6017 Triangle Di
Seve Wall
Raleigh. NC 27613
President (9191790-3495
Gen Convector .25891 Fax (9191781-6454

Call 703-998-7600 TODAY!

Tired of the rat race?

A DVERTISER I
NDEX

How does a 5- minute commute
sound? Ocean breezes? Deer for
neighbors, in the kind of quiet,
small-town community you never

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

thought really existed?
How about the drive, and
technical
expertise
needed for radio in the
next century?

You're experienced in VC++, MFC, GUI, Win32
and 00.You understand vertical market software; support it with finesse.You're a strong

Prophet Systems, the leader in digital
audio broadcast systems, may be the place
for you. Opportunities for tech support.
programmers, engineers and sales. Great
salary and benefits.

communicator. You thrive on developing new
applications. You demand challenge, but you've
had enough of high-pressure startups and
contract jobs

Were saving an office for you.

Contact: HR Manager
Post Office Box 67
Reedsport, OR 97467
E-mail HR@cbsi.org
Fax 541-271-1401
www.cbsi.org

Check out listings on the web:
www.prophetsys.com
pe
or call (
308)284-3007

eiED.31]

Custom Business systems, inc.
Multiple openings EUE

'Ri
sae•
Team up with the # 1 manufacturer of digital music
systems. Scott Studios is
looking for computer specialists with great people skills.
Must have in depth knowledge of broadcast operations.
Experience
must
include hardware/software
troubleshooting, network
installations (Windows/95/NT,
Novell, Lantastic). Send
resume to Scott Studios Attn: Brian A. Chase, 13375
Stemmons Fwy Suite 400,
Dallas TX 75234. Fax: 972620-2707
or
email:
Brian@ScottStudios.com

Do you know radio
traffic and billing inside and out?
Are you never happier than when

dei
ied

you've saved the day for the
station ( again)? Are you anatural
communicator? Are your PC and
telephone your best friends?

As acustomer service representative, you'll work
with stations the world over, from afriendly smalltown headquarters where co-workers are like
family. As a training specialist, you'll travel
extensively to bring that expertise to aglobal
clientele.

Your next challenge is waiting.

Contact: HR Manager
Post Office Box 67
Reedsport, OR 97467
E-mail HR@clisi.org
Fax 541-271-1401
www.cbsi.org

„......„--,,,..

...--

POSITIONS
WANTED

ED
Custom Business systems, inc.
Qua, (lope

r r r r r
Station Manager

r

r

Wheaton College is seeking applications for Station Ma lager of its local ›„,./
FM radio station, WEN Responsibilities include managing programming,
scheduling, operational policies & staff development for WEIN Radio, with
..„,
,,,,,/ additional duties in cable television. Successful candidate will have aBA in ,7
Communications or arelated field, along with three years of experience &
an understanding of the broadcast & computer tools used in radio & j
,,,,/ television operations.
or
Wheaton College is an evangelical Christian liberal arts college whose
j faculty & staff affirm aStatement of Faith & adhere to lifestyle expectations. /„..."
, The College complies with federal & state guidelines for nondiscrimination
in employment. Women & minority candiotes are encouraged to apply.
,
.., Resumes should be sent to: Director of Human Resources, Wheaton ,V
, College, 501 College Ave, Wheaton IL 60187
V

//

V

V.

V

V

V

Broadcast Sales Representative Immediate position available for experienced ( five years +)
broadcast equipment salesperson to further expand sales in our
main/Midwest regional sales office. Must be a success
oriented, self- motivated individual with strong communication and
organizational skills and the determination to excel in ahighly
competitive industry.
Position offers high earning
potential with excellent benefits and salary plus commission/bonus
compensation. If you are interested in this position and dedicated
to outstanding sales performance,

Eddie Lee ready to work &
grow, recnt bdctg school
grad wanting on- air or prod,
AOR, CHR, Oldies station in
OKC area. 405-722-2678.
Hard working, friendly, outgoing CE seeks employment, FT, PT, contract work,
Northeast, TV/FM/AM, cable
station, exper CET & FCC
licensed, avail immed. M
Rakoff, 718-969-5224.
Listener preferred, seasoned personality avail for
oldies, adult standards,
country, adult contemporary,
also news anchoring & prod.
A McKuen, 513-777-8423.
Semi-fab
morn
A/T,
phones, fun, promotions,
Country, Oldies, A/C, experienced. Mike, 510-432-7801.
Talented yet teachable bdct
graduate, excel on- air personality, creative copy & prod,
cable radio, live club DJ,
sales/advert exper, will relocate. Robert, 405-670-1883.

Please send resume, salary history and sales philosophies to:

Dave Howland, Vice President of Sales and 14arkating, ABG, Inc.,
3685 Roger B. Chaffee Blvd.. Grand Rapids, All 49548.

12 yr vet looking for sportscasting opportunity, have
p/b/p exper, will relocate. W
McKenna, 804-478-4892.
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Hall Electronics
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OMB America
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Reach Radio Network

38
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229
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Satellite Systems

230
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151

16

Scott Studios

42
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47

Shively Labs

37

44
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47

Silicon Valley Power
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Crown Broadcast

7

8

Sine Systems
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199
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Datacount

159

50.. . Superior Broadcast Products. .
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Circuit Werkes
Clark Communications

7

Comrex

44
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196

Comrex116

2

47.. Spacewise Broadcast Furniture.

Svetlana

76
85
227

55

Econco

112

61

Econco

228

9

Telos Systems

41

48 .... Electronic Research Inc.

73

38

The Radio Mall

152

23

Enco Systems
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61

Transcom
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Excalibur Electronics

77

36

UPI

161

55

FirstCorp

150

48

Weatheradio

74

Ghostwriters . 153,113,167

63

Wheatstone . . 47

64

Wheatstone

38

44. .. . Gorman-Redlich Mfg. Co. .
Production Director
Production Manager
Publication Manager
Showcase Coordinator
Ad Traffic Manager
Desktop Management

156

Lisa Stafford
Jeff Fisher
Jennifer West
Vicky Baron
Kathy Jackson
James Cornett

Marketing Manager
Ad Traffic Assist./Classified Coordinator
Ad Coordination Manager
Circulation Director
Circulation Manager
Accounts Receivable

86
Heather Harris
Anastacia Stornetta
Simone Mullins
Sheryl Llnangst
Robert Green
Steve Serlo

Advertising Sales Representatives
U.S.East: Skip Tash
703-998-7600 ext 160 Fax: 703-998-2966
U.S. West: Dale Tucker
916-721-3410 Fax: 916-729-0810
U.S. Midwest: Sandra Harvey-Coleman
765-966-0669 Fax: 765-966-3289
Southwest Sales: Christopher Rucas
41
5-922-5595 Fax:415-922-5597
Other Regions: Stevan B. Dana
703-998-7600 Fax: + 1-703-998-2966
Latin America: Alan Carter
+ 1-703-998-7600 ext I11Fax: + 1-703-998-2966
UK, Ireland: Phil Guy
+441011869-337508 Fax: +441011869-337509
Europe, Africa, Middle East: Raffaella Calabrese
+39-2-7030-0310 Fax: +39-2-7030-0211
Asia/Pacific: Eiji Yoshikawa
+81-3-3327-2688 Fax: +81-3-3327-3010
Free Subscriptions are available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users. For address
changes, send current and new address to RW amonth in advance at PO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Unsolicited
manuscripts are welcomed for review: send to the attention of the appropriate editor
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YOU ARE LOOKING ATA

DIGITAL RADIO CONSOLE
The latest. The BEST. Yet to the unknowing eye it's
identical to the standard analog consoles your staff has
been running for years. No keyboards, no TV screens—
just straightforward, hands-on controls.
Think of it: no retraining personnel, no long drawn
out learning curves, no expensive on-air mistakes while
your operators "get the feel" of anew technology— as
far as they're concerned, it's business as usual.

And since the D-500 can accept and output both
digital and analog signals,your existing equipment doesn't
need to be replaced all at once.You can proceed with
conversion at your own pace, according to your own
financial timetable.
If you've decided to go digital, let WHEATSTONE
help make the switchover as painless as possible. Get in
touch with us and find out more!

ÎVVheatftone Corporation
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, NC. 28562
Cirde (86) Oe Reader Service Card

USA (tel 252-638-7000)
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